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happily, nordhavn has weathered the deepest economic 
downturn since the Depression. As Dan Streech explains on 
Page 28, for Pacific Asian Enterprises, the recession is over. 
In itself, that’s cause for celebration—but there is more.

It’s the 10th anniversary of ATW, a three-letter acronym 
that stands for the 24,000-mile voyage around the world by 
a Nordhavn 40, a challenge so well executed that it cemented PAE’s leadership role in 
building the most capable passagemakers on the planet. There’s a special section on ATW 
posted at www.nordhavn.com complete with reports, interviews, photos and a video.

Although there has been a trend to larger boats in recent years, PAE remains commit-
ted to building its smallest model. In fact, Nordhavn 40 #66, #67 and #68 were launched 
in the past year for adventurous buyers fulfilling their dreams.

Another reason to celebrate is the approaching launch of the first Nordhavn 120 
 Expedition Yacht. You may never have $20 million to spend on a boat, but you can gain 
insight on Page 22 into the creation process of such a magnificent yacht—and the think-
ing of the owner-to-be. It may surprise you to learn that he and his wife don’t expect 
 running the 120 on their own on short cruises will be a big deal.

There also is much joy to be found in the new Nordhavn 63. It’s an amazing evolution 
of the design philosophy that started with the two classics, the Nordhavn 46 and espe-
cially the Nordhavn 62. The sweeping lines of the 62—so reminiscent of tramp steam-
ers roaming the world to faraway places—quite likely has fired more dreams than any 
other trawler yacht.  The new 63 might look less romantic but does it ever deliver beauty, 
engineering and value! The cover feature starts on Page 6.

Happily, for the Nordhavn brand, its principals and employees, and the Nordhavn 
owners out there voyaging, cruising and living aboard, the best is yet to come.

— Georgs Kolesnikovs
	 	 editor

georgs@circumnavigatormag.com
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We’d love to hear 
your comments 

and suggestions 
for future issues of 

CirCumnavigator. The 
almighty Nordhavn 

120 Expedition Yacht 
will be featured in 

the next edition.

it seems just like 
yesterday, but 10 years 
have passed since 
the nordhavn 40 
became the smallest 
production powerboat to 
circumnavigate the world, 
thus, establishing Pacific 
asian enterprises as the 
leading builder of ocean-
going trawler yachts.

It’s time to celebrate!
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TRAC Digital Stabilizers provide absolute anti-roll control 
while underway. TRAC STAR is an optional feature that sig-
nifi cantly reduces roll while anchored, on a mooring, 
or drifting. TRAC STAR can be added to most existing TRAC 
Stabilizers and is available as an option on all new systems.

TRAC Digital Stabilizers are installed as standard equip-
ment by more of the world’s top yacht builders than any 
other brand. For exceptional performance, highest quality, 
and unmatched support, choose TRAC. 
• Authoritative Digital 3-term anti-roll control while 
 under way and while at rest
• In STAR mode, immediate roll stabilization while 
 at anchor, moored, or while drifting without the 45 minute  
 startup delay associated with gyro anti-roll systems
• In Underway mode, performance far superior to 
 gyro anti-roll systems, especially in following and 
 quartering seas
• Lower installed weight than gyro anti-roll systems
• Hundreds of TRAC STAR systems installed world-wide
• ABT•TRAC factory trained system support available   
 world-wide

STOPS ROLL WHILE AT ANCHOR

www.thrusters.com
517-A Martin Avenue, Rohnert Park, CA 94928 USA
TEL 707•586 •3155 800 •535 •5377 FAX 707•586 •3159 

TRAC STABILIZERS AND TRAC STAR ARE STANDARD EQUIPMENT 
WITH MORE YACHT BUILDERS WORLDWIDE THAN ANY OTHER BRAND.
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Under way aboard the Nordhavn 63 
Silver Spray off Stuart, Florida, my 
thoughts propel back in time to the 
2004 Nordhavn Atlantic Rally. Eight 
years on, the mental image is still 

vivid. With the Azores just half a day away and seas 
building, our boat passed the rally’s Nordhavn 62 
chugging along to port. What a fine sight! The rise 
and fall of her bow as she beat through the waves 
reminded me of an old freighter rounding Cape 
Horn. 

If Nordhavn ever sponsors another trans-Atlantic 
rally, and if I am fortunate enough to cadge an in-
vitation, I’d like to cross the ocean aboard a Nord-
havn 63, worthy successor to the 62. Like the tramp 
steamer of our imaginations, albeit scaled down 
and refined, the Nordhavn 63 is a vessel for escap-
ing the bothers and burdens of civilization without 
sacrificing the trappings of civilized life.

Followers of the Nordhavn brand are probably 
familiar with the evolution of the Nordhavn 63: 
Buyer wants a Nordhavn 62, N62 won’t fit in locks 
leading to buyer’s dock, PAE burns up the drawing 
boards and arrives at a solution, the N63. That buyer 
was Nigel MacLeod, a Scotsman with brine in his 
blood. He is a former Nordhavn 47 owner whose 
grandfather happens to have been a sea captain.

“It was the freighter look with that big sweep of 
the bow. I liked the aft pilothouse, and I really liked 
the layout when you walked on the boat,” MacLeod 
says. “My son was turning 17, and he and I wanted to 
go down to the Caribbean. If we get fed up with that, 
we’d go through the Panama Canal to the Pacific.”

The Nordhavn 62 has a beam of 19 feet, 4 inches. 
The Nordhavn 60, a more recent forward pilothouse 
design, was narrower, slim enough to transit the lock, 
but McLeod wanted his freighter, so Jeff Leishman 

bY peTer sWaNsoN
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

phoTographY bY billY black

www.nordhavn.com

   Picture yourself at the 
helm of nordhavn 6301. 
Upper right: real stairs 

lead up to the pilothouse.
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saw solution and designed an aft-wheelhouse to fit atop the 
Nordhavn 60 hull. Thus the Nordhavn 63 was born, and it 
has advanced the Nordhavn 62 concept in many ways.

CirCumnavigator magazine's sea trial was in calm conditions, 
however, and thus unchallenging. But based on conversations 
with Leishman and the experiences of both owners (Hull No. 1 
and No. 4 have been delivered at this writing), I am confident 
that the Nordhavn 63 would demonstrate a motion more com-
fortable than that of the Nordhavn 62 off the Azores. 

Nordhavn hulls have evolved from modified sailboat shapes 
of earlier models, such as the Nordhavn 62, and now carry the 
lines of a full-fledged powercraft. Rather than a narrowing 
rounded stern, the Nordhavn 63 carries her beam aft. Those 
wide haunches serve to dampen pitching motion (as well as 
provide for a bigger lazarette and greater load carrying cap-
acity in general). In the event of stabilizer failure, wide after 
sections that flatten below the waterline would also dampen 
roll somewhat.

 The freighter look itself is more than an aesthetic; the 
aft placement of the wheelhouse actually contributes to the 
comfort of the people within. Although height exaggerates 
a boat’s motion, the Nordhavn 63's commanding view from 
the helm comes at a lower cost to comfort because it stands 

n63

closer to the fulcrum and therefore is subject to less pitching 
motion compared to the same hull, superstructure forward. 
Think of a pitching boat as a seesaw.

In general, the layout down below is driven by the place-
ment of the wheelhouse and presents another advantage to 
those who would venture offshore. The Nordhavn 63’s accom-
modations are only two six-inch steps away from being on a 
single level (unless you count the utility room/crew quarters 
in the belly of the boat). This is a small improvement over the 
62, which had three, steeper steps, but a big plus compared 
to most forward wheelhouse designs. 

People moving about a Nordhavn 63 in ocean conditions 
can maintain three-point contact fairly easily thanks to over-
head handrails in the saloon and fiddled edges on furniture 
surfaces throughout. Tables and other furniture are rounded 
at the corners to soften the blow should anyone lose footing. 
Stairs to the wheelhouse are 9-inch run by 9-inch rise, like 
steps at home, an improvement over the Nordhavn 62 with 
something more akin to a ladder.

the standard of finish in the saloon and throughout the 
nordhavn 63 is comparable to that of a modern mega-yacht. 
hull no. 1 was done in cherry wood. 
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Another factor contributes to the efficacy of the ocean 
passagemaker —quiet time. With a dry-stack exhaust and in-
sulation of machinery spaces, the Silver Spray showed her-
self to be exceptionally quiet during our demo ride. This 
was particularly true in the pilothouse, far from the engine 
room and sounds of water rushing against the hull. A British 
magazine measured 58 decibels in a Nordhavn 63 pilothouse 
while motoring at 8.3 knots; that’s quieter than the hum of 
a household air conditioner. Quiet running is important on 
ocean passages, when standing repeated watches makes it dif-
ficult to feel fully rested. A noisy boat is a more stressful boat, 
and the more stress, the more fatigued the crew. 

The engine room itself—white and brightly lit—is wonder-
fully designed for ocean-going service. You can walk around 
the 325-horsepower John Deere engine and other mech-
anical components protected from rubbing against hot or 
moving parts by beefy stainless rails. Insulating jackets on 
the dry stack exhaust components keep noise and heat to a 
minimum. A thing of beauty, the fuel system manifold is ac-
cessible and well labeled, and there are sight gauges on the 
main tanks and day tank. The engine room is accessed at 
sea via the adjacent utility room/crew quarters or through a 
cockpit hatch for dockside service.

FORGET THE CAKE
When shopping for a Nordhavn 63, don’t ask for a wedding cake.

Naval architect Bruce King, esteemed designer of traditional 
sailing craft, is a supreme believer in the importance of aesthetics. 

“A lovely vessel inspires deep feelings of pleasure, affirmation, 
and affection. She commands the loyalty and esteem that lead 
successive generations of owners to maintain and renew her 
perpetually, conferring a touch of immortality on her original 
patron, with whom she will be forever associated,” King says.

King also says there is no real cure for a badly proportioned 
vessel. Nevertheless, boatbuilders, particularly those who offer 
customized products, live in the world of commerce, and that 
world is full of customers with misguided ideas.

Take the flybridge, or more correctly the “flying bridge.” Down 
through the years, boatbuilders have learned that a certain 
percentage of potential buyers love the idea of a flybridge. 
Nordhavn offers several models with that option, but the 
Nordhavn 63 is not one of them.

It is much easier to say "no" to customers when they are asking 
for modifications that affect the safety of the vessel and crew. It is 
more difficult, especially in a down economy, to argue aesthetics 
against dollars, but that is just what the principals at PAE must do 
in self-defense. 

“People are asking us to put a flybridge on it, but we’ve put our 
foot down and said no,” says Jeff Leishman, naval architect and 
chief designer at Pacific Asian Enterprises, who still draws his 
designs at first by hand. Leishman insists the Nordhavn 63 is tall 
enough and should be no taller. 

For heaven’s sake, it’s a yacht, not a wedding cake.                    —PS
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Both delivered boats are equipped with optional wing 
engines; on Silver Spray it’s an 80-horsepower John Deere, 
which also serves as backup for various hydraulic systems, 
such as thrusters, Trac stabilizers and windlass. Like stabiliz-
ers, a get-home engine designed to drive the boat at 4 knots 
really is not an option for a buyer serious about offshore 
passagemaking. 

One of the most useful features of a freighter design is a 
foredeck that can handle a 17-foot RIB. A full displacement 
boat is a tortoise, not a hare, with the Nordhavn 63 maxing 
out at just under 10 knots. Anyone who has ever cruised in a 
slow boat appreciates a fast tender, especially one big enough 
to carry the entire crew. To lift that tender over the side, the 
Nordhavn 63 comes equipped with a $40,000 telescoping 
crane able to lift 1,500 pounds. 

When I took my turn at Silver Spray’s helm, Nordhavn 
Commissioning Manager John Hoffman suggested taking 
my hands off the wheel. The boat continued in a straight 
line, as if on autopilot, and Hoffman insists she would have 
held that course all day long. He has delivered more than 
50 Nordhavns and says that the Nordhavn 63 tracks better 
than the rest. “I don’t know why it is, but she steers on a 
line,” he says. 

Nigel MacLeod and the owner of Hull 4, who also happens 
to be Scots, attribute the Nordhavn 63’s excellent tracking to 
a combination of waterline length and excellent placement 

the Stidd helm chair comes 
standard, while the glass 
bridge electronics layout 
is owner’s choice. the 
machinery spaces are well 
lighted, well labeled and 
have plenty of space for 
easy servicing.
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of the stabilizer fins. “With forward quartering to beam seas 
on the starboard side around Force 4 to 5, we had expected to 
see some competition between stabilizers trying to be rudders 
and the rudder. However, this was not the case,” says Gordon 
Turner, owner of due North, “The boat tracked nicely on auto-
pilot with minimal rudder movement to maintain course.”

Seeing Silver Spray for the first time is a reminder of how 
far PAE has come in its design work over the years. The salty 
look of a Nordhavn has evolved into a more elegant and 
less industrial form. All the elements of a Nordhavn are still 
there—the Portuguese bridge, the forward-raked wheel-
house glass, the exhaust stack—but they have been more 
finely tuned. The Nordhavn 63’s Portuguese bridge shares its 
sculpted shape with the family of late model Nordhavns, the 
wheelhouse glass wraps around the corners, and only the tip 
of the exhaust pipe protrudes from a raked mast structure. 
She’s truly a yacht.

Boarding at the cockpit, one enters the saloon through 
a watertight Dutch door. First impression? Looks like a 
megayacht belonging to a very discerning owner. Nothing 
is over the top. Here in the saloon and throughout the boat, 

the nordhavn 63 galley is designed with 
space for two and easy socializing with 
guests in the saloon. Silver Spray has three 
heads, two of them en suite.
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Gordon Turner runs an engineering and 
support services company in Scotland. 
He and his wife, a retired nurse, are in 

their early 50s. Turner is a lifelong sailor, who 
introduced Margaret to boating. Besides their 
Nordhavn 63 due North, the Turners own a 
35-foot sailboat, which is a replica of an 1889 
design by William Fife, “the Herreshoff of 
Scotland.” The Turner’s switch to power was 
quite unusual. In the 1990s, he and his wife 
cruised around Scotland and as far away as 
the Aegean in a big and powerful RIB.

circumnavigator: having a boat built can 
be a stressful process. how would you 
describe your experience?

turner: I have over 1,600 emails in the file be-
tween Nordhavn and myself, plus four very en-
joyable trips to the yard in China. Not one email 
between us is other than a 100-percent positive 
exchange. The Nordhavn product is beyond my 
expectations, and the people at Nordhavn have 
without exception been a complete and utter 
pleasure to do business with. Project managers 
on my boat were Mike Jensen and Philippa 

four trips. Take thousands of photographs and 
video so you know where every conduit or 
hose is going to finish up.

If it can be fitted at the yard, then fit it at the 
yard! Only now I realize that the notion I had 
(and thankfully resisted) to add equipment 
later after delivery was completely flawed. It 
is by far and away much simpler and neater to 
get it done at build stage, a notable exception 
to this might be the electronics.

If the project manager thinks something is 
a bad idea, then it's probably a bad idea. That 

scottish 
connection
Q&a with gordon turner, owner of 
nordhavn 6304 due north

circumnavigator: gordon, do you know 
the owner of hull No. 1, who also happens 
to be scots?

turner: We know Nigel MacLeod, and had the 
pleasure of finally meeting Nigel and his wife, 
Hilary, when they came on board due North 
during one of their annual “home to Scotland 
summer trips.” This was great because Nigel 
and I had not met but had exchanged hundreds 
of emails, mostly him answering my many ques-
tions and guiding me on the right specification 
for due North, he having really pioneered the 63 
model with PAE and been generous to a fault in 
sharing his experience and expertise. 

circumnavigator: how does hull No. 4 
differ from macleod’s boat?

turner: In basic layout the boats are identi-
cal. In machinery spec there is no difference. 
In fact I cut and pasted most, if not all of Ni-
gel's equipment listing. Our 50-cycle electrics 
mean a slightly larger main generator set . . . We 
differ slightly on aircon spec and Nigel has two 
watermakers to our one and has extended the 
bathing platform. We have modified the Bimini 
design a little. After much soul searching we 
put the davit to the port side and devised as 
best we could a means to reduce the width 
and height of the RIB tender on the foredeck 
in order to make it less obtrusive.

Morrow and in the U.K., Neil Russell, sales dir-
ector, and the highly competent Anthony Bis-
sett, the  commissioning engineer, got us across 
the finish line on time and on budget . . . 

Nordhavn is a fantastic community of 
owners as well as dreamers who share ideas 
and knowledge. There are now five 63s in total 
(delivered or under construction), and we are 
all talking to each other, each one a little more 
evolved towards the ideal as a result.

circumnavigator: The people at pae 
have become very good at putting their 
buyers at ease during the build and 
commissioning, but is there any advice 
that you would give customers to make 
the process go more smoothly?

turner: Having gone through the process and 
enjoyed every minute of it, I would recom-
mend the following:

Ask Nordhavn to introduce you to a willing 
“existing owner” who can help you with the 
debate and be a sounding board for ideas. 
There is no shortage of willing participants 
for the task. My buying mentor was Nigel 
MacLeod, and between him, the Nordhavn 
sales team and the project manager, I had the 
perfect source for information that got me as 
close to the right spec as was possible.

Go to the yard as often as possible. I made 

said if you have the debate and still want it at 
least you know the choice is validated.

circumnavigator: Now that you’ve got your 
new ride, what are your cruising plans?

turner: Heading in what remains of this 
season along our northwest coast as far 
north as Gairloch, and exploring the inner 
Hebridean Islands. Skye is on our list. I have 
a great urge to return and anchor the 63 in 
the little bay where my dad first launched my 
brother and I to the sea in a little seven-foot 
rowing boat with a 3-horsepower Evinrude 
and where I first put my hand on the tiller. That 
seems magnetic for some reason. Ireland is 
probably next year and the outer Hebridean 
Islands of Scotland.

That's local for seasons one and two and 
then, time allowing, we will head south and 
visit the many ports and anchorages around 
the west and southwest coast of Britain that 
we marched past on our delivery trip home. 
Thereafter, we will hopefully spend time in the 
Baltic. I have in mind a list of friends who could 
help us to get due North across the Atlantic, and 
through the Panama Canal, where we would 
zero the trip meter, and Margaret and I could 
explore the west side of the States. My hope 
is that wherever we go, it will be on due North 
unassisted, not on a ship. We will see.         —PS
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perfectly joined, satin-finished cherry wood imparts a feeling 
of warmth without making the interior seem too dark. 

The saloon will seat a modest house party, with sightlines 
that give every seated guest a waterfront view through glass. 
The galley is a defined space of its own, an elongated U-shape 
on the same level as the saloon—big enough for two people 
to move around, but arranged to keep everything within easy 

reach of the cook. Above the sink and counter, a panoramic 
pass-through encourages conversation between those pre-
paring a meal and guests enjoying cocktails. Countertops 
are granite, of course.

Two small steps take you down among the accommoda-
tions, including two, near equivalent staterooms with queen 
beds. Silver Spray’s master lies just forward of amidships with 



Performance
rpm kNoTs gphN mpg % load

1216  7.55  5.30  1.42  41

1314  8.10  6.70  1.21  48

1597  9.30  12.70  0.73  75

1706  9.50  14.85  0.64  88

1803  9.80  17.05  0.57  100

nordhavn 63
SPeCifiCationS

leNgTh overall  62 FT 6 IN / 19.05 M

load WaTerliNe  57 FT 3 IN / 17.45 M

beam  18 FT / 5.49 M

drafT  6 FT 8 IN / 2.03 M

displacemeNT 143,000 LB / 64.86 METRIC TONS

fuel  2,500 GAL U.S. / 9,464 L

WaTer  600 GAL U.S. / 2,271 L

holdiNg  120 GAL U.S. / 454 L

graY WaTer  110 GAL U.S. / 416 L

coNsTrucTioN  FIBERGLASS

geNeraTor  NORTHERN LIGHTS 20KW 240V

boW ThrusTer  SIDE POWER

eNgiNe JOHN DEERE 6090AFM75

poWer ouTpuT  325 HP @ 2,200 RPM

cruisiNg speed 8-9 KNOTS 

raNge 3,000 NM

desigN PAE/JEFF LEISHMAN
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having to rely on others to judge and relay distances to him, 
Hoffman brought the 63-footer gently against the pilings using 
these little levers. Control stations like this are optional, but 
Silver Spray has three, one located in the same place portside 
and the other in the cockpit for backing.

These remote stations are liberating. The Nordhavn 63 is a 
lot of boat, but with docking made easy, a competent couple 
can undertake routine movements without having to organ-
ize a crew every time. That’s good because sometimes people 
just want to be together on their yacht alone.  V

head and shower en suite and berth aligned athwartships. 
The second stateroom at the bow has its own en suite head 
and shower, also accessible for day use depending on which 
of two doors is closed. (An alternate accommodations plan 
adds a third stateroom with a single berth, but takes the second 
head out of the forward stateroom.) If you have a chance to 
get aboard a 63, take a close look the staterooms. Note the 
rounded portlights against the cherry “ceiling” (nautical talk 
for the narrow planking that lines the inside of a hull). Does 
it not remind you of a cabin in an old sailing yacht that’s been 
retrofitted with a 21st century bed? 

These living spaces are replete with drawers, shelves and 
lockers, too many to itemize. There’s a pantry. And cellar 
stairs lead to the aforementioned utility room with its laundry, 
second freezer and, at the buyer’s discretion, bunks for two. 

Opposite the galley starboard side, open stairs lead to the 
Nordhavn 63’s wheelhouse with its array of topflight multi-
function displays. Dutch doors to port and starboard open 
to the lounge deck and Portuguese bridge. There is an L-
shaped settee and nav station to port and helm chair to the 
right of center. Behind the settee is a watch cabin with a 
double berth with an adjacent head and shower. Add up 
the berths, and Silver Spray sleeps eight with room on settees 
for a few more.

Speaking of the Portuguese bridge, John Hoffman had one 
more nifty trick to demonstrate as our sea trial came to its end. 
As he approached the dock, Hoffman left the helm and stepped 
out onto the bridge, starboard side. Lifting a locker lid revealed 
a control station for thrusters, throttle and windlass. Without 

the aft superstructure on the nordhavn 63, like that of the n62, 
gives Silver Spray a shippy look without compromising her 

yacht aesthetic. the second stateroom evokes a cabin from the 
age of sail.  Control station on bridge makes for easy docking. 

Photo courtesy Silver Spray
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Alternate 
Synergy

nordhavn 52 aft cabin is 
ocean-capable, coastal-perfect, 
liveaboard-ideal

optional  designn52

bY James h. kirbY
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR
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Pacific Asian Enterprises has an un-
canny knack for identifying a market 
niche and then building a yacht that 
becomes the standard for that niche. 

The original Nordhavn 46 defined the ocean-
crossing power yacht, the Nordhavn 56 Motor-
sailer brought luxury, speed and comfort to an 
all-but-forgotten segment of the yacht market. 
Two new additions include the Nordhavn 75 Ex-
pedition Yacht Fisher for people who like to go 
a long way—like the middle of an ocean—and 
fish, and the Nordhavn 120, which is certain to 
become the benchmark for large yachts.

The Nordhavn 52 Aft Cabin is the latest ex-
ample of this talent. Trawler yachts have been 
around for decades, but no one has quite com-
bined the ingredients the way PAE’s chief de-
signer and naval architect Jeff Leishman has. 
Based on a request by a client, Leishman took the 
best features of coastal cruising trawler yachts, in-
cluding a saloon, galley and steering station all on 
one level, and added them to the Nordhavn 52, 
with its passage-making fuel capacity and proven 
seaworthiness. The result is a yacht, whose ca-
pabilities may very well make it the new standard 
for performance and comfort in its class. 

“The boat is capable of doing anything you 
want,” says Leishman. “It’s got the fuel capacity 
to get across any ocean, but probably, I’m think-
ing of it as more of a coastal type boat, where 
you go up and do Alaska, then go down the 
coast into Mexico. Possibly not making a lot 
of overnight runs or minimizing those because 
you don’t have a separate wheelhouse. That’s 
the only compromise.” 

Generally coastal cruising yachts, with their 
semi-displacement hulls and lower displace-
ment/length ratios, are designed and built on 
the premise that the owner will run for a safe 
harbor and sit out bad weather. It’s good to know, 
however, that if you do get “caught out” in the 
Nordhavn 52 Aft Cabin, you’ve got a boat that 
has already proven it can pretty well handle any-
thing nature can throw at it.

Jeff and brother Jim, co-founder and vice-
president of PAE, both had a hand in the N52 Aft 
Cabin’s layout and design. The exterior styling is 
distinctly Nordhavn, with the more contempor-
ary look that later models have adopted. 

“We both really liked it once we drew it up,” 
says Jeff. “It’s something different that we hadn’t 
done before, so that’s kind of where it came 

in profile, the nordhavn 52 aft Cabin doesn’t look 
that much different from the standard 52, but turn the 

page to see the all-new interior arrangement.
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Site See
For more information on the Nordhavn 52, visit 

www.nordhavn.com/models/52/ 
For the Dirona website, go www.mvdirona.com

n52

from.” Jim Leishman points out that the Nordhavn 52’s flying 
bridge and boat deck are on the same level, there is no step-
down between them, so when the dinghy is off the deck, 
there will be a huge amount of space for lounge furniture 
and relaxing. Access to the boat deck is via a set of steps in 
the aft cockpit.

The big attraction of this design is that it gives the owner 
a more spacious saloon area. The forward steering station 
on the starboard side is large enough to house most of the 
controls and electronics an owner 
could want and it has seating for 
two. Jeff Leishman says that aside 
from the added room, one of the 
unexpected benefits of not having 
a raised wheelhouse, with its bulk-
head behind the watch stander, is 
360-degree outward visibility.

A seating area on the forward, port side of the saloon fea-
tures a built-in, L-shaped settee large enough to double as a 
berth and there is also an easy chair located there. Directly 
across on the starboard side is a Dutch-type sea door provid-
ing access to the side deck. A separate dining area, with a 
table and chairs is built into the starboard side of the saloon 
and a large fully equipped, U-shaped galley is aft, on the port 
side. “We usually put our galleys forward,” says Jeff. “This 

time we put it aft, so it has a real good interface with the aft 
deck and cockpit.” 

At the aft end of the saloon, a sliding sea door leads directly 
onto the spacious rear cockpit. With over 100 square feet of 
area and a built-in table and chairs, it will no doubt prove a 
popular spot to hang out whether in port or on a passage. 

Since it is on the same level as the saloon, (something 
you don’t usually see in aft-cabin trawler yachts) it, in effect, 
functions as an extension to the saloon and facilitates flow 

between the two areas. The upper 
boat deck serves as a roof to shade 
the cockpit and the entire area can 
also be enclosed in glass, which will 
be nice for year-round live aboards, 
as well as owners in cooler cruising 
areas, such as the Pacific Northwest 
and New England. 

There is also a separate, lower cockpit section aft of the 
main cockpit, which can be used as a fishing cockpit or diving 
platform. It also facilitates boarding from a tender or from 
a dock. A hatch in the lower cockpit allows access to the laz-
arette and steering gear. 

Another area where the Nordhavn 52 Aft Cabin offers a 
big advantage is its cabin layout. More and more owners want 
spacious accommodations for sleeping and the N52 has them. 

what sets the nordhavn 52 aft Cabin apart from other nordhavns is the helm station, saloon and galley on one level.
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Unusual boat 
for an Unusual 
Couple
James and Jennifer hamilton  
of the nordhavn 52 dirona

it might seem a little odd to call people as 
adventurous as James and Jennifer Hamilton 

“typical” Nordhavn 52 owners. Then again 
it underscores the fact there’s really nothing 
typical about the Nordhavn 52 or its owners—
any of them.

The Hamiltons spend their free time aboard 
Dirona, exploring the waters of the Pacific 
Northwest all the way up to Alaska. They’ve 
written a book about their adventures: Cruising 
the Secret Coast: Unexplored Anchorages on 
British Columbia’s Inside Passage, and you 
can also follow their travels on their website: 
www.mvdirona.com. 

They chose the Nordhavn 52 because it 
offered an ideal combination of capabilities: 
It’s just the right size for a cruising couple like 
themselves to handle and to get into those 
secret out-of-the-way places, and it’s big 

enough for living aboard year-round. 
“We fell in love with the 52 right away,” 

says James. “It’s got everything the 47 had 
plus additional length. You know, on displace-
ment boats, waterline is your friend. And of 
course space—that lazarette is unstoppable! 
If we didn’t have that, it would really make it 
difficult trying to be live-aboards.”

The Hamiltons live on their boat in Bell 
Harbor Marina, on Seattle’s waterfront, com-
muting to their jobs as software engineers 
by bicycle and public transportation. “There 
are worse places to live than downtown Se-
attle,” jokes James. “We really enjoy it,” “And 
this boat is wonderfully comfortable. It’s like 
a very luxurious condo,” adds Jennifer. 

Avid divers and outdoor people, they also 
love the Nordhavn 52’s large cockpit, swim plat-
form and boat deck. The cockpit is "unbeliev-
ably nice,” says James. “It’s a nice sheltered area 
back there that’s wide open, and you’re right 
down on the waterline. Because the swim step 
is so large, we can actually put chairs on it so 
that you’re sitting right out on the water.”

The Hamiltons still work full time, never-
theless, they manage to enjoy the rich and 
varied boating that the Pacific Northwest 

offers. The Nordhavn 52 has allowed them 
to extend their range, including a cruise to 
Alaska. “We didn’t expect to visit while we 
were still working full time, however, because 
it is so far from our home port of Seattle: the 
most direct route is 1,200 miles through the 
Gulf of Alaska, but the comfort and range 
of the 52, particularly running 24/7, has ac-
tually allowed us to expand our cruising area 
and adventure farther and farther, including 
Prince William Sound and the Columbia and 
Snake Rivers all the way to Idaho,” says Jen-
nifer. “Glacier Bay had long been high on our 
list of places to visit. We stayed there for five 
nights, and spent hours taking in the spec-
tacular rivers of rock and ice.”

Long-range cruising, exploring, weekend 
getaways, living aboard . . . it’s nothing unusual 
for the Hamiltons and their Nordhavn 52.          

—JHK

Seattle liveaboards James and 
Jennifer hamilton have cruised 

dirona as far alaska’s Prince 
william Sound.
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n52
There are two full-width cabins—one forward and one aft. 
“The aft cabin is a great location,” says Jim. “It’s really far aft 
and it’s very, very comfortable.” “The layout gives you total 
privacy, which is great,” adds Jeff. Both cabins have island 
berths, plenty of storage and roomy heads with showers. The 
aft cabin head is at the forward end, which helps insulate it 
from engine room noise. For the same reason, the forward 
cabin has its head at the aft end, also between it and the engine 
room. The forward cabin area also has space for a freezer, 
laundry room and a pantry, as well as the main access door 
to the engine room.

And what an engine room! It will have about 90 square 
feet of space and up to 69 inches (1.75 m) of headroom, 
with room for a workbench and sink. “You can walk around 
and actually spend time in that engine room,” says Jim. The 
engine choice will most likely be the proven Lugger L1066 
series, 6-cylinder model. This is a heavy-duty industrial engine 
rated at 165 horsepower that can go as much as 20,000 hours 
between overhauls. Either a single or twin-engine configura-
tion will be offered. “There are a lot of people who just have 
a comfort level with twins,” observes Jim. “They come out 
of boats with twins and they’re willing to sacrifice some ef-
ficiency (about 20 percent, he figures) in order to have the 
added reliability and maneuverability twin engines offer.” 
The Nordhavn 52 Aft Cabin will also have a bow thruster as 
standard equipment.

PAE estimates that the Nordhavn 52 Aft Cabin’s price, equip-
ment level and performance will be comparable to the existing 
standard Nordhavn 52. Of course Nordhavn’s legendary dur-
ability, build quality and reliability also come standard.

Jim Leishman notes, as this edition of the magazine is 
being written, that the Nordhavn 52 Aft Cabin is a concept 
being explored. PAE wants to see how much interest it gen-
erates. “It’s an alternate way to do it, with some advantages 

and admittedly some disadvantages,” he says. “But if living 
aboard the boat is a priority, and it is for a lot of people be-
cause of the cost, then this arrangement might have some 
advantages for those people.”

While the Nordhavn 52 Aft Cabin may not be laid out with 
extended offshore voyaging in mind, unlike most others in its 
class, it certainly has the capability, when occasionally called 
upon to do so. In return, it offers more living space for life at 
the dock or on the hook and an ideal layout for coastal cruising. 
It’s a synergy, combining the best of both worlds and creating 
something entirely new and different along the way.   V

nordhavn 52
SPeCifiCationS

leNgTh overall  54 FT 4 IN / 16.56 M

load WaTerliNe  48 FT 3 IN / 14.71 M

beam  16 FT 1 IN / 4.9 M

drafT  5 FT 11 IN / 1.8 M

displacemeNT 90,000 LB / 40.82 METRIC TONS

fuel  1,860 GAL U.S. / 7,041 L

WaTer  400 GAL U.S. / 1,514.2 L

holdiNg TaNk 120 GAL U.S. / 454.2 L

graY  WaTer  110 GAL U.S. / 416.4 L

coNsTrucTioN FIBERGLASS 

geNeraTor NORTHERN LIGHTS 12KW 240V 

boW ThrusTer 13.5 HP SIDE POWER (OPTION) 

eNgiNe LUGGER L1066T.2 DIESEL 

poWer ouTpuT 165 HP @ 2,400 RPM 

cruisiNg speed 7.5-8 KNOTS 

raNge 3,500 NM

desigN  PAE/JEFF LEISHMAN

Spacious engine 
room has ample 

headroom and room 
for a workbench 

and sink. view from 
the flying bridge is 

without limits.
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our first look at the new Nordhavn 52 
was in Puget Sound as it popped out of 

a fogbank and into the sunlight of a beautiful 
Pacific Northwest morning—gleaming white 
and framed against the snowcapped moun-
tains of the Olympic Peninsula. Even at that 
distance, you could tell it was a Nordhavn. 
Nordhavns are meant to cruise the world and 
are at home anywhere, but what struck us at 
that moment was how right they look in the 
Pacific Northwest among the no-nonsense 
workboats, trawlers and tugboats one sees 
plying these waters.

Our next thought was, “That can’t be the 
52, it looks too big! Must be a Nordhavn 55 
or something.” No, it was indeed the Nord-
havn 52, Dirona. As she turned to starboard 
and started her run into Bell Harbor Marina 
in Seattle, we could make out the distinctive 
 features that set the 52 apart from the Nord-
havn 47. The pilothouse has the same reversed 
trawler-style windows of its 47-foot sibling; 
however, the 52’s overall look, especially in 
profile, is sleeker. The flying bridge is more 
smoothly integrated into the superstructure 
and Pacific Asian Enterprises’ chief designer, 

Jeff Leishman has added an arched buttress 
that meets the arc of the side-deck bulwark as 
it rises to the level of the pilothouse. 

Stepping aboard, you immediately notice 
the cockpit’s greater area.  It easily accom-
modates a table and deck chairs, with ample 
room left over for moving about. With cover 
provided by the boat deck overhead, it func-
tions as an inviting open-air extension to the 
saloon. With the larger cockpit area comes a 
larger lazarette, which is always appreciated 
and never wasted. The owners, James and Jen-
nifer Hamilton, commented that because they 
cruise in wild and remote areas, they like to 
carry a lot of spares. If it weren’t for the Nord-
havn 52’s cavernous lazarette, they probably 
wouldn’t be able to live on the boat.

When it was time to get underway, James 
and Jennifer confidently pulled the heavy N52 
off the dock, using communicators to co-
ordinate their actions. Then thanks in part to 
the pinpoint accuracy afforded by the boat’s 
fore and aft hydraulic thrusters, proceeded to 
deftly extract it from the constricted confines 
of Seattle’s tiny downtown marina.

On the move Dirona has a very muscular 

feeling, which is reinforced by the throaty 
sound of its higher-output engine (the Ham-
iltons have installed a larger than standard, 
265-horsepower John Deere 6068 series 
diesel engine).

Once out in Puget Sound, the Nordhavn 52 
rides smoothly, with less turn-induced heel than 
some of the taller Nordhavns. Speed through 
the water and fuel efficiency are impressive, 
with preliminary data showing the 2-nautical 
mile/gallon speed at close to 7.5 knots, which 
is more than a half knot faster than a Nordhavn 
47 travels at the same fuel efficiency and range. 
Four people and one cat named Spitfire are in 
the pilothouse, yet there’s plenty of room to 
move about. Even with the pilothouse doors 
closed and the engine operating at the upper 
end of its RPM range, conversation is at normal 
speaking volume; the engine is felt as a faint 
vibration rather than heard.

Dirona, being an early Norhavn 52, has the 
standard configuration with two staterooms 
forward. Our time on Dirona, and the real-
world cruising experience of James and Jen-
nifer Hamilton, indicate that the new aft-cabin 
version will only make a great boat greater.

Under 
Way

With or without the aft 
cabin, the Nordhavn 52 is an 

impressive trawler yacht

bY The ediTors of circumNavigaTor

Dirona, is an 
early Nordhavn 
52 with the 
standard interior 
arrangement.
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   No 
Compromise

coming soonn120

voyaging the world in the lap of luxury 
on the almighty nordhavn 120 
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To mark the approaching launch of the first Nord-
havn super-yacht, CirCumnavigator interviewed the 
key people involved in bringing the mighty Nordhavn 
120 to life—especially the owner to be.

Dan Streech, president of Pacific Asian Enterprises, describes 
the Nordhavn 120 as “a yacht that will compete on the world 
super-yacht market with second-to-none quality, style, and pedi-
gree. This boat will never be sold as a ‘bargain’, not even as a 
‘good boat for the money’ or as a ‘best value boat’, even though 
it is all of those things. Rather, this boat will be presented as un-
compromising from start to finish. Put more succinctly, she’s 
way, way over the top.”  

Her designer, naval architect Jeff Leishman:  “She’s not your 
typical 120-foot yacht. With her 28-foot beam she’s much closer 
to a 150-footer in weight and volume. And, carrying 18,000 gal-
lons of fuel, she’s a serious ocean-going expedition boat with the 
luxury of harbor cruisers.” 

Project manager Trever Smith: "The N120 is all ABS certified 
. . . she’s a big, heavy, comfortable displacement hull boat with 
no inherent noise. She will provide a totally different feeling 
from semi-displacement boats in the same way a Rolls Royce 
distinguishes itself from lesser cars. Technically, she’s a differ-
ent project than any other Nordhavn, since it’s the company’s 
first cored hull, which produces more strength with less fiber-
glass. We hired an external structural engineering company to 
produce the lamination schedule. Similarly, we had an outside 
interior-design firm, Destry Darr Designs led by Destry Darr, style 
the interior. Very contemporary, and very, very high end. She’s a 
proper 120 with no corners cut.” 

The Nordhavn 120 is being built for Bob Conconi, a Canadian 
entrepreneur who has had his own business since he was 21 years 

bY garreTT lamberT
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

majestic nordhavn 120 in an artist’s 
rendering. inset shows the yacht 

under construction with bob 
Conconi, owner to be, at right.
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n120

old. “I purchased my first boat 38 years ago, a 36-foot Gren-
fell in lapstrake mahogany, followed by a 42-foot aluminum 
trawler with twin Ford Lehmans, then a used Nordhavn 62 
in 2000, a new Nordhavn 76 in 2004, a new Nordhavn 86 in 
2007, and the N120 in December 2009 . . . When the oppor-
tunity arose to step in and purchase Hull #1, I thought it over 
very carefully, and, of course, considered other boats in her 
category before making my decision, as I had done with the 
previous three purchases. After completing my due diligence, 
it was clear that PAE was still the best company to deal with, 
and that Nordhavns offer a package of convenience, safety, 
amenities and quality that is very hard to match let alone 
beat. The N120 stands in a class by itself.” 

Trever Smith, PAE’s project manager for the Nordhavn 
120, says that the Conconis were impressed when he took 
them aboard a new Trinity 160 and told them its massive 
saloon was the same size as the one in their new 120, that 
the 120 has the same beam as the Trinity, and that it weighs 
more than a 160-foot Westport. 

The Nordhavn 120  is a massive ship, thus, Bob Conconi’s 
take on operating and maintaining her will surprise many 
people who assume yachts of this size require full-time crew.  

You run your Nordhavn 86 alone and hire maintenance people as ne-
cessary. Is the Nordhavn 120 going to change that independence?

 “I don’t think so. If we’re going somewhere from our 
boathouse to anchor somewhere and then coming back to 
our boathouse, I think the 120 is a boat Diane (Bob's wife) 
and I can manage easily. Where it will get hard is coming 
up to a dock without assistance, and managing lines. But, if 
we’re anchoring and going in and out of our boathouse it’s 
a nothing deal.” 

How big is the boathouse? 
“It was built for the 76 with an eye to the future, and will 

take a 150-footer.”
What about height? On the Nordhavn 86, antennas and other 

electronic arrays usually populate a Christmas tree, but you decided 
to mount them directly on the flying bridge hardtop. Will you do the 
same for the 120? 

“No, we’re going with a Christmas tree, but we’re going to 
articulate it hydraulically. I’ll be able to lower and raise it not 
only for the boathouse, but for bridges, too. Our 86 is easily 
recognizable because it has a uniquely low profile, but with 
the Christmas tree in the raised position, our 120 will have 
the same appearance as its siblings. 

“I made another visible change from the 86 because we 
live and boat in the northwest pacific. Given the cool weather 
year-round, I had the flying bridge on the 86 completely en-
closed with crystal clear acrylic panels that can be unzipped 
on warm days. It’s really nice stuff, and in the summer it gets 
you out of the wind. However, it doesn’t make for 12 months 
a year boating. 

“The pilothouse is great, but it’s really nice to go boating 
when you can have a 360° view. On the 120, the flying bridge 
will be built as a third deck, fully enclosed with steel-framed 
glass windows all around, and the forward windows will have 
the same reverse angle as in the pilothouse to give us that 

nordhavn 120
SPeCifiCationS

leNgTh overall  120 FT 7 IN / 36.75 M

load WaTerliNe  108 FT 4IN / 33.02 M

beam  27 FT 11 IN / 8.51 M

drafT  9 FT 0 IN / 2.74 M (FULL LOAD)

displacemeNT 848,994 LB / 385.07 LT (FULL LOAD)

fuel  17,500 GAL U.S. / 66,244.7 L

WaTer  2,800 GAL U.S.  / 10,599.2 L

TWiN eNgiNes MTU SERIES 2000 M72

poWer ouTpuT  965 HP EACH @ 2,250 RPM

cruisiNg speed 10 TO 12 KNOTS 

esTimaTed raNge APPROX 4,000 NM

*specifications subject to change without notice and at the discretion of designers  
and builders. 
**dimensions are subject to change with Buyer’s selected options and personal 
effects which may add to displacement and increase both draft and waterline length.
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360° view. It will also have air conditioning and heating, and 
all of our aft doors including the flying bridge will be push-
button-operated with electronically controlled hydraulics. 
Northwest boating means cold water temperatures all year 
round, so rather than squeezing scarce BTU’s out of a re-
verse cycle unit, this boat will have a diesel furnace. Because 
we do get beautiful warm summer days, the windows will 
open so that you can do all the things you would if you were 
in the Caribbean, and probably even better because we can 
control our climate.  

When we leave the boathouse, I drive from one of the sta-
tions on the Portuguese bridge, but when I’m out I prefer 
to go up to the top.”  

That’s a change from your practice on the 76 and 86, isn’t it, 
where you seem to drive mostly from the pilothouse?

“Honestly, it’s too cold to use the flybridge. And, with 4 
feet more width and 10 feet more length, the flying bridge 
on the 120 has a lot more amenities than the 86. The differ-
ence in size is considerable, maybe twice as big.” 

At one point you were considering chartering her. Do the decisions 
to not have professional crew and to keep her here in the northwest 
year round indicate you’ve decided against it?  

“Once I looked into what’s required to put this size of ship 
into charter, the decision not to do so was easy. You have to 
have some truly serious charter income to just break even, 
and I don’t want my boat to be an income-producing module. 
I buy boats to use, and I want them to be ready and available 
on a moment’s notice.”  

How much have your choices varied from the standard design put 
forward by PAE? Jeff Leishman says that other than décor, his design 
concept didn’t change much from start to finish, but it did evolve 
with lots of external input and tweaking. For the 86, you pretty much 
went with the recommendations set out by Jeff. Did you make many 
changes to the N120’s layout? 

“My experience has been that people who play with a Jeff 
Leishman design generally end up hurting themselves. The 
company is very accommodating. It will do exactly what people 
ask. But when people play with the floor plan they eventually 

artist’s renderings show 
how very contemporary, 

how very high end 
the interior of the first 
nordhavn 120 will be. 

destry darr designs of 
fort lauderdale was 
engaged to develop 
the interior design. 

expectations are that 
the super-yacht, to be 

launched in early 2013, will 
be in a class of its own.
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find out that it doesn’t work, or the next purchaser doesn’t 
think so. PAE is pretty good at what it does, so our changes 
have not been particularly dramatic. The biggest departure 
from their standard is that we’ve made the flybridge an all-
weather deck with heating and air-conditioning. While this 
might not make economic sense on a smaller boat, at the 
120’s price point, it was a small additional cost for a great 
deal of additional convenience and comfort.” 

Have you made any changes to the standard mechanical/electrical 
systems? 

“Only one. We’re going exclusively with LED lighting except 
for fluorescents in the engine room where you need particu-
larly bright ambient white light. That will reduce the boat’s 
energy consumption by over 50%, and of course a huge re-
duction in heat generation. I don’t know how many hundred 
light bulbs there are on the 86, but I probably go through a 
bulb or two every weekend. Going with the LED’s also means 
I can probably downsize the two 99-KVA generators to 55s or 
60s, and the night-time generator from 27 to 20. LED bulbs 
also last thousands of hours. The standard shore power input 
is twin 100 amps, and the boathouse is equipped to supply 
twin 100 amps, but with the energy savings from the use of 
LED lighting, I don’t yet know if I’d ever need to use both. 
This will be the first all-LED Nordhavn. 

“PAE is also installing a monitoring system used on large 
vessels. Intellisys manages maintenance requirements and 
can generate preventive maintenance records which auto-
matically create work orders. You can remotely monitor the 
condition of the vessel via the Internet. It’s a significant cost, 
but it’s going to be very exciting to see it in action. 

“One other innovation of note is that this is the first Nord-
havn to be sold as a complete package, i.e. PAE will do every-
thing, and deliver the boat completely fitted out and ready 
to drive away right down to bedding and full fuel tanks. No 
more taking a boat that still requires me to hire contractors 
to work for me and ultimately be answerable directly to the 

owner for warranties. PAE acts as both builder and general 
contractor and assumes full and sole responsibility for a turn-
key delivery. The boat will be completely commissioned be-
tween China and Hong Kong, because it will be delivered to 
me after a 6,000 mile journey on its own bottom. With 18,000 
gallons of fuel, at its most efficient cruising speed of about 10 
knots, the maximum range is probably twice that.

“Diane and I will be aboard for a good part of the trans-
pacific trip, but aren’t sure yet which section. It’s just too good 
an indoctrination opportunity from any number of perspec-
tives. Plus it will be very beneficial for both of us to be able 
to experience and say that we’ve done 3,000 miles of trans-
oceanic day and night watchkeeping. However, that will not be 
the way we will operate the boat. For probably the next three 
years I’m going to be primarily a daytime operator averaging 
6-hour runs, but it’s an opportunity we don’t want to miss.” 

You’ve had a long and active relationship with PAE. How would 
you characterize it?

“Very professional, highest integrity, most definitely 
satisfactory.” 

Was the move to the 120 your idea or PAE’s? 
“I’m sure Dan Streech planted the seed, but after that it 

was my doing. I made their day, though. We have a nice track 
record of doing business with each other. I’m not a high main-
tenance purchaser who expects them to make a hundred 
changes in the production cycle of a boat. I spend a lot more 
time at the beginning establishing the details of what I want, 
and then I let them do what they promised to do.”

You answered a question I hadn’t yet asked, i.e. what had you 
learned from the 76 and 86, both of which represent the latest and 
greatest in PAE’s new generation of boats, that you applied to the 
120? It seems from what you just said that PAE basically got every-
thing right at the design stage except for a few small things that only 
became apparent with use. 

“Yes, that’s true, but I’ve also been spoiled because I’ve had 
Trever Smith as the project manager on the 76, the 86, and 
now the 120. Over the past eight or nine years, Trever has 
got to know Diane and me, and what we want. When we talk 
about things, he takes careful notes, and refers back to them. 
Before we have our next meeting he can talk about our last 
one as if it were yesterday, even though it might have been 
six months ago. He’s just very, very professional. He’s com-
mitted to the success of the company and the project and to 
getting things done as promised and on time.” 

Jim Leishman, vice-president of Pacific Asian Enterprises, 
offered this additional reassurance: “This yacht encompasses 
everything we know about ocean-crossing. It’s an expedition-
type of boat that can go anywhere and be self-sufficient for 
long periods of time. The northwest Pacific offers some of the 
finest cruising opportunities in the world, but as Bob points 
out, the conditions in some areas can be challenging. The 
N120 will be a very good sea-boat for the Conconis, offering 
Diane and Bob a sea-kindly motion, and the capability and 
strength to handle whatever region of the world of cruising 
they choose to take on, and do it in the lap of luxury.”   V

for a virtual tour of the Nordhavn 120 and other information, visit www.nordhavn.com/models/120/vtour/
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When we gave editor Georgs Kolesnikovs the green 
light to proceed with this issue of CirCumnavigator, 
several of us received writing assignments. Mine 

was to describe how PAE survived the economic crisis. The 
title, as you see it above, came to me immediately, but how 
to capture it in words alluded me for days. 

I asked Georgs, “Something along the lines of a glorious 
story about three brilliant guys who deftly navigated the crisis 
with perfect foresight, the right decisions, clear thinking, mag-
nificent leadership, boundless bravery and perfect timing?” 
Nooooooooooo, because it wouldn’t be true. 

How about this?”A wonderful healthy company pummeled 
for three years and taken into scary uncharted territory by 

While it will take time 
to mop up the mess 
left behind by the most 
difficult 40 months in 
our history, for pae, the 
recession is over

Wow, 
that 
wasn't 
much 
fun . . .

the worst sequence of events in our 35-year history, with three 
owners at times afraid, confused, lethargic and in despair?” 
Well, closer to the truth, but still not completely accurate 
and certainly not the way to present this. Besides, nobody 
wants to see what goes on in the kitchen of their favorite res-
taurant, and people probably don’t want to know what goes 
on behind the scenes of their favorite yacht builder during 
a financial crisis.

Simply said, it was a case of buying time, keeping the faith 
and making the best possible decisions without knowing with 
certainty what was coming next.

As an analogy, I like to compare the experience of PAE 
to an airliner that loses power at 40,000 feet. Jim Leishman 

hoW nordhavn Weathered the storm                                         

bY daN sTreech
PRESIDENT, PACIFIC ASIAN ENTERPRISES
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is a pilot and many pilots have purchased Nordhavns over 
the years, so we often talk about flying at PAE. It is self-evi-
dent that if an airliner loses power, it must land (or crash) 
at some point. It is known among pilots that you must trade 
altitude for enough air speed to keep the plane flying—but 
you only have so much altitude to consume. To finish with 
the airliner analogy: In the summer of 2008, PAE was cruis-
ing at 40,000 feet with all four engines purring. In the fall of 
2008, we lost the engines. By the spring of 2012, power was 
restored and we were in level flight at 5,000 feet. At the time 
of this writing in August of 2012, we are gaining altitude and 
right on course.

How did we do it? What saved the company? Simply said, 
PAE was a healthy strong company in the summer of 2008, 
brimming with assets of all kinds. Over the next 40 months, 
those assets were spent and traded for time. 

The five years prior to the crisis were the best in PAE’s his-
tory. In the summer of 2008, we had nearly 80 orders on the 
books, our accounts were current, the factories were happy, 
our vendors adored us, our bank loved us, the Nordhavn 
brand was strong and world famous, our internal systems 
were well established, our employees were well trained and 
the three PAE owners led simple debt-free lives. There was 
a wonderful equilibrium in place at PAE. And then it hap-
pened . . . slowly at first as negative rumblings and a vague 
uneasy feeling that something bad was going to happen. The 
noise level of concern in the financial markets rose in the 
late summer and fall of 2008 . . . and then became a free fall 
as Lehman Brothers imploded, the stock market plunged 
and panic set in. 

What to do? Nothing at first. As the weeks and months 
passed however our challenges revealed themselves. Several 
buyers defaulted on their contracts, just walked away after 
being damaged in the market or faced with problems which 
took their minds off boating dreams. In all, 10 of our 80 orders 
defaulted and each of those boats needed to be resold—in a 
weakened market. Included in those defaults was the grand-
daddy of them all, our first mega yacht, Nordhavn 120 #1. A 
nail-bitter thriller novel could be written on just that trans-
action alone. The novel would have a happy ending because 
a wonderful Canadian gentleman and Nordhavn supporter 
bought the abandoned position six months later.

With nearly 1,000 workers at our Asian factories and nearly 
100 people in Dana Point and the other PAE/Nordhavn of-
fices, we were operating at full capacity and continued to build 
out the back log of remaining orders at a 40-boat-per-year rate. 
The pace of new orders fell so it wasn’t long before the order 
book began shrinking as Nordhavns were completed and de-
livered faster than new orders were coming in. This led to a 
reduction in the production rate and ultimately to a reduc-
tion in revenue. Although most Western governments can’t 
seem to grasp this simple fact, a reduction in revenue requires 
a reduction in overhead; unless you can print money, which 
PAE can’t. Some of our overhead costs are linked directly 

Some good Came of thiS
Several good things came out of the recession for PAE. 
During the heady “go go” days of rapid growth, spending 
became too easy and somewhat sloppy. There was a 
tolerance for waste and “leakage” which now, in hindsight, 
should have been unacceptable. Many leaks and silly 
expenses have been curtailed or eliminated. PAE is now a 
more efficient company than it was in 2008. Additionally, we 
can thank the recession for the opportunity that it gave us to 
acquire our new PAE headquarters. We were able to secure 
a favorable long-term lease on a prime piece of property 
in the Dana Point Marina as a result of the languishing real 
estate market.

the valUe of Strong relationShiPS
There is a complex web of relationships in the PAE/
Nordhavn world involving our two Asian factories, 
customers, employees, vendors, banks, magazines and the 
three owners with each other. Those relationships—some 
going back over 35 years—are the bedrock foundation of 
PAE. All of those relationships were put under stress during 
the crisis and their durability was an important part of PAE’s 
survival. A big hearty THANK YOU to all for your support and 
perseverance under difficult circumstances. 

the nordhavn brand
There are countless stories of Nordhavns keeping their 
owners safe and surviving weather, groundings and much 
more. Now we can say that “Nordhavn” (the brand, the 
image and their perceived value) helped PAE survive the 
recession. While market values of other brands of boats 
fell through the floor and in some cases fell to nearly zero, 
Nordhavn values held quite firm—even in the darkest days. 
The brokerage market is the truest “raw” test of what 
the perceived values are. It is based on “what the market 
will bear” and a price that a willing buyer and seller reach 
through negotiation. While there were a few Nordhavn 
bargains during the recession, the prices never “collapsed” 
or even came close to it. There was always a buyer for a 
Nordhavn with the right pricing. Several extreme bargain 
hunters sat out the entire recession on the sidelines.. waiting 
for the desperation Nordhavn offering that never appeared. 

nordhavn ownerS

Our wonderful group of Nordhavn owners (and also ex-
owners) played a very important role in PAE’s survival of the 
recession. There are nearly 500 current owners and probably 
over 1,000 owners in all if we count all of the ex-owners. They 
are a loyal and passionate group and many of them consider 
PAE as part of their extended family. Making their Nordhavns 
available to show, putting in a good word to a nervous buyer 
or just a quick message of encouragement from time to time 
gave a great boost to our morale when we needed it.
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or indirectly to the revenue and production rate, so those 
were easy to reduce, naturally and automatically. Other cost 
reductions were “decisions” and were more difficult (such as 
the postponement of this issue of CirCumnavigator that you 
are reading now) or, of course, the worst of all, the layoff or 
furlough of valued employees. Some cost reductions were 
not immediately possible, such as contractual agreements 
and long-term leases. 

As the months rolled by, the American stock market rose 
and fell but generally trended upwards from the low point 
of early 2009. There were moments of optimism and hope, 
but generally speaking it was dismal as America and later 
the entire world worked its way through the long process of 
dealing with the calamity and the complex financial chain 
reactions that were unleashed. 

While PAE’s story and experience during the recession 
is probably one of the best and brightest of the entire boat 
industry, we still suffered greatly. Revenue dropped each 
successive year in 2009, 2010 and 2011 and losses (the first 
in our 35-year history) were sustained in 2010 and 2011. 
Some of what we had worked so hard to build and establish 
in the previous five years had to be dismantled or moth-
balled. It was discouraging. In the boat industry around 

the world, there were thousands of troubled and distressed 
boats which needed to be “resolved” and played through the 
system in one way or another. Those distressed boats ranged 
from inventory boats at troubled or failed boatbuilders, to 
repossessed boats owned by banks (who themselves were 
troubled in some cases) and to boats owned by individuals 
who were distressed or distracted. While the vast majority of 
those boats weren’t direct competitors of Nordhavns, they 
created a bleak “buyer’s market” atmosphere which we had 
to compete against. 

To further increase the difficulty for PAE, new Nordhavn 
buyers had to wonder if PAE would survive and whether their 
deposit money would be swept away in a PAE bankruptcy and 
their Nordhavn remain an unfinished dream. Those fears 
were sometimes unspoken and lurking in the background 
but usually front and center in the purchase/negotiation 
process. There was no way to prove or guarantee that PAE 
wouldn’t fail, just the simple heartfelt words from our side, “I 
promise that we won’t.” Jim Leishman, Jeff Leishman and I 
drew upon a lifetime of honest and straightforward business 
practices to lend credibility to that message and more than 40 
individuals had enough confidence and trust in us to place 
an order and write a check to PAE during the financial crisis. 
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Needless to say that promise created excruciating pressure 
during the darkest days—and our appreciation for those 
orders will remain forever.

By the end of 2011, the many cuts to overhead as well as 
the natural cost savings that came with reduced revenue had 
brought our revenue/profit/overhead figures back into the 
healthy zone. We were a smaller, leaner and healthier com-
pany and in a position to sustain the battle indefinitely. A 
turning point came in early 2012 when projections showed 
the probability of a meager profit for year-end 2012. The 
breakthrough, however, occurred in the spring of 2012: Over 
20 new, used and trade-in Nordhavns were sold by PAE in a 
90-day period, far exceeding the sales requirements of our 
earlier projections. While it will take months and in some 
cases years to mop up the mess left behind by the worst 40 
months of our history, for PAE, the recession is over.

Lessons learned? I can’t really answer that question—yet. 
I think that we are still too close to it, still in shock and af-
fected too much, to make a sweeping and profound state-
ment. Maybe Georgs will ask me to reflect on that subject 
in the next CirCumnavigator. Maybe the perspective of time 
will help me articulate it. Right now, I can only say, “Wow, 
that wasn’t much fun!”    V

The NightFINDER™
      “Increase Ship Security by combining Searchlights and Night Vision  
            Cameras on the world’s most beautiful surveillance platform” 

        World’s most powerful streamlined 
searchlight… over 2-miles on clear night! 

Lowlight and Thermal Cameras see covertly!

Also offer standard 
Searchlights in the  

Style of your choice!

  “World Leader in Performance and Reliability for 116 years” 

The Carlisle & Finch Co.
Tel:  513-681-6080 (USA) 
www.carlislefinch.com
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PaSSion and intUition
We have had the fun and good fortune to meet many 
interesting people at PAE over the years including rock 
stars, famous actors, race drivers, politicians and captains 
of industry. Many have become friends. We met with 
and sought the advice of several powerful, brilliant and 
important business people to get their take and advice on 
how PAE should deal with the recession. Simply said, I am 
glad that we didn’t take their advice. Nearly everyone that 
we talked to called for cuts, reductions, abandonments and 
retrenchment much greater and much earlier than what 
we did. Their advice was “perfect” and probably correct in 
every way—but it wasn’t right for PAE. What they didn’t have 
and didn’t understand was our passion and commitment 
that gave us ambition to “fight on” when a pure “corporate” 
attitude would have been to cut and run.

the fat elK

I am always fascinated by nature programs that show how 
animals survive during the winter. They graze and eat and 
put on weight and store energy all summer and fall. During 
the long winter, they live on that stored energy. If they were 
skinny in September, they were dead in March.  PAE was fat in 
September 2008 . . . you can finish this paragraph yourself . . .
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ta Shing technicians (top) signal their 
approval of the high gloss finish on 
custom tabletops for a new nordhavn. 
two nordhavn 76s are in the thick of the 
building process on the factory floor at ta 
Shing. nordhavn president dan Streech, 
left, and vice-president Jim leishman, 
right, study plans with ta Shing president 
tim Juan at the main ta Shing factory in 
tainan, taiwan. daniel Chen, a senior 
South Coast marine manager, is dwarfed 
by giant teak logs ready for cutting and 
milling at the new factory in Xiamen.
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T he two companies that build nordhavn yachts for 
Pacific Asian Enterprises (PAE) stand astride the Taiwan Strait 
in stark contrast to one another: one in Taiwan, venerable, traditional and 
crowded yet guided by cutting-edge management and ISO-9001 certification, 

and the other in China, brand-new and strikingly modern with a state-of-the-art factory, 
an eager workforce, and huge capacity for expansion. Yet there’s no perceptible differ-
ence in the quality levels of the Nordhavn yachts they turn out. 

Ta Shing, the senior of the two, builds six Nordhavn models in Taiwan. The company 
has boatbuilding roots that stretch back more than 50 years, and Ta Shing has been craft-
ing yachts for PAE for 35 years. With two factories covering a total of more than three 
acres in the busy seaside city of Tainan, this company gives the impression of nearly split-
ting at its seams—there’s little room to spare. It’s a closely-held company led by a second-
generation Taiwanese boatbuilder and its tour de force is a marriage of Old World skills 

Crafting Nordhavn
bY milT baker
SENIOR CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

one Brand, tWo Builders
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with modern management and technology. 
The company’s leaders are proud that 
more than 40 of their 270 employees—15 
percent—have been with the company 
more than 30 years. They also take pride in 
the fact that over 20 percent of their work-
ers are related: husbands and wives, fathers 
and sons, brothers, uncles, cousins and 
more. Indeed, Ta Shing feels as much like 
a family as a company.  

South Coast Marine, also Taiwanese-
owned, builds 10 different Nordhavn 
models in China. This company began life 
building sailing yachts in Taiwan in 1983, 
and five years later it crafted the world’s 
first Nordhavn there for PAE. As demand 
for new Nordhavns grew and South Coast 
began to face problems finding workers 
and expanding operations in Taiwan, the 
company’s prescient leader began to look 
farther afield—and his timing turned out 
to be perfect. In 2000 when he flew to 
China in search of a new venue to expand 
his company’s operations, he found the 
Chinese government hungry for foreign 
investment and ready to cut red tape and 
offer incentives to build a new boatbuilding 
factory. He built one factory there, then—
much to his surprise—got a chance to do it 
all over again, but bigger and better. Today 
South Coast’s next-generation factory at 
Xiamen (pronounced SHA-min) covers 
more than 20 acres (eight hectares) along 
the edge of the deepwater Jiulong River 
and employs 430 Chinese workers plus 20 
Taiwanese managers and foremen. 

How, you might wonder, can two boat-
building operations differ so much yet 
produce Nordhavn yachts that are virtually 
identical in terms of quality? The answer 
lies in synergistic pairing of Asian boat-
building skills and A-to-Z project manage-
ment by Pacific Asian Enterprises. Part 
and parcel of this is the rich and abiding 
sense of trust and camaraderie between the 
principals of PAE and those of its two Asian 
partner companies. Like a good marriage, 
each of these partnerships works because 
of the deep respect and affection each side 
has for the other, something that’s been 
growing for decades.

Looking Back 
In the early 1970s Taiwan boatbuilding was 
struggling through adolescence in search of 
its muse. Taiwan-built yachts in those days 

bore little resemblance to the exquisite cre-
ations coming out of Asia today. The boats 
were much less sophisticated and quality 
was uneven. Most Taiwanese yachts arriving 
in the U.S. needed a lot of work before they 
could be sold. Dan Streech, a self-described 
California boat nut, saw opportunity in the 
situation. He founded a yacht brokerage in 
Dana Point in 1974 and was soon joined by 
partners Jim Leishman and Joe Meglen. All 
three were in their twenties and their new 
company began to import, commission and 
sell sailing yachts from Taiwan.

By the mid-1970s Taiwan boatbuilding 
was maturing and evolving rapidly, and a 
new paradigm had emerged: the best of 
the breed of yachts coming from Taiwan 
were those being built and imported by 
American developers who controlled every 
step of the process. After importing dozens 
of yachts, Streech, Leishman and Meglen 
had come to believe that a yacht developer 
with control of the process from start to 
finish was one who could deliver a yacht 
that would make customers happy and sell 
well. And more than three decades later 
that lesson remains a cornerstone of Pacific 
Asian Enterprises’ business model.  

By the time that Meglen and Leishman, 
just 27 and 21 years old, flew to Taiwan in 
1977 with finished plans for a new Mason 43 
sailing yacht, they were convinced they had 
the recipe for a yachtbuilding enterprise 
that was right for the American market. 
Their vision was for a joint venture with U.S. 
design, project management, marketing and 
sales, and a pliant Taiwanese boatbuilding 
company with a skilled workforce capable of 
building the yachts to the U.S. team’s speci-
fications. The single missing ingredient: a 
Taiwan builder ready, willing and able to do 
the job on their terms. 

Ta Shing

Good fortune smiled when they met up 
with the Ta Shing Yacht Building Company, 
Ltd., a start-up yachtbuilder. Ta Shing (lit-
erally “Big New”) was founded in 1975, but 
it was already an experienced builder, grow-
ing out of a boatyard in southern Taiwan 
that began life in 1957 building tough com-
mercial fishing boats. The company’s mod-
ern new yachtbuilding factory, ready for a 
new chapter, opened in Tainan in 1977.

“The founder, visionary and first 
president of Ta Shing, Mr. C.M. Juan, had 

ALL ABOUT NORDHAVN

above, Kuang hsuan 
Su, a senior ta Shing 
carpenter, painstakingly 
handcrafts teak decking 
for a nordhavn. bottom 
left, ta Shing president tim 
Juan explains the process 
of teak logs arriving at the 
factory and being cut and 
milled into the teak lumber 
used in constructing 
nordhavn yachts. bottom 
right, ta Shing-built teak 
decking goes into place.
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a simple mission statement: to be the best,” 
Streech wrote years later on Nordhavn’s 
website. “No expense was spared on the 
facility, equipment or staff. Just two things 
were missing: a good design and an Amer-
ican partner. Pacific Asian Enterprises and 
their Mason 43 project came along at the 
perfect time. In hindsight, one wonders 
what the old, wise Mr. Juan saw in the young 
men who had little to offer other than a 
good design and the promise of hard work, 
dedication, and integrity.”

It was a perfect nexus: a new factory in 
need of a promising new project and new 
yacht developers in need of a capable factory. 
Driven by the confluence of needs and by 
immediate good chemistry between the wily 
Taiwanese boatbuilder and the audacious 
young Americans, a production agreement 
was quickly drafted and signed. When PAE’s 
initial agreement was signed with Ta Shing, 
the company had about 80 workers and a 
single factory. Today, the company has 270 
employees from fiberglass laminators to finish 
carpenters, engine and generator specialists, 
plumbers and electricians, painters and finish 
specialists, and more. Ta Shing operates two 
boatbuilding factories which together cover 
more than three acres. The factories are a 
few blocks apart in Tainan, a teeming city 
of 750,000 fronting on the Strait of Taiwan 
separating Taiwan and China.

In the 35 years since their initial 
agreement, together PAE and Ta Shing 

have built and delivered 212 Mason sailing 
yachts and 144 Nordhavn yachts—almost 
all of them motor yachts—with another half 
dozen under construction at the time of our 
visit.  Today the company builds Nordhavn 
yachts exclusively, six models ranging 
from 56 to 76 feet (17 to 23 meters). The 
yachts being built today are many times 
more complex and sophisticated than the 
original sailing yachts built by the company. 
Mason sailboats typically had a single 
engine, often carried no generator or air 
conditioning, and had very basic electrical 
and plumbing systems. By comparison, 
today’s new Nordhavns are not only larger 
but the number, size and complexity of their 
systems make them far more complicated 
to engineer and build. Moreover, this is no 
cookie-cutter factory. As one senior Ta Shing 
manager observed, while many hulls may 
come from the same mold, more than 95 
percent of the rest of each yacht is different 
from its sister ships, essentially making each 
a semi-custom creation reflecting its buyer’s 
wishes and preferences.

Building on Ta Shing’s tradition of quality 
and leading the company today as president 
is 57-year-old Tim Juan, the son of founder 
C.M. Juan. A tall, thoughtful man with a 
master’s degree in engineering from the 
University of Alabama and a ready laugh, he 
grew up in the Juan family home literally on 
the edge of the boatyard and is proud to call 
himself a second-generation boatbuilder. 

ALL ABOUT NORDHAVN

above, there’s no substitute for handcrafted joinery. right, it’s a tight fit for ta Shing’s company headquarters 
and main factory in tainan, southern taiwan. far right, a nordhavn 68 nears completion.   NORDHAVNS BUILT  

BY TA SHING
n35 (no longer built) ..22
n56mS ........................ 7
n57 (no longer built) ..38
n62 .............................37
n64 ...............................11
n68 ............................. 10
n72 ............................... 3
n76 ............................. 16

models built today: 6

NORDHAVNS BUILT  
BY SOUTH COAST  
MARINE
n40 mark ii ...........24*

n43 ............................40
n46 (no longer built) .. 81
n47 .............................59
n50 (no longer built) ..27
n52 ............................... 5
n55 .............................45
n60 ..............................9
n63 ............................... 2
n75eyf ....................... 3
n86 ............................... 7
n120 .......................... 1**

models built today: 10

* the first 43 n40s were 
built in the u.s.

** under construction
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Before taking charge of this successful 
family business in 2006 after the death of 
his father, Juan paid his dues, working his 
way up over more than 25 years in sales 
and business management, culminating in 
a top executive position with a Taiwanese 
conglomerate. Juan has boatbuilding in his 
blood, but thanks to his business experi-
ence and acumen his approach to running 
Ta Shing is right out of a 21st century man-
agement playbook.

Juan doesn’t mince words when he de-
scribes Ta Shing’s relationship with PAE.  
“All of us at Ta Shing are extremely grateful 
that our company had the good fortune to 
connect with such a great long-term part-
ner in PAE,” he told CirCumnavigator. “The 
100 percent trust we have in each other, the 
strength of our close working relationship 
over more than 30 years, and the fact that 

each side is always working to benefit the 
other—all of those are simply irreplaceable 
in our partnership. The knowledge that 
PAE has of the world yachting market and 
the power of its Nordhavn brand are what 
allow Ta Shing to focus on and excel at 
what we do best: building great yachts!”

When CirCumnavigator visited Ta Shing, 
we found a well-oiled company very 
comfortable with its mix of Old World 
boatbuilding skills, modern fiberglass 
technology, and 21st century business 
tools and computer technology. As you’d 
expect the company places a heavy 
emphasis on its engineering prowess. 
The Ta Shing team includes 14 degreed 
professional engineers, many of whom also 
hold American Boat and Yacht Council 
certificates. Computers are everywhere and 
computer literacy is high at Ta Shing; when 

ALL ABOUT NORDHAVN

Cutting-edge autoCad 
and rhino design and 
engineering software are 
normal daily tools at ta 
Shing. far right, there’s 
a nordhavn motorsailer 
56 hidden among the 
scaffolding. below, step one 
in the actual construction 
is laying up and laminating 
the hull inside a carefully 
prepared female mold. here, 
a laminator carefully rolls 
out resin-infused fiberglass 
to eliminate air pockets.
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we visited with the engineers and managers 
it seemed that almost every monitor was 
alight with plans, drawings and renderings 
shown with Ta Shing’s cutting-edge 
AutoCAD and Rhino design software.

Like a well-rehearsed symphony, the work 
at Ta Shing is purpose-driven and intensive 
and it all seems to happen according to 
the master score. The factories hum with 
efficiency and employees go about their 
jobs with a sense of purpose; non-productive 
workers are nowhere to be found. Thanks 
to the company’s computerized logistics 
system, outside components and parts arrive 
on time and are tracked in-house. Hulls and 
other parts, large and small, are molded, 
unmolded, and joined. Custom interiors are 
built, with examples of fine finish carpentry 
and glistening varnish everywhere. Engines, 
generators, refrigerators and freezers are 
installed, AC and DC electrical systems 
created, wires pulled, and components sited 
and wired up. For me, taking it all in and 
appreciating it was a lot like trying to drink 
from a fire hose.   

It doesn’t take long on the ground at Ta 
Shing before you come face to face with the 
company’s “culture of quality” approach 
to the task of building Nordhavns. This is 
deep-rooted at Ta Shing, a pervasive ideal 
that guides the company’s managers and 
line workers alike. The idea dates right back 
to the company’s beginnings. To formalize 
it, Ta Shing began to document its pro-

cedures and 20 years ago started working 
towards certification from the International 
Organization of Standardization. Today the 
company holds the prestigious ISO-9001 
certification, an internationally recognized 
gold standard for quality management of 
business processes.

With one out of every five employees re-
lated to another by birth or marriage and 
a strong stakeholder sense of “we’re all in 
this together,” Ta Shing impresses me as a 
conservative company in the best sense. It’s 
a company that looks after its workers and, 
in turn, the workers look after the com-
pany. Long-term employment is the norm, 
and employees show great loyalty to their 
company—they take pride in the caliber of 
the work they do, both individually and col-
lectively. A finish carpenter, for example, is 
proud of the fine joinery he has produced 
and a senior electrician in the flawless wiring 
he’s put in place behind an electrical panel, 
but they’re equally proud of the finished 
product—each yacht they have both helped 
build. From all we could see, Ta Shing em-
ployees across the board enjoy their work 
and work hard to make their company suc-
ceed, just as Ta Shing management keeps its 
focus on motivating employees and provid-
ing everything they need to succeed.  

As it nears completion, each Ta Shing 
yacht is moved a few blocks from its factory 
for launching and in-the-water testing of 
all systems in Tainan Harbor. We were able 
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to go aboard a brand new Nordhavn 62 in 
the harbor. The yacht was days away from 
shipping to the U.S., and Ta Shing workers 
swarmed over it with purpose, methodically 
going through checklists, making adjust-
ments and verifying the operation of equip-
ment. Like other Ta Shing yachts, it would be 
taken on a shakedown and delivery passage 
of about 30 miles (48 kilometers) to the 
port of Kaohsiung for loading aboard a ship 
bound for a port near its new home.

Tim Juan and his top managers are upbeat 
about the future. The bad news, however, is 
that the worldwide recession has impacted 
boatbuilding across Taiwan in a large way. 
Dozens of boatbuilding factories have had 
wholesale layoffs, some closing their doors 
for good. Thanks to Nordhavn’s strength in 
the market, Ta Shing has felt the downturn 
less than most boatbuilders.

South Coast Marine

Twenty-four years ago when the decision 
was made to build PAE’s first powerboat, the 
Nordhavn 46, Ta Shing was unable to take 
on the project so PAE began seeking an-
other Taiwanese boatbuilder. Streech, Leish-
man and Meglen soon met Tsai Wan Sheu, 
general manager of South Coast Marine, a 
boatbuilder in Keelung, near Taipei. Sheu, a 
swashbuckling entrepreneur, liked the idea 
of a completely new project and dealing with 
a company with PAE’s solid track record. A 
deal was struck, and South Coast built and 
launched the world’s first Nordhavn in 1989.  

Just as orders for the Nordhavn 46 were 
beginning to pick up in 1990, Nordhavn sales 
took a nosedive courtesy of a devastating new 
10 percent luxury tax on yachts sold in the 
U.S. After the tax was repealed in 1993, or-
ders again began to pour in and South Coast 
ramped up production. In 1995, PAE intro-
duced its sleek new Nordhavn 50, also built 
by South Coast, and the factory was soon 
operating at full capacity. But as the 1990s 
wound down, South Coast was increasingly 
hard-pressed to keep up with the demand 
for new yachts from PAE. It was clear that the 
company needed to expand. 

By the year 2000 Sheu had become con-
vinced the future of his company lay beyond 
Taiwan’s shores and he flew to China in 
search of a site for a big new factory with an 
unlimited labor supply. When he reached 
Xiamen, it was love at first sight. What he 
found just 200 miles (322 kilometers) across 

the Taiwan Strait was a charming city of 2.5 
million on protected inland waters along the 
southern coast of China. Judging from his-
tory, the region is virtually immune to earth-
quakes and typhoons, and it had a deepwater 
port ready to ship Nordhavns worldwide and 
an international airport minutes away. Most 
important, Sheu found the Chinese govern-
ment was especially eager to welcome a new 
South Coast factory that would employ hun-
dreds of Chinese workers. His Chinese gov-
ernment contacts were ready to move heaven 
and earth to make that happen.  

After generations of acrimony and animos-
ity between China and Taiwan, it was hard 
to understand why China would so openly 
welcome investment by Taiwanese compan-
ies, but Sheu explained that away easily: it 
seems that in China today good business 
trumps both politics and ill feelings. Xiamen 
is designated as one of China’s special eco-
nomic zones, a region with special rules and 
incentives aimed at attracting and sustaining 
foreign investment. Investment from Taiwan 
is not only allowed, it’s actively encouraged.  

Sheu and his team gained the necessary 
approvals with astonishing speed and broke 
ground for South Coast’s first factory in 
Xiamen in 2002. The new factory opened 
its doors in 2003, with the new Nordhavn 
47, a yacht specifically designed by PAE for 
this factory, as its first project in China. By 
the time I visited Xiamen in April 2005 as 
my own Nordhavn 47 neared completion, 
Nordhavn 55s were also coming off the pro-
duction line there and tooling was under-
way for the new Nordhavn 86. Things were 
moving fast!  With the factory’s waterfront 
location covering more than six acres, huge 
new buildings for constructing large yachts, a 
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nordhavn president dan 
Streech, left, and vice-president 
Jim leishman, right, brainstorm 

with South Coast general 
manager tsai wan Sheu. a 

nordhavn 60, right, is readied for 
the trip to its new home. Seven 

nordhavns sit in various stages 
of construction; a woodworker 

frames out an interior.
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giant orange Nordhavn-lifting crane towering 
over the factory buildings, and a test tank 
capable of handling two or more Nordhavns 
afloat at the same time, it was exactly the 
world-class boatbuilding factory Sheu had 
dreamed of and it was running like a top. But 
he had no idea what was about to happen.  

Just down the road, business was also 
booming at the Xiamen Shipbuilding Com-
pany, Ltd., South Coast’s next-door neigh-
bor, and the state-owned company urgently 
needed room to expand. Xiamen Shipbuild-
ing petitioned the Chinese government for 
permission to take over South Coast’s new 
factory, and South Coast management was 
brought into the picture. Again, negotiations 
began. They concluded a year later when 
Sheu signed an agreement to give up South 
Coast’s new factory. In return South Coast re-
ceived a new 50-year lease on 20 acres (eight 
hectares) of waterfront land 275 yards (251 
meters) down the road, with the Chinese gov-
ernment paying to build a much expanded 
new factory. Not only did South Coast receive 
more than three times the land originally 
leased but also the new factory would include 
10 custom-built structures covering more 
than 255,000 square feet (roughly 5.9 acres 
or 2.4 hectares), a new 150-foot (46 meters) 
test tank, and a new launch area for a marine 
railway capable of launching yachts up to 
200 or more feet (61 meters) in length. Of 
course, South Coast was able to design its 
second Xiamen factory using lessons learned 
from the first, something that makes the new 
factory many times more efficient. How many 
businesses get to do that?

Construction on the second factory began 
in 2007, and the final building was occupied 
in early 2010. A total of 187 Nordhavn yachts 
have been built in Xiamen since the first 
factory opened its doors in 2003. Today the 
Xiamen South Coast Marine Yacht Building 
Company, Ltd. builds Nordhavns exclu-
sively—10 different Nordhavn models, from 
the smallest, the 40 Mark II, to its largest, the 
new 120-foot (36 meters) motor yacht. Dur-
ing our visit the factory was operating at just 
below 50 percent of capacity with about 430 
Chinese employees and 20 Taiwanese man-
agers and foremen. Each production depart-
ment has experienced Taiwanese foremen in 
charge.

Calling the new factory state-of-the-art or 
cutting-edge does not do it justice. I’ve been 
poking around boatbuilding yards since I 
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visited the old Cheoy Lee yard in Kowloon 
more than 40 years ago and I’ve never seen 
a boatbuilding factory that equals the new 
one at Xiamen. Not only is it huge, expansive 
and campus-like, but South Coast now has a 
factory that hums with efficiency. After hulls 
are taken from their molds, they’re moved to 
a production line and backed up to a factory 
deck where work can progress quickly and ef-
ficiently. Woodworking and stainless steel fab-
rication shops are only steps away from yachts 
under construction. Once a worker builds a 
part he can quickly walk it to the yacht for a 
trial fitting, then return with it to the shop for 
adjustment or fine-tuning. Sheu also designed 
a custom-built factory-wide central vacuum sys-
tem with suction hoses at virtually every work 

South Coast marine’s 
new factory, below, 
has a campus-like feel 
to it.  with a full 20 
acres (eight hectares), 
there’s lots of open 
space.  mirrored glass 
abounds, giving the 
impression of an 
even larger facility. 
bottom, finishes for 
interior furniture and 
cabinetry at South 
Coast are applied in 
specially designed 
and ventilated dust-
free chambers like 
this one. 
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station; not only does this keep workspaces 
clean but reduces labor and provides a health-
ier atmosphere for South Coast workers.  

Once a yacht at the Xiamen factory is 
nearly complete, it’s moved a few hundred 
feet with the big 300-ton crane down to 
South Coast’s 150-foot (46 meters) test tank 
where all in-the-water systems—engines, 
generators, air conditioners, heads, pumps, 
and more—can be tested and run in.  From 
there, it’s prepped for final shipment and 
moved, again using the crane, to the com-
pany’s 158-foot (48 meters) barge for move-
ment across the harbor to the deepwater 
port for loading and shipping to a port near 
the commissioning site.

Chinese workers at South Coast take their 
jobs seriously, and the atmosphere at the 
Xiamen factory is very serious. It’s more 
formal and hierarchical than at Ta Shing, 
owing mainly to the fact that, not count-
ing South Coast’s Taiwanese managers and 
foremen, even employees with the greatest 
longevity have been with the company only 
seven years. With this in mind, South Coast 
provides a lot of in-house training, and one 
of the new buildings has a large area dedi-
cated to training. Chinese workers wear gray 
uniforms with pale blue T-shirts, and each 
uniform has the employee’s number. Taiwan-
ese managers and foremen wear orange uni-

forms. But there’s a cooperative team effort 
and everyone seems ready to pull his or her 
share of the load.

As with his counterpart at Ta Shing in 
Taiwan, South Coast Marine boss Tsai Wan 
Sheu is bullish about the future. He sees the 
current economic downturn as a storm to be 
weathered, and he’s looking forward to the 
day when South Coast will be up and build-
ing Nordhavn yachts at capacity, with 1,000 
employees or more. 

In retrospect, it seems clear that the recipe 
for a yachtbuilding enterprise that PAE 
founders Dan Streech, Jim Leishman and Joe 
Meglen created more than three decades ago 
was impeccable.  The hundreds of Nordhavn 
yachts cruising the world today provide 
ample evidence that the vision they had for 
a joint venture pairing U.S. design, project 
management, marketing and sales with 
Asian boatbuilding skills has stood the test 
of time. And their choice of Asian partners 
could not have been better. V

Editor’s note: Joe Meglen retired from PAE just 
before the first Nordhavns were built in China.

Milt Baker is CirCumnavigator’s senior contribut-
ing editor. He traveled to Taiwan and China with 
PAE president Dan Streech and vice president Jim 
Leishman to research this report.

two large in-the-
mold fiberglass 
laminations, above, 
are mated in South 
Coast’s laminating 
facility. when the 
completed fiberglass 
structure emerges 
from its cocoon-like 
molds and is turned 
right side up, the result 
will be a newly minted 
pilothouse, pilothouse 
deck, and lower 
deck structure for a 
nordhavn 63.  
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                  the  great escape
          carries  on

Whether voyaging the world or cruising coastal and 
inland waters, Nordhavn owners love getting away from 

it all in comfort, safety and style—and they treasure the 
camaraderie of the trawler lifestyle.
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nordhavn 68 

bill and roni grady
Zorro Nordhavn 68 #15 
Kirkland, Washington, USA
nautical miles cruised: 3,000 aboard 
Zorro in one year; 5,500 total all Nord-
havns in 13 years.
Previous yacht: Nordhavn 57, and 
prior to that a Nordhavn 50.
Cruising grounds: San Juans, Desola-
tion Sound and north to Alaska.
favorite destination: Princess Louisa 
in Desolation Sound, up Jervis Inlet 
and Stuart Island, British Columbia, 
Canada.
Cruising plans: San Juans, Desolation 
Sound and the Broughtons.

why cruising: Relaxing time on the 
water with family and friends.
why nordhavn: From the design to 
the redundancies, we know it will take 
us wherever we choose to go. 

nordhavn 64

richard ackerman
Medallion Nordhavn 64 #01
Port Washington, New York, USA
nautical miles cruised: 24,000 in 3-3/4 
years.
Previous yacht: J Boat J160.
favorite destination: Saint Martin.
Cruising plans: Saint Lucia, San Juan, 
Puerto Rico, Dominican Republic, 
Turks and Caicos, Nassau, Bahamas, 

Fort Lauderdale, maybe North Caro-
lina, Port Washington, New York, then 
to Maine and back to New England.
why cruising: I love being able to have 
a waterfront apartment in the best lo-
cations all year long, and not having to 
pack my clothing each time I vacation. 
I also enjoy ocean passages and spend-
ing time in places other then home.
why nordhavn: The go-anywhere 
 seaworthiness, combined with luxury, 
and great systems and toys.

Scott and Pam marks 
Shearwater Nordhavn 64 #03
Rehoboth Beach, Delaware, USA
nautical miles cruised: 17,500 since 
September 2006.                 >>

bY rebecca crosgreY & Joe hviliviTZkY

nordhavns Skie, Cloudy bay, Serendipity and 
Crossroads are an imposing sight as they head to open 

water and yet more adventure in Southeast alaska.

editor's note: as Nordhavns 
are always on the move, dates 

and places mentioned in 
reports may not be current.
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Previous yacht: 1984 Bertram 
58 which we cruised mostly on Lake 
Michigan.
Cruising grounds: Up and down the 
East Coast several times; into and 
out of the Great Lakes to and from 
 Chicago via the St. Lawrence Seaway; 
Bahamas. 
favorite destination: Trip from 
 Chicago out the St. Lawrence in 2009 
visiting Toronto, Montreal, Quebec, 
Prince Edward Island, Nova Scotia, 
Maine, Boston, etc. 
Cruising plans: Will stay in warmer 
climes until about April 1, then start 
back up the East Coast for several 
months in New England. 
why cruising: Relaxing lifestyle, meet-
ing nice people, seeing lots of animal 
wildlife, and visiting interesting port 
cities, large and small. 
why nordhavn: Spacious, comfort-
able, very safe, and always admired in 
any port we visit. 

geoff and diane Putt
Isobel Jean Nordhavn 64 #04
Tauranga, New Zealand
nautical miles cruised: Delivery crew 

brought her to New Zealand from 
Dana Point, California, arriving 
December 2008. We spent the summer 
of 2009 cruising and familiarizing 
ourselves with the boat and all of the 
equipment.
Previous yacht: Garlington 72 
Sportfisher.
Cruising grounds: We spent most of 
last year cruising the coastal waters of 
the upper North Island of New Zea-
land. We left port again in December 
2009 and have not been back into a 
marina for almost two months. We 
pick up provisions and visitors occa-
sionally by tender. We are currently at 
Great Barrier Island.
favorite destination: Great Barrier 
Island, off the East Coast of the 
northern part of New Zealand. 
Particularly for its isolation, 
remoteness, small population, 
wonderful bush walks, birdlife and 
incredible views. Cavalli Islands, East 
Coast north of The Bay of Islands, New 
Zealand, where the water is so clear 
that you can see the fish swimming 
below you when you jump over the 
side, is also a favorite destination and 

the fishing is great.
Cruising plans: We never tire of the 
coastal waters of New Zealand. 
why cruising: Getting away from civil-
ization. We do not rush from A to B. 
We spend time enjoying each destina-
tion. There are wonderful bush walks 
from most of the places we anchor. We 
tend to choose anchorages that are a 
little more remote and less populated. 
We will probably go home in mid May 
after five months cruising. 
why nordhavn: It is a real boat. It is 
steady and strong and inspires confi-
dence in its capabilities and reliabil-
ity. It is an ideal mum-and-dad boat. 
We are not interested in having crew. 
We also find, when we have visitors 
on board, there is plenty of room for 
everyone and lots of different spots 
to enjoy her from. The flying bridge 
can be really great on a good day at 
sea or a lovely evening at anchor. We 
are extremely pleased with the boat. 
We researched for a couple of years, 
what our next boat would be and 
are very pleased with the decision 
we made. In the past we have always 
had fast boats—sportfisher types. We 

Shearwater moves in for a 
closer look at boldt Castle, on 
alexandria bay, new york, in the 
thousand islands region of the 
St. lawrence river.  
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have adjusted completely and love the 
slower lifestyle.

andrew and Shannon boddy
Luna Spirit Nordhavn 64 #06
Nanaimo, British Columbia, Canada
nautical miles cruised: About 350, in 
the Pacific Northwest. We became the 
new owners recently and are still in the 
process of getting to know the vessel.
Previous yacht: This is our third large 
vessel, our previous vessel being a 
Carver 57 Voyager.
Cruising grounds: Puget Sound north 
to the area south of Desolation Sound.
favorite destination: Chatterbox 
Falls, Princess Louisa Inlet. Stunning 
scenery.

is excellent to see the labeled systems 
that are easy to understand and follow. 
A recreational vessel designed to a 
commercial spec in many areas makes 
cruising that much more relaxing. 
Then there are the organization and 
support groups that are more than 

what we expected as new Nordhavn 
owners. Very impressed with our ex-
perience thus far.

eric and ann bloomquist
Oso Blanco Nordhavn 64 #09
Ashland, Wisconsin, USA
nautical miles cruised: Over 25,000 on 
three Nordhavns since 2001.
Previous yacht: Nordhavn 40, Nord-
havn 47.
Cruising grounds: Alaska to Baltimore, 
through the Panama Canal; three 
seasons on the Pacific Mexican 
coast; Nicaragua, El Salvador, Costa 
Rica, San Blas, Honduras, Belize, 
Bahamas; ICW. 
favorite destination: Barra de Navi-
dad, Mexico; San Blas Islands. 
Cruising plans: Crossing to French 
Polynesia from Mexico, April 2010.
why cruising: Interesting destinations 
are always a highlight, but the cruis-
ing community and new friends are 
the best.
why nordhavn: Safety, comfort, confi-
dence to go anywhere. We have been 
mostly full-time liveaboards since 
2001. Our Nordhavn is our home.
Site: www.osoblanco.info

nordhavn 62

ron and donna bonvie
Bonne Vie Nordhavn 62 #02
Newport, Rhode Island, USA
nautical miles cruised: 25,000 in 7-1/2 
years.
Previous yacht: Rampage, Swan.
Cruising grounds: Pacific Northwest, 
Panama Canal, Florida, Bahamas, East 
Coast, Maine.
favorite destination: Bahamas, Maine.
Cruising plans: Caribbean.
why cruising: Getting away, seeing 
new things.
why nordhavn: Seaworthiness, range, 
comfort.

braun and tina Jones
Grey Pearl Nordhavn 62 #08 
Milton, Delaware, USA
nautical miles cruised: 45,000 in 10 
years.
Previous yacht: Hatteras 48 Sportfish.
Cruising grounds: Recently we were a 

Cruising plans: We are preparing for a 
cruise of the Inside Passage. How far 
depends on how good the fishing is.
why cruising: Solitude of the open 
sea.
why nordhavn: Very well documented 
systems that have been designed 
beyond construction and that take 
into account the person that has to 
operate and maintain, rather than 
“just let’s get it out of the factory door.” 
Having a mechanical background it 

bear bloomquist tries to catch the perfect wave 
during an excursion from oso blanco with 
parents eric and ann bloomquist. below, luna 
Spirit spends some time ashore in Seattle to 
await inspection during the purchase process.
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part of The Great Siberian Sushi Run. 
We left Seattle, Washington on April 
19, 2009, cruised British Columbia, 
Southeast Alaska, set off with Seabird, 
Nordhavn 62, and Sans Souci, Nord-
havn 68, from Hoonah, Alaska, on 
June 7, cruised the Aleutian Islands 
to Kamchatka Peninsula, Petropav-
lovsk, Russia, arriving in Hokkaido, 
Japan, on August 4, 2009; cruised the 
southeast coast of Japan to Ashiya/
Osaka, where the boat is resting for 
the winter.   
favorite destination: We really 
enjoyed the Mediterranean. We did 
the Nordhavn Atlantic Rally in 2004 
and remained for three seasons; Italy, 
Greece/Ionian Sea, Croatia and cruis-
ing in Japan has been an incredible 
experience.
Cruising plans: For 2010 spring/
summer season: Inland Sea of Japan, 
Hiroshima, South Korea, Okinawa, 
Taiwan, Hong Kong.
why cruising: The freedom of 
traveling on the water, and it sort of 
forces you to live in the moment.
why nordhavn: The confidence and 
comfort to enjoy cruising wherever we 

want to go!
Site: www.greypearl.talkspot.com

Sammy and Carolyn Cacciatore 
Moon River Nordhavn 62 #11  
Indian Harbour Beach, Florida, USA 
nautical miles cruised: Original 
owners since June 1999. Moon River 
has a 25,000-mile pennant and has 
cruised over 26,000. 
Previous yacht: Hatteras 52 Convert-
ible Sportfish. 
Cruising grounds: The West Coast of 
the U.S., Canada to Alaska; then south 
along the Pacific Mexican coast. Since 
getting to our home waters in Flor-
ida, we have cruised the Caribbean 
several times; down to Grenada; the 
Bahamas each summer. Moon River 
usually stays in the Bahamas from May 
through sometime in September.
favorite destination: Everywhere we 
have been, particularly at anchor. 
Cruising plans: In 2010 we will leave 
for a summer cruising the Baha-
mas. We cruise throughout the islands 

down to Inagua and back to the 
Abacos. 
why cruising: Getting away and relax-
ing on the water. 
why nordhavn: The opportunity to 
explore remote areas and islands. To 
be away anchored in remote places for 
extended periods enjoying the cama-
raderie of friends and family.

david newnham and merryl Kate
Celebrate Nordhavn 62 #12
Melbourne, Australia
nautical miles cruised: 12,000 since 
March 2007.
Previous yacht: Nordhavn is our first.
Cruising grounds: San Diego to 
Brisbane via Honolulu, Kiribati, 
American Samoa; east coast of 
Australia to Melbourne, then 
Tasmania and back to Melbourne.
favorite destination: South East Tas-
mania. Good sailing all year around 
with shelters in all weather. Quality 
fishing, and world heritage wilderness 
areas easily accessible by boat.
Cruising plans: Counterclockwise 
around Australia.
why cruising: The romance and 

anna and Kevin barrass pause to take in yet 
another beautiful sunset as they return to tesla, 
their nordhavn 62, anchored at eureka, California.



Raven MaRine Mosquito Creek Marina
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Ph: 604.985.5326

Canoe Cove Marina
2300 Canoe Cove Rd., North Saanich
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www.ravenMarine.Ca

CERTIFIED INSTALLATION & SERVICE 
YANMAR MARINE, CUMMINS, VOLVO PENTA, 

MERCRUISER, ONAN, NORTHERN LIGHTS, 
DETROIT DIESEL/MTU, PERKINS, THERMOBOAT

FULL SERVICE & CUSTOM YACHT CARE SOLUTIONS  

Quality Yacht Management
• Mechanical, Electrical and Electronics Systems

• New Yacht Commissioning & Refit • Detailing & Provisioning
• Shipwright & Boatyard Services  • Security & Monitoring

• Canvas & Upholstery  • Full Concierge Services

Two convenient locations 
to better serve you!

CANVAS & UPhOLSTERY
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John Deere Marine 
Diesel Engines
The reliable choice with 
more power on the water

John Deere PowerTech™ marine engines are 
quiet, reliable, fuel-efficient and backed by a 
company you can count on for service and support.

To locate your nearest John Deere dealership 
for worldwide sales, parts, and service, visit 
www.JohnDeere.com/dealer

6068AFM75
M1 230 hp @ 2300 rpm
M2 265 hp @ 2400 rpm
M3 300 hp @ 2500 rpm
M4 330 hp @ 2600 rpm

6090AFM75
M1 285 hp @ 2100 rpm
M2 325 hp @ 2200 rpm
M3 375 hp @ 2300 rpm
M4 425 hp @ 2400 rpm

6135AFM75
M1 365 hp @ 1800 rpm
M2 425 hp @ 1900 rpm
M3 500 hp @ 2000 rpm
M4 575 hp @ 2100 rpm

www.cascadeengine.com
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adventure of new destinations. Satis-
faction from planning and executing a 
trip safely. Constant learning. Quality 
time out with my wife.
why nordhavn: The overall atmos-
phere of being cocooned in a cozy 
rocking boat with all modern facili-
ties, and at the same time the promise 
of the beauty and romance of nature 
and the promise of unexpected and 
planned adventures to excite my soul. 

Kevin and anna barrass 
Tesla Nordhavn 62 #24 
We do not have a home port as we 
live and work in the U.K. and Tesla is 
registered in London but is currently 
in San Diego. 
nautical miles cruised: 2,800 since 
February 2008.
Previous yacht: All have been sail-
boats with the last being an aluminum 
Whisstocks 62 sloop.
Cruising grounds: Have traveled the 
San Juans in British Columbia, then 

Washington (Seattle, Gig Harbor, Port 
Townsend to name a few); then on to 
Oregon, up the Columbia River and 
the Port of Siuslaw/Florence, Oregon; 
next, to California and all the ports 
from Santa Barbara to San Diego; then 
into Mexico.
favorite destination: We don’t have a 
favorite destination; as all our previous 
cruising was in Europe, every new port 
is wonderful to us. An observation 
is that Americans do not visit other 
ports, even short distances from their 
home ports and as a result are missing 
out on all sorts of fun places. This is 
evident from the lack of berths avail-
able in some ports as no boats leave, 
meaning their berths are always full. 
We also speak to and get to know lots 
of boat owners on our travels (one of 
our favorite pastimes in new ports) 
and are amazed that they travel so 
little. In the U.K. on a good summer 
weekend at least half of the boats from 
every marina will have traveled to and 

be berthed somewhere else in another 
town or city or country.
Cruising plans: Mexico and the Cali-
fornia Channel Islands, then probably 
Alaska followed by the South Pacific 
(waiting for retirement for these). 
why cruising: Tesla is good to live on as 
we do already for a few months every 
year and hope to full time in retire-
ment. All the comforts of home with 
the ability to go anywhere anytime.
why nordhavn: What we like about 
the Nordhavn is the ability to plan the 

there’s a peaceful, easy feeling as long 
ranger rides quietly at anchor amid the 

rugged beauty of Cannery Cove, in alaska 
bay, near Ketchikan. below, new frontier, 

a nordhavn 62, finds company among 
other cruisers at marrigot bay, St. lucia.
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time of arrivals and meet them along 
with the reliability, which goes without 
saying.
Site: www.teslaadventures.blogspot.ca

Constance and Jerry reynolds
New Frontier Nordhavn 62 #28
Alameda, California, USA
nautical miles cruised: We live aboard 
full time and have traveled about 
15,000 in over four years.
Previous yacht: Navigator 5300 Classic 
Cockpit Motor Yacht and 20 years of 
sailboating before that.
Cruising grounds: Stuart, Florida, east 
to Bermuda, north up to Maine; all 
along the eastern seaboard and as far 
south as Trinidad and Tobago, includ-
ing the Bahamas three times where we 
are currently lying in Marsh Harbour, 
Abaco, Bahamas.
favorite destination: Fort Lauderdale.
Cruising plans: Along the northern 
Exuma chain, back to Fort Lauder-
dale, Key West and then on to New Or-
leans possibly.
why cruising: Meeting new people 
and seeing new destinations.
why nordhavn: Well built, comfort-
able sea boat with a unique design that 
always seems to bring people inquir-
ing, “What kind of boat is that?”

nordhavn 60

victor and mary murray
Marytime Nordhavn 60 #47
Portsmouth, Rhode Island, USA
nautical miles cruised: 120 in five 
months.
Previous yacht: Sea Ray 48.
Cruising grounds: East coast Florida.
favorite destination: None yet.
why cruising: Lifestyle and new 
people.
why nordhavn: Quality of con-
struction, seaworthiness, pride of 
ownership.

nordhavn 57

wayne and laurel hill
Long Ranger Nordhavn 57 #04 
Anacortes, Washington, USA
Nautical miles cruised: 38,800 in 12 
years.                 >>

Advanced Marine Technologies – Your Marine Solutions Provider

Call AMT for your seasonal upgrades or major refi ts
www.AdvancedMarineTechnologies.com

AMT Corporate 604.607.0091 | USA Freeman 541.247.7078

Follow the Nordhavns
Cruise with the Nordhavn 68 Sans Souci 
and other Nordhavn bloggers

www.nordhavn.com/community/blogs/
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Previous yacht: Bayliner 47. 
Cruising grounds: Puget Sound and 
the San Juan Islands in Washington, 
Canada, Alaska (three times,) and a 
three-and-a-half year journey from 
Seattle to Nova Scotia via the Panama 
Canal, Central America, Caribbean 
and the Bahamas.
favorite destination: Alaska—fish-
ing for crab and shrimp, mountains, 
 glaciers, whales, wildlife.
Cruising plans: Washington and 
 Canadian waters.    
why cruising: We love exploring new 
places while cruising with the comforts 
of our home. It has been fun meeting 
people and other boaters along the 
way, and sharing our adventures with 
friends and family.  
why nordhavn: We enjoy the com-
fort (mental and physical) that such 
a stoutly built boat gives us. We also 
admire the graceful lines of our Nord-
havn 57. The ease of handling Long 
Ranger allowed Wayne to single-hand 
the boat many times, including one 
800-mile journey.

Johann Keil and laurie ann hewitt
Shaka Nordhavn 57 #14
Cayman Islands Registry, but we live 
aboard and just keep moving!
nautical miles cruised: 15,000 since 
May 2008.
Previous yacht: Fleming 55.
Cruising grounds: Entire East Coast 
of U.S. from Key West to Cape Cod, 
Massachusetts, back down to Grand 
Cayman; Belize, east coast of Central 
America, through Panama Canal, up 
to Cabo San Lucas, San Diego, up 
entire West Coast of U.S. Currently 
lying in Inner Harbour, Victoria, Brit-
ish Columbia, Canada.
favorite destination: Many little towns 
on the East Coast are wonderful, love 
Key West, love San Francisco area, too 
many to mention.
Cruising plans: Inside Passage up 
through Alaska, then to San Diego for 
preparations for Pacific crossing to 
Hawaii and Tahiti.
why cruising: When things work cor-
rectly and no mechanics are involved 
in my phone conversations. 
why nordhavn: The “go anywhere” 
sturdiness of the vessel.

evelyn mcglone and erik dalaker
Evrik Nordhavn 57 #15
Key Largo, Florida, USA
nautical miles cruised: 37,000 in 10 
years.
Previous yacht: Nordhavn 47.
Cruising grounds: The entire Pacific 

Coast from Alaska through the 
Panama Canal into the Atlantic and 
up to Rhode Island. The complete Ba-
haman chain, Long Island Sound and 
coastline of the Atlantic many times. 
favorite destination: Bahamas.
Cruising plans: Key Largo north 
through the Saint Johns River and 
back. Up to the Chesapeake Bay and 
wherever the sun takes us. Maybe do 
the Bahamas on the way back to Key 
Largo for the winter.
why cruising: Being on and in the 
water. We are both divers and spend 
most of our cruising going to places 
where we can dive and snorkel.
why nordhavn: The quality.

brian hull and Suzanne de la 
vergne-hull 
Katie Jane Nordhavn 57 #19
Coronado, California, USA
nautical miles cruised: 5,000 in five 
years.
Previous yacht: Racing sailboats, most 
recently a Nelson Marek 43.
Cruising grounds: Bahamas, Florida, 
Pacific Coast of Mexico, Southern 
California.
favorite destination: Personally: 
Puerto Vallarta. With the grandchil-
dren: Atlantis (Bahamas).
Cruising plans: Back to Florida, then 
across the Atlantic to the Med.
why cruising:  Go where you want, 
when you want!
why nordhavn: Compared to 

the crew of Shaka, below, Johann Keil and 
laurie ann hewitt, appear better suited for 
partying than piracy.  
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sailboats, the space; and not going 
down into the cellar when not on 
deck.

gary and liz isbell
Joint Decision Nordhavn 57 #22
Jackson, Wyoming, USA
nautical miles cruised: 42,000 in eight 
years.
Previous yacht: Nordhavn is our first.
Cruising grounds: Four summers 
in Alaska, including two in Prince 
 William Sound from Seattle; down the 
West Coast from Seattle and through 
the Panama Canal to Belize and to 
Key West; then up the East Coast to 
Maine with side trips up the Poto-
mac and Hudson rivers; crossed over 

to Nova Scotia and 
Prince Edward Island, 
Canada; returned to 
the U.S.; departed 
Norfolk, Virginia, 
to Bermuda to U.S. 
Virgin Islands, then 
east and south fol-
lowing the islands 
to Granada; we then 
cruised the islands off 
Venezuela to Bonaire, 
Curacao, Aruba, Co-
lombia and Panama.

favorite destination: Prince William 
Sound, Alaska.
Cruising plans: Panama and up to En-
senada, Mexico, in 2010 and return to 
the Northwest in 2011.
why cruising: Exploring new places 
and the beauty of nature.
why nordhavn: The stability, comfort 
and range.

Jim and deb yeates
BurntSand Nordhavn 57 #23
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
nautical miles cruised: 20,200 in eight 
years.
Previous yacht: Nordhavn is our first.
Cruising grounds: From Juneau, 
Alaska to Zihuatanejo, Mexico.

favorite destination: Queen Charlotte 
Islands.
Cruising plans: We are in Mexico. 
Pacific Coast this year; next year, Costa 
Rica.
why cruising: Private bays in less trav-
eled areas.
why nordhavn: Seaworthy and safe.

bill and Kay o’meara
Thor Nordhavn 57 #25
Portland, Oregon, USA
nautical miles cruised: 2,000 in a year 
and a half.
Previous yacht: Steel power catamaran 
92 feet.
Cruising grounds: We have cruised to 
Portland, Seattle, San Juans, Canada, 
southeast Alaska.
favorite destination: We have really 
enjoyed cruising southeast Alaska.
Cruising plans: We plan to go back to 
Southeast Alaska, and then head south 
and spend time in the Sea of Cortez 
and decide at that point if we want 
to go to the South Pacific or into the 
Caribbean.
why cruising: We enjoy cruising. It is 
an adventure every day and we look 
forward to meeting other interesting 
cruisers and discovering new places 
and cultures.                  >>

bill and Kay o’meara find plenty to smile 
about during a side trip away from thor, 
anchored at roche harbor, washington. 
below, burntSand takes in the sights at 
Pybus bay, in Southeast alaska.
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Jack felgate
Speedbird Nordhavn 57 #27
Burraneer Bay, Sydney, Australia 
nautical miles cruised: 7,300 in two 
years.
Previous yacht: Riviera 48 Flybridge 
Sportfisher.
Cruising grounds: Purchased from 
Nordhavn in San Diego; cruised back 
to Australia via Honolulu, Fanning 
Island, Pago Pago, Fiji; Port Vila to 
Mackay, Queensland, then down the 
coast to Sydney; east coast of Australia.
favorite destination: Dick Smith’s 
Musket Cove Island in Fiji. 
Cruising plans: Lord Howe Island off 
the New South Wales coast, and New 
Zealand. 
why cruising: Arriving and departing 
ports of interest, and associating with 
like-minded boaters. 
why nordhavn: The Nordhavn 57 is 
a beautifully designed and built pas-
sagemaker that gives you confidence 

in your ability to achieve a successful 
voyage. When I struck severe sea con-
ditions 1,000 nautical miles from port, 
the vessel powered on, looking after 
me rather than the other way around.

dick and gail barnes
Ice Dancer II Nordhavn 57 #28
Anchorage, Alaska, USA
nautical miles cruised: 37,800 in four 
years on the Nordhavn 57.
Previous yacht: Nordhavn 50 (24,300 
nautical miles).
Cruising grounds: Alaska, Mexico, 
Galapagos Islands, Cape Horn, 
Hawaii, French Polynesia, Kiribati 
Islands, Samoa, Tonga, Fiji, Vanuatu, 
Australia East Coast from Lizard 
Island to Tasmania, South Island of 
New Zealand from Stewart Island, 
through fiords to Nelson.
favorite destination: Chilean Fiords 
and Cape Horn.
Cruising plans: North Island, New 

Zealand and back to the Pacific 
Islands.
why cruising: Adventure.
why nordhavn: Comfortable, reliable, 
beautiful craft.

Jim griffin
Jubilee Nordhavn 57 #36
Newport, Rhode Island, USA
nautical miles cruised: 5,000 in three 
years.
Previous yacht: Grand Soleil 46.3 
sloop.
Cruising grounds: East Coast.
favorite destination: Maine
Cruising plans: New England.
why cruising: Under way.
why nordhavn: Competence and 
quality.

larry and mary mason 
No Plans Nordhavn 57 #37
No home port, we keep moving
nautical miles cruised: 18,600 since 

ice dancer ii, with gail 
barnes in the bow, 

tries to keep pace with 
a couple of playful 

porpoises in doubtful 
Sound, new Zealand.
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purchased new in April 2005.
Previous yacht: Nordhavn is our first 
boat.
Cruising grounds: Dana Point to 
San Juan Islands; south to Panama, 
across the Caribbean stopping at 
various ports to Martinique; shipped 
via Dockwise to Europe; four years 
cruising France, Italy, Croatia, 
Montenegro, Malta, Greece, Sicily, 
Corsica, Sardinia; Dockwise to 
Newport, Rhode Island; cruised ICW 
south to Fort Lauderdale; February 
2010: left Florida and traveled the 
western Caribbean to Panama. 
Currently we are on the Pacific coast 
in Papagayo, Costa Rica.
favorite destination: Croatia is cruis-
ers’ paradise.
Cruising plans: We are going north, 
not sure when.
why cruising: Every day we wake up 
not knowing what we will experience 
or who we will meet.
why nordhavn: The joy it has brought 
to people who have cruised with us. 
Veteran boaters and novices have 
been delighted with the travels and 
luxury life aboard our Nordhavn.      

nordhavn 56 motorSailer

richard and Karen westin
Kindred Spirits Nordhavn 56 #04
Edina, Minnesota, USA 
nautical miles cruised: 2,000 plus 
since June 2009.
Previous yacht: Fisher 31 MKII Motor 
Sailer 1990.  
Cruising grounds: From Dana Point, 
California, to Anacortes, Washington, 
as far north as Desolation Sound and 
points in between.
favorite destination: Otter Bay, 
Pender Island, British Columbia.  
Cruising plans: Summer 2010 we will 
either circumnavigate Vancouver 
Island or head north to Alaska, not 
sure yet.
why cruising: The endless possibil-
ities, perfect.
why nordhavn: It’s about the 
people you meet; our boat opens 
doors. Rock star status (the boat, not 
us), gawker slowdown. On arrival 
everywhere, dinghies would circle two 

or three times; everyone wanted to 
know about the boat.

nordhavn 55

don bitting and debbie via
Valkyrie Nordhavn 55 #02                                            
York River, Virginia, USA
nautical miles cruised: 13,000 since 
2005.
Previous yacht: Valiant 42. 
Cruising grounds: Key West to Maine.
favorite destination: The one 
we haven’t been to yet, the next 
destination.
Cruising plans: Unknown destinations 

on the East Coast.
why cruising: Being on the water, the 
thrill of the passage, exploring new 
ports of call, and meeting new people.
why nordhavn: The comfort and se-
curity of knowing we could go any-
where; plus, after owning a sailboat, it 
is nice to be warm and dry.

darcy and bob bingham
Enterprise Nordhavn 55 #03
San Diego, California, USA
nautical miles cruised: 11,200 since 
May 2008.
Previous yacht: Nordhavn is our first.
Cruising grounds: San Diego to San 

How to Buy a Pre-Owned Nordhavn (#1)
Start the search for the Nordhavn of your dreams here:  

www.nordhavn.com/brokerage/index_new.php

We have prepared our brokerage listings by region for your convenience, or you can 
click on the entire list. We invite you to read through the listings (updated regularly) and 
take note of what type of features and equipment are installed. By studying the details 
in our brokerage offerings, browsing the other areas of the nordhavn.com website and 
reviewing your questions with a Nordhavn sales professional, you will be in the best 
position to make your dreams come true.  

There is a lot to choose from 

With over 400 Nordhavns now built and out roaming the world there are a great number of 
opportunities available for the adventurous person like you who is getting ready to explore 
the seas. We can provide you with individual model specifications, factory and delivery 
options pricing, DVD films about our adventures and company, copies of Circumnavigator, 
our in-house magazine which highlights the trawler lifestyle and much, much more!

These are ocean-crossing yachts

Nordhavns are very specialized yachts. Each of our full displacement models is developed for 
ocean crossing performance and features solid fiberglass hulls, Portuguese bridge decks and 
engineered systems to assure reliability. Purchasing a yacht that will carry you across oceans 
should not be entered into lightly, or alone. We have a sales staff comprised of two dozen 
experts who can and should be involved to insure you take advantage of the knowledge 
you need and are given proper guidance to make the most of your purchase.

Brokerage is an active part of the Nordhavn business

Brokerage (used) Nordhavns are a large and important part of our business and each sales 
associate is a trained professional with years (sometimes decades) of boating knowledge 
and hundreds of hours at sea aboard our yachts. Working with someone who has already 
“been there and done that” will make your buying experience much more satisfying and 
will likely develop into a lasting friendship. Yes, we also build new yachts (and often times 
many of the boats available as today’s used Nordhavns are put up for sale because their 
sellers are already planning for their next new Nordhavn!).

How to Buy a Pre-Owned Nordhavn was prepared by Jeff Merrill, a sales representative in the 
Nordhavn Yachts Southwest office. 

Please turn to Page 90 for contact information for Nordhavn sales offices.
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Juan Islands in 2008 and returning to 
San Diego; then San Diego to Glacier 
Bay, Alaska, and back to San Diego; 
San Diego to La Paz, Mexico, and 
return to San Diego. 
favorite destination: Glacier Bay was 
fantastic for many reasons. It was the 
longest journey so far, and was very 
rewarding to visit. The weather was 
fantastic, we saw all the animals you 
could ask for, and caught all the fish 
we could eat. It was really the pinnacle 
of our journey so far.
Cruising plans: 2010 we’ll be spend-
ing in Southern California from Santa 
Barbara, Channel Islands and north-
ern Mexico. Fall of 2010 we hope to 
spend more time in the Sea of Cortez 
and mainland Mexico.
why cruising: Cruising is about the 
journey, the people and the destina-
tion. We enjoy all three equally, but 
sometimes one over the other. In so 
many ways cruising really simplifies life.
why nordhavn: We’ve cruised north 
along the Oregon, Washington and 
northern California coasts twice now, 
and both times were not easy journeys. 
We always knew our boat could handle 
far worse than we could.

don and lili weippert
Lili Pad Nordhavn 55 #05
Seattle, Washington, USA
nautical miles cruised: 4,000 in 2-1/2 
years.
Previous yacht: Bayliner 47.
Cruising grounds: West Coast of 
United States and British Columbia.
favorite destination: Big Bay, British 
Columbia.
Cruising plans: Southeast Alaska.
why cruising: The independence and 
the challenge.
why nordhavn: Built like a tank.

Claude and Philippe lemaitre
South by West Nordhavn 55 #07
Charleston, South Carolina, USA
nautical miles cruised: 10,000 since 
July 2007.
Previous yacht: Sunseeker Predator 63 
(still own).
Cruising grounds: U.S. East Coast from 
Martha’s Vineyard to Dry Tortugas; Ba-
hamas: Abacos, Eleuthera, Exumas.

favorite destination: Exumas.
Cruising plans: Caribbean, Tahiti.
why cruising: Freedom, self-suffi-
ciency, destinations, friends.
why nordhavn: Reliability, space, envi-
ous comments.

david lee and Susie dakers
Last Mango Nordhavn 55 #08
Panama City, Panama
nautical miles cruised: None, but 
watch this space! Just acquired Last 
Mango after a few years of planning. 
Previous yacht: Nordhavn is my first.
Cruising grounds: We are currently 
cruising California, heading next for 
the Channel Islands. Then on farther 
north for San Francisco, San Juan 
Islands and British Columbia. 
favorite destination: Yet to find out.
Cruising plans: We plan to cruise from 
San Diego to British Columbia, and 
then return down the Pacific Coast to 
Panama.
why cruising: It is going to be a great 
adventure in a safe and comfortable, 
transportable home.

why nordhavn: Safety, comfort, the 
cruising community in general and 
the Nordhavn community in particu-
lar. Interesting travel and freedom to 
go wherever you want.

Peter and Joanne Powers
Journey Nordhavn 55 #12
nautical miles cruised: 2,700 miles in 
eight months.
Previous yacht: Nordhavn is our first.
Cruising grounds: From Newport, 
Rhode Island, to Boston, Falmouth, 
Cape May, Washington, D.C.; New 
Bern, North Carolina; Beaufort, North 
Carolina; Charleston, Beaufort, South 
Carolina; Jacksonville, Palm Beach.
favorite destination: Washington, 
D.C.
Cruising plans: Bahamas or Keys. 
why cruising: It’s an adventure.
why nordhavn: It has become our 
home.

tom anton
Phoenix Nordhavn 55 #24
Marina Del Ray, California, USA

is there any doubt what’s for supper tonight aboard last mango? david lee and 
Susie dakers proudly display their catch of the day.
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nautical miles cruised: 2,750 miles 
since 2007.
Previous yacht: Hatteras 41 
Sportfisher.
Cruising grounds: California to 
Mexico; up and down the West 
Coast; Marina del Rey to Seattle.
favorite destination: Seattle.
Cruising plans: Throughout the north-
west into Canada and back home in 
August 2010.
why cruising: The peace, beauty and 
freedom.
why nordhavn: Safety, reliability and 
company follow-up.

dick and val Carey
Tai-Pan Nordhavn 55 #31
Rome, Italy
nautical miles cruised: 4,800 in 16 
months.
Previous yacht: Princess 45.
Cruising grounds: U.K. via Bay of 
Biscay to Portugal, Gibraltar, Spain, 
the Balearics, Sardinia, Elba, Tuscany 
to Rome.
favorite destination: Elba.
Cruising plans: Sicily, Malta, Ionian 
Greek Islands.
why cruising: No TV, newspapers or 
noise. The peace, quiet and adventure 
of new experiences.
why nordhavn: Its long range and 

self-sufficiency. We can travel for weeks 
and thousands of miles without ever 
needing to go into a port or marina.

henry and Janice trembecki
Cloudy Bay of Hamble Nordhavn 55 #32
nautical miles cruised: 7,000 since July 
2008.
Previous yacht: Princess 50.
Cruising grounds: San Francisco, Baja, 

La Cruz, Manzanillo, San Diego, San 
Francisco, Victoria, British Columbia, 
Seattle.
favorite destination: Many, but San 
Francisco, Banderas Bay and British 
Columbia stand out!
Cruising plans: British Columbia again 
and on to Alaska.
why cruising: We enjoy the incredible 
sense of adventure we get from visiting 

Cloudy bay of hamble, a nordhavn 55, 
finds plenty of space to share with fellow 

cruisers at this quiet anchorage.

Special Pricing 
Available to 

all Nordhavn 
Owners!

Please Inquire 
– We Ship 

Anywhere!

Wholesale/Discount Retail

Visit us at:  www.chapmanmarine.com
Email: Sales@chapmanmarine.com

2201 S.E. Indian Street, A-5, Stuart, FL 34997

LEES * AWLGRIP
RACOR * 3M
COLLINITE * RULE
TACO * PENNZOIL
ELECTRICAL * SEATS
PLUMBING
MAINTENANCE
HDWE * A/C PUMPS
PETIT PAINT
STEERINGS * TRIDENT HOSE

800-245-3622
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new places and meeting new people. 
We have made many friends through 
our travels so far in the three countries 
we have visited.
why nordhavn: Our Nordhavn is 
rugged and tough but extremely com-
fortable. She gives us the confidence 
to captain and crew to explore new 
oceans, seas and countries. We enjoy 
the self-sufficiency that our Nordhavn 
gives us, and the ability to go where we 
have not gone before.

dan and marylouise Kosmayer
Northern Wanderer Nordhavn 55 #36
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
nautical miles cruised: 6,000 in two 
years.
Previous yacht: Nordhavn is our first.
Cruising grounds: Key West; Bar 
Harbor, Maine; Charleston, South 
Carolina; Eleuthera, Marsh Harbor, 
Bahamas; Turks and Caicos.
favorite destination: Maine.
Cruising plans: Virgin Islands.
why cruising: Seeing the world on 
your own terms.
why nordhavn: Safety and reliability, 
comfort, no compromises.

Peter and margaret Sheppard
Skie Nordhavn 55 #38
Melbourne, Australia
nautical miles cruised: 17,000 in three 
years.
Previous yacht: Nordhavn is our first.
Cruising grounds: Australian East 
Coast, Tasmania; circumnavigated 
Australia (7,800 nautical miles). Skie is 
now on the West Coast of the United 
States and will cruise British Columbia 
and Alaska this summer.
favorite destination: The remote 
 Kimberley region of northwest West-
ern Australia.
Cruising plans: After British Columbia 
and Alaska down through the Panama 
Canal to the Caribbean, then Dock-
wise to Palma Mallorca in the Med.
why cruising: Meeting people from 
all walks of life, and the challenge of 
 passagemaking and navigation.

why nordhavn: Complete depend-
ability, and comfort in a luxury 
environment.
Site: www.skie1.talkspot.com

nordhavn 52

James and Jennifer hamilton
Dirona Nordhavn 52 #63
Seattle, Washington, USA
nautical miles cruised: We just took 
delivery.
Previous yacht: Bayliner 4087.
Cruising grounds: Seattle. After taking 
delivery, we have only transferred it to 
our home port.
favorite destination: British Colum-
bia’s Outside Passage.
Cruising plans: James ultimately would 
like to head far north to visit Dutch 
Harbor, home of the Alaska crab fish-
ing fleets, and Jennifer wants to cruise 

australians Peter and margaret 
Sheppard discover new destinations 
aboard Skie, their nordhavn 55, but 
sometimes it’s best to avoid the locals.

Calm water and serene 
surroundings are the 
perfect combination 
for Crossroads and 
her owners, Stan and 
diane heirshberg.  
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south to visit Ernest Shackleton’s grave 
in Grytviken, South Georgia, in the 
Antarctic. We’d also like to cruise in 
eastern Canada, Chile, Sweden, and 
Australasia. Shorter term, while still 
working, we’ll cruise the Pacific Coast 
between California and southern 
Alaska.
why cruising: We are adventurers. 
What we love more than anything is 
going off the beaten path and trav-
eling to unusual places, and sharing 
those discoveries. We are authors of 
Waggoner Cruising Guide’s Cruising the 
Secret Coast: Unexplored Anchorages on 
British Columbia’s Inside Passage, write 
frequently for PassageMaker, Pacific 
Yachting and other boating magazines.
why nordhavn: The ability to go any-
where in the world without constraint. 
Because we love cruising secluded loca-
tions, having sufficient space for items 
like a generator, large freezer, and life 
raft matters. And since we live aboard, 
comforts such as a washer, dryer, and 
dishwasher are important as well.
Site: www.mvdirona.com and   
blog.mvdirona.com
book: http://www.mvdirona.com/
WaggonerSecretCoast/SignedCopy 
MailOrderForm.htm

nordhavn 50 

Stan and diane heirshberg 
CrossRoads Nordhavn 50 #01
Yorklyn, Delaware, USA
nautical miles cruised: 7,000 in four 
years.
Previous yacht: Uniflite 38 Sportfish 
and Islander 30 Sailboat.
Cruising grounds: Baja California, 
Southern California, British Colum-
bia, Southeast Alaska.
favorite destination: Southeast Alaska, 
especially Glacier Bay.
Cruising plans: For 2010: British Col-
umbia, Southeast Alaska, Washington, 
Oregon and California coasts. After 
that, Mexico and beyond.
Why cruising: The people, challenge, 
natural beauty, solitude, visiting new 
places and making new friends.
why nordhavn: Good solid boat, reli-
able, long range, quiet and the cama-
raderie that comes with it.

Ken and dianna olmsted
Ocean Bear Nordhavn 50 #04
Yarmouth, Maine, USA
nautical miles cruised: 3,335 in three 
years.
Previous yacht: We have had numerous 
smaller boats in the 17-to 24-foot range. 
Ocean Bear is our first cruising boat. 
Cruising grounds: Gloucester, 
Massachusetts, Boston, Cuttyhunk, 

Newport, Rhode Island, Martha’s 
Vineyard, Nantucket; Downeast Maine 
(Camden to Vinalhaven to Isle au 
Haut to Southwest Harbor to Bar 
Harbor to Matinicus to Christmas 
Cove to Boothbay to Yarmouth); Cape 
May, New Jersey; Ocracoke, North 
Carolina; Wrightsville Beach, North 
Carolina; Charleston, South Carolina; 
St. Simons Island, Georgia; Fort 
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Pierce, Florida; Marsh Harbour, Elbow 
Cay, Treasure Cay, Abacos.
favorite destination: Elbow Cay.
Cruising plans: Eleuthera, Bahamas 
then back to Maine.
why cruising: Being away from 
phones; dolphin escorts.
why nordhavn: Seaworthiness, 
dependability.

Charles and Jeanette Stockon
La Vagabunda del Mar Nordhavn 50 
#08
San Francisco, California, USA
nautical miles cruised: 20,000 in 11 
years.
Previous yacht: Grand Banks 42.
Cruising grounds: We left Dana Point 
in 1999 and headed south. We spent 
the New Year’s celebration of 2000 in 
Mazatlan, Mexico, and then moved on 
to Puerto Quetzal, Guatemala and Ba-
rillas, El Salvador. We settled for awhile 
at Banana Bay, Golfito, Costa Rica. 
From there, we traveled to the North-
ern Panama Islands, the Perlas Islands 
and on to Ecuador and then out to 
the Galapagos, Cocos Islands and back 
to Golfito. In 2003, we went through 

the Panama Canal and worked our 
way to Florida, stopping at Bocas del 
Toro, Providencia, Roatan and Isla 
Mujeres. We arrived in Florida in 2004 
and cruised the Bahamas until 2007. 
At this point, we headed south and 
planned to hit some places that we 
had missed in Belize and then up the 
Rio Dulce for the hurricane season. 
The next season, we tied among the 
big fishing boats in La Ceiba, Hon-
duras, crossed over to the Cochinos 
Islands and then to Roatan. Once 
again, we needed to get moving before 
hurricane season. We arrived in Bocas 
del Toro just as the insurance deadline 
was upon us!
favorite destination: Our favorite 
spot is always “where we are at the 
moment” and that is Bocas del Toro, 
Panama. Now that we are 80 years 
old, we find that we are changing our 
cruising style. Bocas del Toro works well 
for us: we have a good, caring marina to 
leave the boat, reasonably comfortable 
cruising within a day or two and great 
anchorages with diving and fishing; a 
good community of fellow cruisers and 
a nice little town to provision that is 

only a dinghy ride across the bay.
Cruising plans: Our next cruise will 
take us to the San Blas Islands, a two-
day run.
why nordhavn: We still love our Nord-
havn 50. She takes us where we want to 
go safely, and is a comfortable, luxuri-
ous home, no matter where we are.

rich and marie Johnson
Marie B Nordhavn 50 #16
La Jolla, California, USA
nautical miles cruised: 25,000 plus 
since summer 2001. 
Previous yacht: Before the Nordhavn, 
we bought a new Grand Banks 42 and 
took it to the Virgin Islands from 1989 
to 1996. After the fourth hurricane 
of our visit we had the boat delivered 
back to Florida and then trucked 
across to San Diego. Because going 
up and down the Pacific was more ex-
posed, we went with the Nordhavn—a 
good choice.
Cruising grounds: We have traveled 
from Southern California to the 
 Mexican Riviera and offshore islands. 
These cruises have involved big game 
fishing (many marlin caught and re-
leased), open ocean travel and hang-
ing out in nice places. 
favorite destination: Family trips to 
Catalina in summer, Magdalena Bay 
in the fall, and the Mexican Riviera in 
winter and spring.
Cruising plans: Catalina, Guadalupe.
why cruising: We decided to build 
our Nordhavn after my last prostate 
cancer radiation on Halloween 2000. 
Thanks go to Bruce Kessler for his 
help. We ran her hard up and down 
the Pacific coast catching lots of big 
fish and enjoying our favorite spot, 
Barra de Navidad. We have an abun-
dance of memories from the precious 
times, which serve us well while we 
take some time out to deal with this 
thorny medical issue. We are so grate-
ful for those wonderful days, months 
and years, which probably wouldn’t 
have happened without the cancer  —a 
mixed blessing. 
why nordhavn: Comfort, pilothouse, 
dry stack, no exterior teak, long-range, 
economical operation, and the life 
away from home in exotic places.

ron and Sandy benson love the freedom and comfort aboard boundary waters. 
their long-term plans call for cruising all the great lakes.  
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Jim and lynne Jamoulis
Serenity Nordhavn 50 #19
Fairhaven, Massachusetts, USA
nautical miles cruised: 12,000 since 
November 2004.
Previous yacht: Westsail 32.
Cruising grounds: Up and down the 
East Coast and Bahamas.
favorite destination: Abacos, 
Bahamas.
Cruising plans: Bahamas and Florida 
keys.
why cruising: Being out at sea and 
meeting people when in port.
why nordhavn: Seakeeping ability 
and comfort aboard.

ron and Sandy benson
Boundary Waters Nordhavn 50 #21
Merry Point, Virginia, USA
nautical miles cruised: 18,000 in eight 
years.
Previous yacht: Nordhavn is our first.
Cruising grounds: Dana Point, Panama 
Canal, West Palm Beach. Subsequent 
years we have cruised the Chesapeake 
as well as annual   “snowbird” trips 
south to Brunswick, Georgia, and 
areas of Florida.
favorite destination: Chesapeake  
and the numerous old port towns on 

the ICW. 
Cruising plans: We are still planning to 
do all the Great Lakes, especially Lake 
Superior. Will work in the Great Loop 
also. Now if grandchildren, etc., will 
permit the free time. Life is good!
why cruising: The freedom to set my 
own course—usually a road less trav-
eled, but still comfortable. 
why nordhavn: The economical 
cruise profile with option to go 
offshore in safety. Did I mention 
comfort?

david and Sally Chambers 
Sally G Nordhavn 50 #22  
Lincoln, California, USA 
nautical miles cruised: 35,000 in the 
Nordhavn 46 over 12 years, plus 5,000 
in the Nordhavn 50 in the last three 
years. Both were Sally G. 
Previous yacht: Nordhavn 46. 
Cruising grounds: From Alaska 
through the Panama Canal to New-
foundland, the Bahamas and Carib-
bean; Dockwise to Palma Mallorca, 
then the western Mediterranean; 
through the Straits of Gibraltar and 
up the west coasts of Portugal, Spain 
and France; the Channel Islands and 
south coast of England; then Ireland 

and Scotland and across the North 
Sea to Norway, Sweden and Denmark, 
through the Kiel Canal to the Nether-
lands and Belgium. 
favorite destination: The British Isles 
and the Scandinavian countries.  
Cruising plans: We are currently in the 
Sea of Cortez. Not sure where we will 
go next.  
why cruising: The people we meet 
and seeing new places. 
why nordhavn: Comfort and safety. 

richard and ronnie vander veer
Two Drifters Nordhavn 50 #23
Block Island, Rhode Island, USA
nautical miles cruised: 20,000 since we 
took possession of Two Drifters at Dana 
Point, California, in March 2003.
Previous yacht: From 1969 to 1975, we 
had a wooden Pacemaker 29. After we 
sold it, we did not boat again until we 
purchased our Nordhavn.
Cruising grounds: Because we took 
possession in California, we decided to 
head north and went as far as Juneau, 
Alaska. Then we turned around 
and headed back, eventually going 
through the Panama Canal and to Vir-
ginia, where we keep Two Drifters when 
she is not in use. So, on those trips 

Follow the Nordhavns
Cruise with the Nordhavn 46 Egret and other Nordhavn bloggers

www.nordhavn.com/community/blogs/
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we cruised British Columbia, Alaska, 
Mexico, Guatemala, Costa Rica, 
Panama, and the British Caymans. 
Now we have been cruising the ICW 
and the Bahamas.
favorite destination: We loved Brit-
ish Columbia and Alaska and plan on 
returning. On the East Coast, we love 
Green Turtle Cay in the Abacos, Baha-
mas, and have trouble leaving it once 
we drop anchor. We would probably 
have visited more cays if it weren’t for 
the pull of Green Turtle.
Cruising plans: We will most probably 
go to the Bahamas next, but our plans 
include heading north of Virginia on 
the Atlantic and eventually reaching 
the Canadian Maritimes.
why cruising: We enjoy visiting new 
and exciting places and meeting new 
and interesting people. But no cruiser 
can ignore the beauty of a calm sea 
at night with a full moon, a sky full of 

stars and the glimmering of the plank-
ton flowing off the dolphins swim-
ming along. We enjoy anchoring more 
than marinas and find nothing as 
lovely as a beautiful, quiet anchorage 
surrounded by nature and wildlife.
why nordhavn: She is seaworthy. The 
mechanical systems are excellent.

Phil eslinger
Flat Earth Nordhavn 50 #25     
Portland, Oregon, USA
nautical miles cruised: 20,000 miles in 
six years.
Previous yacht: Nordhavn is the first.
Cruising grounds: 2003-2006: cruised 
West Coast up to Seattle, then Inside 
Passage and Desolation Sound; 
summer 2006: Portland to Long Beach 
and then across the Pacific to Hawaii; 
2007: the Hawaiian Islands; 2008: four 
months from Hawaii to French Poly-
nesia and then back; 2009: Oahu to 

Astoria, Oregon, then two months in 
the Canadian Gulf Islands.
favorite destination: Inside Passage to 
Alaska.
Cruising plans: Inside Passage to 
Alaska for two years, then down the 
West Coast and through the Panama 
Canal.
why cruising: Seeing wildlife and 
diving in new places.
why nordhavn: PAE did everything 
right.

nordhavn 47

rick Shutes, John hampton and 
Susan gibson
Tumbili Nordhavn 47 #07
Yankeetown, Florida, USA
nautical miles cruised: 10,000, owned 
Tumbili since 2004.
Previous yacht: Rosinante, an alum-
inum flush-deck 52 designed by Phil 

a veil of mist hovers above 
boundless grace as it rests 
somewhere on the coast of 

british Columbia. 
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Rhodes. 
Cruising grounds: Florida, Florida 
Keys, Bahamas and Mexico.
favorite destination: Isla Mujeres, 
Mexico.
Cruising plans: Still holding up the 
economy, so cruising is constrained. 
But the Adriatic looms.
why cruising: Everything. Adventure, 
the art and science of navigation and 
seamanship, but mostly the cruising 
community.
why nordhavn: The quality of con-
struction. The large utilitarian wheel-
house and standing headroom in the 
engine room.

John and rosie olson
Serena Ray Nordhavn 47 #08
Blaine, Washington, USA
nautical miles cruised: Just over 5,000 
since March 2009.
Previous yacht: Bruce Bingham 48 
Ketch, model Andromeda.
Cruising grounds: Seattle to Alaska 
and then to Mexico, where we are 
 currently (Barra Navidad, Mexico).
favorite destination: We have several, 
but Bahia Tenacatita on the Mexico 
mainland coast, south of Puerto 
 Vallarta, is at the top of our list.
Cruising plans: Summer 2010, Sea of 
Cortez; fall and winter 2010, Central 
America, Panama Canal, Caribbean.
why cruising: Travel, experiencing 
new cultures.
why nordhavn: Comfort and 
reliability.
Site: www.twoeagerdreamers.blogspot.
com

ron and Kathleen montague
Boundless Grace Nordhavn 47 #11  
Hilton Head, South Carolina, USA 
nautical miles cruised: 20,000 in six 
years.

Previous yacht: I have owned boats for 
the last 30 years. They have all been 
small coastal boats, the largest being 
26 feet.
Cruising grounds: Maine to Alaska.
favorite destination: Caribbean.
Cruising plans: British Columbia 
and San Juan Islands, then south to 
Mexico.
why cruising: To see new places and 

meet new people.
why nordhavn: Seaworthiness and 
 reliability with good company support 
and interaction with owners.

tim and bonnie Carter
Migration Nordhavn 47 #20
Newport, Rhode Island, USA
nautical miles cruised: 13,500; 
owned since November 2004. >>

John and rosie olson enjoy cruising the baja 
coast aboard Serena ray, their nordhavn 47.
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Previous yacht: Island Packet 35 
sailboat. 
Cruising grounds: Cruised from Key 
West, Florida, to Sydney, Nova Scotia.   
favorite destination: Key West, New 
England, Bras d’Or Lakes.
Cruising plans: Charleston, South 
Carolina, to Southwest Harbor, Maine, 
to Key West from April to December 
2010.
why cruising: We enjoy being on the 
boat wherever it is, and the coastal 
environment. The sights, people and 
events that often are unexpected or 
unplanned that could only happen 
on a boat. The feeling of achievement 
in overcoming adversity and chal-
lenge. The constant change in the 
boating environment from technical 
(electronics, equipment, new boat 
models), weather, and new destina-
tions make for constant change and it 
keeps you and your mind active. 
why nordhavn: Nordhavn pilot-
house, heat and air, creature comforts 
and confidence in heavy construction.

frederick doane
Trust Nordhavn 47 #25
Wilmington, North Carolina, USA 
(winter)     
Burlington, Vermont, USA (summer)
nautical miles cruised: 29,400 in 
Nordhavn 46 #32 and Nordhavn 47 
#25 since 1996.
Previous yacht: Nordhavn 46 #32 
and various commercial research and 
workboats. 
Cruising grounds: Canaveral, Flor-
ida, North Carolina, Chesapeake, 
Hudson River, Lake Champlain, 
Montreal, St. Lawrence River, Gaspe, 
Newfoundland, Maine in the Nord-
havn 47. Alaska, British Columbia, 
San Juans, Dana Point, Panama, 
Abacos, Wilmington, North Carolina, 
Lake Champlain, in the Nordhavn 46.
favorite destination: Lake Champlain.
Cruising plans: Prince Edward Island, 
Newfoundland, Labrador, Greenland, 
but only in summer!
why cruising: Meeting kindred spir-
its, good friends tried and true, new 
adventures hourly/daily, staying away 
from docks and marinas.
why nordhavn: Ability to exist on your 

own, anyplace, for a month or more, 
unconstrained by fuel, rations, potable 
water, schedules, either strong wind 
or lack thereof. Comfort and safety in 
a gale, either under way or anchored. 
Space for almost any needed tool or 
part. Superb, totally independent re-
search/dive platform. 

Paul and Christie taylor
Elfrida Beetle Nordhavn 47 #30
Broken Bay, Sydney, Australia
nautical miles cruised: 600 plus in six 
months.
Previous yacht: Riviera 38.
Cruising grounds: Gold Coast Queens-
land down the east coast to our home-
port, Sydney; then on to Broken Bay 
and the Hawkesbury River.
favorite destination: Refuge Bay.

Cruising grounds: Eastern seaboard 
Key West to Maine, Bahamas, east-
ern Caribbean, Venezuela, Bermuda, 
Azores, Mediterranean from Spain to 
Croatia and back.
favorite destination: Croatia.
Cruising plans: Eastern seaboard 
 Florida to Maine, Bahamas.
why cruising: No matter how long 
you’ve been at it, there’s always more 
to learn and someone to help you 
learn it, and another wonderful port 
just around the corner. Meeting other 

Cruising plans: The Great Barrier Reef 
and Tasmania are our next targets.
why cruising: Freedom to roam where 
and when you like.
why nordhavn: Owning what is a real 
little ship.

milt and Judy baker
Bluewater Nordhavn 47 #32
Fort Lauderdale, Florida, USA
nautical miles cruised: About 25,000 
in five years.
Previous yacht: Grand Banks 42.
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cruisers along the way, sharing anchor-
ages and experiences is a continuing 
joy.
why nordhavn: The boats are ex-
ceptionally well built ocean-crossing 
yachts and the people who own them 
are among the nicest, most interesting 
people we’ve ever met.
Site: www.bluewaternav.com

Patsy and mike hill
Navigator Nordhavn 47 #35
Fort Lauderdale, Florida, USA
nautical miles cruised: 8,000 since 

November 2005. 
Previous yacht: Sabreline 36.
Cruising grounds: Northeastern 
United States, Florida and Bahamas.
favorite destination: Abacos, Nan-
tucket, Block Island, Carolinas. 
Cruising plans: Back to the northeast 
for the summer.
why cruising: Relaxation and wildlife.
why nordhavn: Dependability and 
comfort.

harris J. amhowitz
Sea Turtle Nordhavn 47 #38
Coronado, California, USA
nautical miles cruised: About 2,000 in 
3-1/2 years (first owner).
Previous yacht: Hatteras 48 LRC. 
Cruising grounds: Mexico, Catalina, 
gunkholing on the California coast.
favorite destination: Catalina.

Cruising plans: Unsure.
why cruising: The peace; the people 
you meet.
why nordhavn: The heavy construc-
tion, the feeling of solidity, the engine 
room, the high freeboard.

lenthall family (Jim, linda, James 
and Stephanie)
Outward Bound Nordhavn 47 #39
Dana Point, California, USA
nautical miles cruised: About 5,500 in 
three years.
Previous yacht: A Davis Boats Rock 
Harbor 25 (a 25-foot diesel powered 
fishing/cruiser). Four years ago we 
trailered it to Canada, then launched, 
cruised and fished for 2,500 miles up 
to Glacier Bay and back. 
Cruising grounds: In and around all 
of Southern California (San Diego to 
Santa Barbara) and down to Mexico 
for four months (all of Baja, Mazatlan, 
Puerto Vallarta, Barra Navidad).
favorite destination: Barra Navidad, 
Mexico.
Cruising plans: Up to Alaska and back 
this summer.
why cruising: Relaxation on the water, 
ports of call, meeting other boaters, a 
little fishing and exploration.
why nordhavn: Well built, comfort-
able and safe cruising.

richard and June green
Rockland Nordhavn 47 #41
Southampton, United Kingdom
nautical miles cruised: 1,600 so far in 
one year.
Previous yacht: Broom 415.
Cruising grounds: United Kingdom 
south coast, Channel Islands, France.

ted and mary woods
Sea Star Nordhavn 47 #42
Port Aransas, Texas, USA
nautical miles cruised: 8,000 in 3-1/2 
years.
Previous yacht: Tiara Sportfisher.
Cruising grounds: Several trips to the 
Mexican Pacific coast including Cabo 
San Lucas, San Jose del Cabo, La Paz, 
Sea of Cortez, Mazatlan, Puerto Val-
larta, and Barra Navidad.
favorite destination: Barra Navidad 
and Puerto Vallarta.  >>

life’s good for milt and Judy baker, upper left, 
during a stopover at boothbay harbor, maine. 
this fish out of water (below) off bimini will 
soon be supper for Patsy and mike hill on 
navigator. the giggling marlin gets smiles 
from Jim and linda lenthall during a visit 
ashore at los muertos, south of la Paz.
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Cruising plans: Alaska for the 2010 
cruising season.
why cruising: The ability to pick and 
visit new ports anywhere and make 
them our second home.

John b. gibson 
JASDIP Nordhavn 47 #48
Gulf Shores, Alabama, USA
nautical miles cruised: 2,000 in three 
years.
Previous yacht: Pacific Seacraft 40. 
Cruising grounds: Chesapeake, Keys, 
Gulf of Mexico. 
favorite destination: Florida coast. 
Cruising plans: Florida coastal 
cruising.
why cruising: Being on my Nord-
havn and on the water. 

nordhavn 46 

Patrick and Christine mouligne
Frog-Kiss Nordhavn 46 #01 
Newport, Rhode Island, USA
nautical miles cruised: 8,000 in three 
years.

why nordhavn: Fuel efficient, 
seaworthy, practical, comfort-
able, trustworthy, good looking, 
easy to handle, properly sized and 
equipped, best value of any boat that 
size, 3,000-nautical-mile range, abil-
ity to go anywhere in the world on her 
own bottom. Great reputation and 
excellent resale value. Different from 
any other boat that size, true to her 
purpose, good company behind her.

gordon and Kathryn nissen
Viking Star Nordhavn 46 #04
Saint John, Virgin Islands
nautical miles cruised: Over 5,000 
since December 2006.
Previous yacht: CT 41 sailboat.
Cruising grounds: Cruised from 
Florida down to the British Virgin 
Islands and Saint Martin and returned 
to Melbourne, Florida.
favorite destination: The British 
Virgin Islands and the Exumas in the 
Bahamas. 
Cruising plans: Next cruise will be up 
the eastern coast of the United States, 
possibly the Great Loop.
why cruising: Enjoy the mystery of 
finding new anchorages and harbors 
and meeting new people en route, 
and the incredible freedom to go any-
where on this very strong trawler.
why nordhavn: The strength, reliabil-
ity and the unique tough looks.

michael and tracy woodring  
Chicory Nordhavn 46 #06  
Miami, Florida, USA  
nautical miles cruised: We purchased 
Chicory in 2005. In 2006 we suspended 
cruising for eight months while we re-
fitted the engine, electrical system and 
rebuilt the helm. Although we have 
only cruised 2,500 miles in the last 
four years, we are able to spend about 
40 days a year at anchor enjoying the 
wonderful cruising lifestyle, one vaca-
tion at a time. 
Previous yacht: Silverton 37 Motor 
Yacht. 
Cruising grounds: Tracy and I spend 
our time cruising in the Florida Keys 
and the Bahamas. Because Chicory is 
in Miami, we are able to be out in the 
ocean and diving within two hours of 

why nordhavn: Beautiful bluewater 
trawler, quality, and construction. It’s 
an eye-turner. 

david and Catherine Poulsen
Segue II Nordhavn 47 #49
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
nautical miles cruised: 6,000 since 
2008.
Previous yacht: Norseman 447.
Cruising grounds: Bahamas, British 
Virgin Islands, Spain, United King-
dom, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, 
Finland. 
favorite destination: All of the above.
Cruising plans: Greece, Turkey.
why cruising: History and culture 
of foreign lands.
why nordhavn: Comfort and safety.

Previous yacht: Freedom 44 sailboat.
Cruising grounds: New England, 
Bermuda, East Coast down to Florida, 
Bahamas; Spain, France, Corsica, 
Sardinia, Tunisia (where we are at 
the present time one-third of our 
way around the Med for a three-year 
cruise).
favorite destination: Tunisia.
Cruising plans: Malta, Sicily, Adriatic, 
Greece, Turkey, Egypt, Red Sea.
why cruising: Being on the water, 
visiting new countries/oceans, meet-
ing new people. Having better con-
trol of our time, including exercising, 
reading, relaxing, thinking and appre-
ciating our planet. If we like where we 
are, we stay. If we do not, we pick up 
our anchor and go somewhere else.

this new helm is part of michael and 
tracy woodring’s 12-year refurbishment 

of Chicory. below, viking Star, a 
nordhavn 46, shares space in the british 

virgin islands with a nordhavn 43.
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leaving our slip. The Keys and the Ba-
hamas are within eight hours. We love 
anchoring and using the Jet Ski we tow 
to explore the shallows. 
favorite destination: The Florida Keys 
is my favorite because the diving is so 
wonderful. Florida has done an ex-
cellent job of making mooring buoys 
available so you can enjoy the reefs 
without inflicting damage. In areas 
where there are no buoys available, 
there are sand flats within 75 feet off 
the reef to drop anchor. 
Cruising plans: We will continue to 
cruise in the Keys and Bahamas. We 
are unable to leave work for extended 
periods of times; therefore, our cruis-
ing radius is limited to several hun-
dred miles. 
why cruising: Tracy and I love the 
water and cruising allows us the oppor-
tunity to learn and develop new skills 

while having time to relax and enjoy 
our scuba diving hobby. 
why nordhavn: While boating in 
the Silverton there were times I was 
concerned about the boat’s ability to 
handle the seas we were encountering. 
In contrast, we had on one occasion 
some unexpectedly rough weather 
crossing to the Bahamas; although it 
was uncomfortable, I was never con-
cerned about our safety. It is difficult 
to put a value on that level of comfort 
and confidence.  
Site: www.nordhavn-46.com 

neville hansen and  
maggie damron
Blue Nordhavn 46 #07 
Channel Islands, California, USA
nautical miles cruised: 8,000 in five 
years.
Previous yacht: Luhrs 38 Sportfisher.

wine from these casks will be boxed to 
supply neville hansen (center) and maggie 
damron aboard blue, their nordhavn 46, 
pictured above anchored in the Sea of 
Cortez.
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Cruising grounds: In 2007 we cruised 
from Oxnard, California to Glacier 
Bay, Alaska through the Inland Pas-
sage, 6,000 miles for six months.
favorite destination: Alaska was 
 special but we find beauty in every 
cove and beach along the way.
Cruising plans: We are now cruising. 
We left San Diego November 5 and 
headed down the west coast of Baja, 
which took three weeks on our way via 
the South Pacific to South Africa. We 
hope to be on the water for the next 
three years and we are in La Paz at the 
moment.
why cruising: The adventure of what 
is around the corner, the friends you 
make along the way, and fishing.
why nordhavn: Solid and very safe.
Site: www.sailblogs.com/member/
luckyfish/

thomas mackey
Lucent Nordhavn 46 #08
Satellite Beach, Florida, USA
nautical miles cruised: About 4,000 in 
six years.
Previous yacht: Cheoy Lee 28 sailboat.
Cruising grounds: Local area and then 
up to the Boston, Massachusetts area. 
Also to the Bahamas and Abacos.
favorite destination: Bahamas.
Cruising plans: Bahamas and then up 
the East Coast of the United States.
why cruising: The adventure and the 
people you meet.
why nordhavn: She’s a great cruising 
boat and a very comfortable cruiser.

ralph neeley
Knot Yet II Nordhavn 46 #18 with full 
sail rig
San Francisco, California, USA
nautical miles cruised: Two years, 
6,000 plus.
Previous yacht: Whiting 47 sloop-
cutter rig, owned her for 34 years and 
sailed the Atlantic and Pacific Islands.
Cruising grounds: Mediterranean; 
west coast Africa to the Caribbean, 
Bahamas; ICW from Florida to South 
Carolina.
favorite destination: Malta.
Cruising plans: Caribbean to South 
America.
why cruising: Independence. >>

PAE mArks 10 yEArs  
sincE going Around thE world

It was 10 years ago this week that a 40-foot boat called NORDHAVN wound 
its way into Dana Point Harbor covering the last few miles that would cap off 
a glorious circumnavigation and launch Pacific Asian Enterprises, Inc. into the 
trawler juggernaut it is known as today. Dubbed the Around The World voyage, 
or ATW, it was an unprecedented trip, mainly in the manner that it was exe-
cuted: five different crews – consisting mainly of P.A.E. staff – guiding a 40-
foot production powerboat around the world 
with stops made only for re-fueling, waiting 
out weather or crew changing. It was a record-
setting trip for the speed – and size of vessel 
– in which it was completed (a record that still 
holds today). But more important, it provided 
a global platform to prove just how capable 
Nordhavns are. 

To celebrate the landmark occasion, nord-
havn.com launches this special section dedicated to the ATW. We take a look 
back at history through the eyes of the crew members, who offer their own reflec-
tions of what it meant to participate in the milestone-making voyage. We exam-
ine just how cutting edge the ATW trip was – not only as a research endeavor 
but also for the incredible marketing opportunity it turned into. We also tap into 
the mind of P.A.E. vice president and co-founder Jim Leishman – who concocted 
the plan one night after dinner – to find out why he thought the idea of the ATW 
was just crazy enough to work. Plus, we track down the ATW boat and discover 
where she is and what she’s doing now. All this plus photos, raw footage taken 
on board the trip, and much more to take you back over the course of that spe-
cial 172-day journey which culminated on June 30, 2002 – the day NORDHAVN 
completed her circumnavigation and put Nordhavn on the map.
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why nordhavn: A great sea boat that is 
economical to operate.

laurence Cranfield
Envoy Nordhavn 46 #19
Auckland, New Zealand
nautical miles cruised: 3,583. 
Previous yacht: Oliver Royale 40 
launch.
Cruising grounds: From Ostia, Italy, 
southeast down the coast of Italy to 
Palermo, Sicily, to the Aeolian Islands, 
Straits of Messina, Corfu, Piraeus, 
Greek Islands, Turkish coast from 
Bodrum to Antalya to Marmaris, 
which is our current location.
favorite destination: Sicily.
Cruising plans: Crete and nearby 
Greek islands.
why cruising: The live-aboard life and 
freedom from meeting schedules.
why nordhavn: Comfort and space 
for living aboard and the ability to go 
most anywhere if we choose.
Site: www.envoyinthemed.blogspot.com

tom, Kim and emily lawler
Emily Grace Nordhavn 46 #20
Ludlow, Massachusetts, USA
nautical miles cruised: Owned since 
March 2006. Cruised about 8,000 
miles since moving aboard in June 
2008.
Previous yacht: Silverton Convertible.
Cruising grounds: We sold the house 
and cruised up to Maine, then down 
the East Coast to the Bahamas; then 
the Caribbean chain down to Trinidad 
for hurricane season; we then pro-
ceeded west through the ABCs, Carta-
gena, and Kuna Yala and transited the 
Panama Canal in February 2010.
favorite destination: The Orinoco 
Delta in Venezuela, Christmas in 
Cartagena and Kuna Yala were all very 
special.
Cruising plans: Galapagos to Mar-
quesas to New Zealand. Planning on 
circumnavigation ending in 2012.
why cruising: Meeting native people 
and seeing the unique wildlife.
why nordhavn: I don’t have to go out 
on deck at 2 a.m. to reef sails. I can stay 
in my slippers and just close the pilot-
house door!
Site: www.mvemilygrace.blogspot.com

don and Paulie grover
Storm Haven Nordhavn 46 #25
Wellton, Arizona, USA
nautical miles cruised: 6,000 since 
May 2004.
Previous yacht: Cruisers 26 and later a 
Hershine 36 Trawler.
Cruising grounds: We’ve kept Storm 
Haven in San Carlos, (Guay-
mas) Mexico at Marina Real and 
have cruised from there up to 
Kino Bay, Mexico, across to the Baja, 
up to Bahia de Los Angeles, down 
to La Paz and Bahía de los Muertos 
and then over to Chamela on the 
mainland and down to Zihuatanejo, 
Mexico. We went out to the Socorro 
Islands two years ago.
favorite destination: There are so 
many favorite places. We love the 
Bahia de Los Angeles area and La 
Paz is great. Puerto Vallarta, Mazat-
lan and Zihuatanejo were all fun too, 
though. The Socorro Islands were 
beautiful and diving was great there so 
we are going back.
Cruising plans: Our next trip will be to 
go back to the Socorro Islands in 2010, 
then to San Diego for upgrades and 
maintenance work on Storm Haven 
to get her ready to do the “puddle 
jump” to the Marquesas and French 
Polynesian Islands (hopefully New 
Zealand and Australia—our cat is a 

problem there) in March of 2011. 
why cruising: We love the easy life-
style and no time limits now that 
we’ve retired full time as of December 
2009. Cruisers are a unique group that 
seems to all have such a fun, giving, 
helpful and full-of-life attitude about 
life in general.
why nordhavn: We love the safety of 
her. It’s a great feeling to know that we 
are in such a great boat that we can go 
anywhere we want to and know that 
she’s so very capable. But she’s also 
comfortable and so livable. We abso-
lutely love our Nordhavn!

brothers Pedro and tito del 
favero 
Bucket List Nordhavn 46 #28
Palm Beach Gardens, Florida, USA
nautical miles cruised: We are very 
new in the Nordhavn family; we are 
just starting to know our boat a little 
better over about seven months. We 
have only cruised up to now about 750 
miles because we live in Chile, so we 
come and go from time to time.
Previous yacht: I used to sail as crew 
since a kid on Oceanic Sailboats.
Cruising grounds: From New Bern, 
North Carolina, to Hilton Head and to 
Palm Beach Gardens.
favorite destination: Cape Horn, but 
not in our boat yet.

live-aboard cruisers diane and laurence Cranfield enjoy some down time aboard envoy.
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Cruising plans: We plan to cruise to 
Puerto Montt, Chile through the 
Panama Canal. Our plans are to begin 
cruising in 2010. Because of the huge 
and destructive earthquake and tsu-
nami we had in Chile, I had to change 
my schedule. Fortunately none of our 
families were injured, and all the rest 
can be repaired and reconstructed. 

Chile has a long history of this kind 
of catastrophe, and we will stand up 
again as we have done so many times 
before in our dramatic seismic history.
why cruising: The feeling of liberty, 
that you are on your own and that 
you have a big world in front of you to 
cruise.
why nordhavn: It’s seaworthy and that 

it can take you almost anywhere you 
would like to go.

Kurt w. roeloffs
Virginia Nordhavn 46 #31
East Hampton, New York, USA
nautical miles cruised: Zero; only 
owned the boat for two months.
Previous yacht: Egg Harbor 33, 
Bertram 31.
Cruising grounds: Nowhere yet. 
favorite destination: British Virgin 
Islands.
Cruising plans: Hudson River to the 
Saint Lawrence and the Thousand 
Islands.
why cruising: Exploring new places.
why nordhavn: Its reputation.

larry and Phyllis Straight
Arcadia I Nordhavn 46 #36
Port Juneau, Alaska, USA 
nautical miles cruised: About 8,000 in 
the eight months we’ve owned  
Arcadia I.
Previous yacht: Nordhavn is the first 
vessel we’ve owned that can be called 
a yacht. 
Cruising grounds: We took delivery in 
2009 in Skagway and cruised south-
east Alaska extensively during the 

margarita del favero drives bucket list under the watchful eye of dad Pedro, on the iCw.
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summer. We’ve been moving south 
ever since, making notable 
stops at Bellingham, Ensenada, La 
Paz and Huatulco. We are currently at 
Marina Club Barillas in El Salvador. 
favorite destination: Southeast Alaska, 
especially the Ketchikan/Misty Fiords 
area.
Cruising plans: We plan to go on to 
Panama this winter. We’re committed 
to shipping Arcadia I from La Paz to 
Nanaimo in May. After that, we intend 

to go back up the Inside Passage, more 
slowly this time, and spend another 
summer cruising in southeast Alaska. 
Next fall, we’ll bring her home to 
Dana Point to get her ready for some-
thing more adventurous.
why cruising: Phyllis loves the new 
sights and people we meet in each 
port of call. Larry takes even more 
pleasure from making long passages.
why nordhavn: Seaworthiness, quality 
and solid value.

frank osborne and  
linda Penwarden
Discovery Nordhavn 46 #37
Anacortes, Washington, USA
nautical miles cruised: 12,000 in four 
years.
Previous yacht: Defever 44.
Cruising grounds: Anacortes to 
southeast Alaska (twice); Anacortes 
to Mexico as far south as Barra de 
Navidad.
favorite destination: Sea of Cortez.
Cruising plans: We will stay in Mexico 
for 2010 and then maybe to Central 
America.
why cruising: Seeing new places and 
the freedom of going wherever we 
want to.
why nordhavn: We always feel safe 
and comfortable.

david a. Schramm
Jenny Nordhavn 46 #39
St. Marys, Georgia, USA
nautical miles cruised: 10,000 in seven 
years.
Previous yacht: Gaff-rigged sloop.

discovery finds calm at agua 
verde, in the Sea of Cortez, 
while Jenny, below, is under 
way in the yellow banks area of 
the bahamas.
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Cruising grounds: Pacific Northwest 
and all countries south to the Panama 
Canal; Colombia, Dominican Repub-
lic, Turks and Caicos, Bahamas, Geor-
gia, Florida.
favorite destination: Cartagena, 
Colombia.
Cruising plans: Mexico east coast, 
Belize, U.S. East Coast.
why cruising: Meeting people in for-
eign countries, experiencing their 
culture, pure wilderness, marine and 
land wildlife.
why nordhavn: Everything. It is the 
perfect boat for two people to see the 
world in.
Site: www.boatexec.com/Jenny.htm
book: www.tinyurl.com/JennysJourney

eric and marell dwyer
Admarell Nordhavn 46 #42
Oriental, North Carolina, USA
Previous yacht: Hatteras double cabin.
Cruising grounds: Lake Champlain, 
New York to Oriental, North Carolina 
then to west coast Florida (Sarasota) 
and many trips to Key West, Florida.
favorite destination: Key West, 
Florida.
Cruising plans: Bahamas.
why cruising: Being on the water 
in our home, traveling to places we 
haven’t yet seen.
why nordhavn: That feeling of secur-
ity as she handles the weather.

bob and margaret edwards
Suprr Nordhavn 46 #43
Sydney, Australia
Previous yacht: Nordhavn is our first. 
Cruising grounds: April to November 
2004: southern France, Corsica, Italy, 
Croatia, Greek Islands and Turkey; 
May to November 2005: Turkey, 
Aegean and Ionian Greek Islands, 
Sicily, Sardinia, Balearics, Spain and 
Gibraltar; December 2005: Atlantic 
Crossing via Canary Islands to An-
tigua; January to May 2006: cruised 
Caribbean Islands, St. Martin, Nevis 
and St. Kits Antigua, Guadeloupe, 
Dominica, Martinique, St. Lucia, The 
Grenadines, Grenada to Trinidad; 
October 2006 to March 2007: Trini-
dad, Venezuelan Islands, Bonaire, 
Cartagena, San Blas Islands, transit of 

 rendezvous in french Polynesia
Nordhavn puts a new face on cruising in the south pacific

For the much-traveled crew of Oso Blanco, Nordhavn 64 #09, every day is a new part 
of the dream. And lately, Eric, Annie and Bear Bloomquist have happily observed they’re 
sharing that dream with a growing number of passagemaking fellow adventurers—a good 
many of them Nordhavn owners.

In mid-May 2010, Oso Blanco was experiencing the joys of the South Pacific, after 
having spent much of the previous nine years plying the waters between Alaska and 
Mexico, the East Coast and the Bahamas.

“One of the biggest things we have noticed is the changing times for passagemakers,” 
says Eric. “When we first went to Mexico in KIVA, our Nordhavn 40, (2001) we were a 
rarity nearly everywhere we went. People continually came up to us to see what we were 
and what we were doing in the realm of sailboats. And that was just in Pacific Mexico.”

And now?
“In the last month, here in French Polynesia, our Nordhavn 64 has crossed paths with 

Khushiyan (Nordhavn 55), Emily Grace (Nordhavn 46), Mystery Ship (Nordhavn 64), Lone 
Wolf (Nordhavn 62) and I have heard rumor of at least one other Nordhavn 55 lurking 
around.” 

Indeed, declares Eric, “Nordhavn has changed the face of cruising.”
Oso Blanco and crew arrived in French Polynesia in mid-April and in May were 

anchored near Fakorava, in the Tuamotus, a chain of atolls which, notes Eric, used to be 
called “the dangerous archipelago.” 

“Not so long ago, only the most adventurous sailors came to some of these atolls. 
Today, our visit seems like ‘just another day in paradise’. Not only are these places 
accessible in safety and wonderful comfort, but we are not considered a rarity.” 

In fact, says Eric, “It’s almost a party! How about a French Polynesia Rendezvous?”
Well, why not? We’ve had the Nordhavn Atlantic Rally, a couple of editions of FUBAR 

and the Great Siberian Sushi Run, so anything’s possible.
Plans called for Eric, Annie and Bear (nickname for Robert, aged 10) to meander south 

to New Zealand in early November, spend some time back in the U.S. and then return to 
New Zealand in early 2011. After that? Perhaps the Med in 2013. However, as it says on the 
Oso Blanco blog, plans “are subject to change without notice.”

And isn’t that what living the dream is about?

emily lawler from the 
nordhavn 46 emily grace 

makes a friend during a Puddle 
Jump in Papeete.
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Panama, Las Perlas Islands, Central 
American coast to Mexico and Sea of 
Cortez. During the winter of 2009 we 
had four months cruising to the Great 
Barrier Reef and returned to Sydney 
in November. We enjoyed meeting 
other cruisers, fishing, snorkeling and 
walks ashore. The return trip required 
some patience as the southeast trades 
continued to blow late into the season. 
In March we had a rendezvous in Pit-
twater, just north of Sydney.
Cruising plans: We’ll head north up 
the east coast to the Torres Straits, 

down to Tasmania.
why cruising: No time limit; watching 
the sun rising every morning over an 
empty sea; arriving after a long ocean 
passage at a small atoll without any 
inhabitants.
why nordhavn: The comfort and 
safety; the long distance we can go 
without stopping for fuel.

donald and dayle wilder
Phantom Nordhavn 46 #50
Noank, Connecticut, USA
nautical miles cruised: 2,600 in 2-1/2 
years. 
Previous yacht: Catalina 34 sailboat.

Cruising grounds: Chesapeake Bay, 
Long Island Sound, Cape Cod, Mar-
tha’s Vineyard, Maine. Most recent: 
Saint Martin, British Virgin Islands, 
U.S. Virgin Islands, Spanish Virgin 
Islands, Puerto Rico.
favorite destination: Seal Bay on 
 Vinalhaven Island, Maine.
Cruising plans: Bahamas and Atlantic 
Coast.
why cruising: Visiting and staying at so 
many locations only available by boat.
why nordhavn: Comfort, both while 
traveling and while anchored or 
docked. Safety, while traveling in an 
extremely seaworthy vessel.

then Darwin, Kimberley coast to 
Perth. Then, we will continue across 
the southern ocean to Tasmania, re-
turning to Sydney. The northwest of 
Australia is quite remote and provides 
exciting visual experiences. The reef 
system is vast and similar in size to the 
better-known east coast.
why cruising: Meeting other like-
minded people in the Mediterranean. 
Enjoyable experiences, interesting 
people with great stories to share.
why nordhavn: Suprr continues to 
require only regular maintenance, all 
the major items function reliably. We 
continue to enjoy our first boat.

heidi and wolfgang hass
Kanaloa Nordhavn 46 #48
Berlin, Germany
nautical miles cruised: 80,919 in 14 
years.
Previous yacht: Van Dam 38 sailboat.
Cruising grounds: Two times around 
the world; last year United States to 
Australia.
favorite destination: Papua New 
Guinea, South Africa.
Cruising plans: 2010, coast of Australia 

donald and dayle wilder proudly display 
Phantom’s reward for completing 2,500 
nautical miles, first level in nordhavn’s 
distance Pennant Program. left, 
wolfgang hass keeps Kanaloa looking 
ship shape. below, beverly S rests easy in 
tracey arm, alaska.
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larry and Sue tomback
Beverly S Nordhavn 46 #54
Marina del Rey, California, USA
nautical miles cruised: 13,700 in 6-1/2 
years.
Previous yacht: Sabre 34 sloop.
Cruising grounds: We have gunkholed 
north to Juneau, Alaska and cruised 
south as far as Zihuatanejo, Mexico
favorite destination: Our most 
recent favorite is Vancouver, British 
Columbia. We spent a week at Coal 
Harbour and two weeks anchored out 
in False Creek. The city was caught up 
with Olympic fever and it was an excit-
ing time to be there. At the other end 
of the spectrum, we have thoroughly 
enjoyed the many times that we have 
anchored in San Simeon looking up 
at the Hearst Castle and watching the 
otters play.    
Cruising plans: British Columbia and 
Alaska in summer 2010, and then back 
to Marina del Rey.
why cruising: We are full-time live-
aboards and thoroughly enjoy the life-
style. Experiencing and exploring new 
places and the camaraderie and sup-
port of the boating community keep us 
looking forward to the next passage.
why nordhavn: Strong, reliable and 
seaworthy vessel backed by an out-
standing support team.

Paull and Jill williams
Moby Dick Nordhavn 46 #55
Southampton, United Kingdom
nautical miles cruised: 4,000 in two 
years.
Previous yacht: Nordhavn is our first.
Cruising grounds: Northern France 
and United Kingdom.
favorite destination: Northern 
France.
Cruising plans: United Kingdom 

South Coast, Channel Islands, North-
ern France.
why cruising: The freedom and the 
whole deal.
why nordhavn: The superb design 
and quality of the boat.

bill and ellen bane
Satchmo Nordhavn 46 #65
Great Falls, Virginia, USA

nautical miles cruised: About 25,000 
since November 2003.
Previous yacht: Nordhavn 46 #06.
Cruising grounds: U. S. East Coast, 
Bahamas, Turks and Caicos, Domin-
ican Republic, Puerto Rico, Bermuda, 
Azores, Gibraltar, Spain, France, 
Italy, Malta, Croatia, Tunisia, Greece, 
Turkey, Cypress, Syria, Lebanon, 
Israel.    >>

moby dick cuts cleanly through the waters of 
osborne bay, isle of wight, United Kingdom.
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favorite destination: Italy.
Cruising plans: France and Italy.
why cruising: Anchoring with other 
boaters.
why nordhavn: That I do not need to 
worry about it.

douglas and gerry Cochrane
Four Seasons Nordhavn 46 #70
Newport, Oregon, USA
nautical miles cruised: Maybe 500 in 
two years.
Previous yacht: The Ursa Major, Monk 
50 woody.
Cruising grounds: Seattle to the 
Broughton Islands.
favorite destination: Princess Louisa 
Inlet.
Cruising plans: Down the West Coast to 
winter 2010-2011 in the Sea of Cortez. 
Then who knows—north, south, east, 
or west. The world is our oyster. If 
we didn’t have nine grandkids and a 
lovely home on the Oregon coast, we 
might never see America again. What-
ever we choose, we are in the right size 
boat from the right company. We’ve 

looked at lots of other boats, larger 
and smaller, and haven’t seen one yet 
we would trade for straight across. 
why cruising: Time together, interest-
ing places, friendly fellow cruisers.
why nordhavn: Total confidence in our 
boat and PAE, ability to go anywhere we 
choose (deeper than six feet), a won-
derful sense of community with great 
technical support from highly experi-
enced fellow Nordhavn owners, pride 
in our fine, well-found yacht.

bob and mary lunde
Eagle’s Nest Nordhavn 46 #78
Bayfield, Wisconsin, USA
nautical miles cruised: 25,000 plus 
since we purchased it new in 2002.
Cruising grounds: We have cruised 
the Inland Passage of Alaska to the 
Panama Canal, the Panama Canal to 
Lake Superior, and Lake Superior to 
the remaining Great Lakes.
favorite destination: Cruising the 
Inland Passage from Sidney, British 

Patrick and Susan Coonan do the wave on Paloma; bill and rosemary henderson find levity in venezuela.

anchored off Catalina island, it’s time for a 
pre-dinner toast to the cruising life aboard 
endurance. lifting a glass (and mug) are, left 
to right, Kurt and Sue antonius, and boat 
partners Carol Stogsdill and Steve Stroud.
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Columbia to Glacier Bay, Juneau, 
Sitka, etc.
Cruising plans: Short-term future 
cruising will be the Great Lakes.
why cruising: I love the solitude of 
cruising on Lake Superior. Nobody is 
there!
why nordhavn: I enjoy the salty 
looks of the Nordhavn 46 and its 
dependability.

nordhavn 43

Steve Stroud, Carol Stogsdill,  
Kurt and Sue antonius
Endurance Nordhavn 43 #03
Redondo Beach, California, USA
nautical miles cruised: Owned since 
new, now five years and counting with 
more than 10,000 under her keel.
Previous yacht: Various sailboats from 
a Mason 43 to an Erickson 27.
Cruising grounds: Southern and 
Northern California, and northern 
Mexico.
favorite destination: San Francisco 
gave us our greatest challenge and 
most diverse cruising destination.
Cruising plans: The northern Channel 
Islands off the coast of Santa Barbara 
is our most likely next destination.
why cruising: The sense of being in-
dependent, the solitude of the sea and 
the constant gamesmanship of weather 
and nature, all the while being in the 
safe and comfortable surroundings of 
what we consider to be the best cruis-
ing trawler on the market.
why nordhavn: It allows us to go 
where we want, when we want with 
great dependability, all the while 
knowing there is an extremely respon-
sive support team at PAE from the top 
down and the bottom up. From those 
in the parts department to the com-
pany owners, each and every person at 
PAE is available when needed and they 
stand behind their boats from the start 
to the figurative end.

bill and rosemary henderson
Levity Nordhavn 43 #05
New Zealand
nautical miles cruised: 5,346 in almost 
two years.
Previous yacht: Catalina 31.

Cruising grounds: St. Petersburg, Flor-
ida Keys, Bahamas, Caribbean as far as 
Curacao in the ABC Islands.
favorite destination: Too hard to 
choose.
Cruising plans: East Coast of U.S. and 
then Dockwise back to circumnavigate 
Australia.
why cruising: Freedom and meeting 
other cruisers.

why nordhavn: Comfortable, safe 
waterfront home that can take us any-
where in the world.

Patrick and Susan Coonan
Paloma Nordhavn 43 #10
Sausalito, California, USA
nautical miles cruised: 10,000 in five 
years.
Previous yacht: Nordhavn is our first.

How to Buy a Pre-Owned Nordhavn (#2)
Start the search for the Nordhavn of your dreams here:  

www.nordhavn.com/brokerage/index_new.php

We have prepared our brokerage listings by region for your convenience, or you can 
click on the entire list. We invite you to read through the listings (updated regularly) 
and take note of what type of features and equipment are installed. By studying the 
details in our brokerage offerings, browsing the other areas of the nordhavn.com 
website and reviewing your questions with a Nordhavn sales professional, you will 
be in the best position to make your dreams come true.  

Each Nordhavn model has a wide variety of choices

Each Nordhavn design has had a natural evolution as we continually upgrade and improve 
all aspects of the build process. What should you be looking for when comparing different 
model years? All new Nordhavns are sold by our company directly to individuals (there 
are no dealers or middlemen). We spend months going over details with each client to 
ensure the end product is optimized for the type of cruising intended.    

Make your search more productive

Here is critical advice as you enter the process to purchase a Nordhavn:

• Buy the smallest boat that is big enough (get on as many boats as you can to see how 
you fit and what you need). Most clients are happier if they can find a smaller boat at a 
lower price than stretching to afford a larger Nordhavn that is more costly to maintain 
and puts a strain on their budget. Only you can make this assessment and it can only 
be accomplished by getting aboard as many Nordhavns as possible.

• Study the used Nordhavn market carefully; your best value will be a well maintained 
brokerage boat. Buying used saves you time and money plus you get to see exactly what 
you are getting and have the advantages of knowing what to expect as a result of your 
surveyor’s findings. You may determine that a new boat is your best course, and, if so, 
you will know exactly what you want.

When you buy a Nordhavn you get more than what you pay for

The resale value legacy of the Nordhavn brand is one of our strongest assets. A boat 
built rugged and tough on the outside, and luxurious on the inside does not go out of 
style. Our systems engineering designed to propel you to distant shores also includes 
easy access for maintenance and repairs. It may appear a bit of a financial stretch to 
join the Nordhavn fleet, but your investment will be rewarded when your cruising ends 
and you list your boat for sale. You need to enter this arena with an exit strategy–your 
sales associate can advise on important decisions to evaluate. 

How to Buy a Pre-Owned Nordhavn was prepared by Jeff Merrill, a sales representative in the 
Nordhavn Yachts Southwest office. 

Please turn to Page 90 for contact information for Nordhavn sales offices.
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Cruising grounds: Pacific West Coast 
(British Columbia to Panama).
favorite destination: Mexico (Puerto 
Vallarta to Huatulco).
Cruising plans: Alaska, summer 2011.
why cruising: The adventure of new 
destinations and cultures, the Nord-
havn community, and the challenges 
of boatkeeping. The pace.
why nordhavn: The community of 
fellow owners who provide experi-
ence, friendship, trust and assistance. 
PAE who provide, in addition to con-
struction quality, reliability and beauty, 
seemingly limitless support and access-
ibility for their excellent products.

george and Jane nason
Venture Nordhavn 43 #15    
Brisbane, Australia
nautical miles cruised: Bought Venture 
as a brokerage boat in 2007. We have 
cruised 14,000 nautical miles since 
leaving Stuart, Florida, arriving in 
 Australia in October 2009.
Previous yacht: Bracken Bay 40 
Cruiser. 
Cruising grounds: From Florida to 
Queensland, Australia via The Ba-
hamas, Turks and Caicos, Caymans, 
Belize, Guatemala, Honduras, Nic-
aragua, Panama, Galapagos Islands, 
Marquesas, Tahiti and others in 
French Polynesia, Suwarrow, Samoa, 
American Samoa, Fiji, Vanuatu and 
New Caledonia.
favorite destination: New Caledonia.
Cruising plans: The Queensland coast 
and Great Barrier Reef.
why cruising: Solitude. Meeting 
people (sounds like a contradiction!)
why nordhavn: Safety and reliability. 
Anyone who steps aboard Venture 
remarks on the quality of the finish 
and functionality of the boat.
Site: www.venture.talkspot.com

Jim and martha lyle
Special Blend Nordhavn 43 #17
Long Key, Florida, USA
nautical miles cruised: Approximately 
20,000 since 2006.
Previous yacht: Sport fisher 30; we 
have been boaters for more than 40 
years but we had never cruised. Our 
first cruise was from Long Key, Florida 

to New Zealand in 2007.
Cruising grounds: Mexico, Belize, 
Honduras, Panama Canal, Galapagos 
Islands, Marquesas Islands, Tuamotus, 
Tahiti, Bora Bora, Suwarrow (Cook 
Islands), American Samoa, Tonga, 
New Zealand, New Caledonia, Vanu-
atu and Australia.
favorite destination: Cannot choose 
just one. Fakarava, (Tuamotu 
Islands), Suwarrow (Cook Islands) 
and Vanuatu.
Cruising plans: Maybe back to Vanu-
atu or Solomon Islands, in a year or so, 
Alaska.
why cruising: Most everything. 
The people we have met, the places 
we have been, the easy lifestyle. 
Martha’s favorite is all the snorkeling 
she can do and photographing every 
fish in the area. Jim likes all the great 
fishing, a lot to brag about. Sharing 
with our family this wonderful world 
we live in.
why nordhavn: The comfort, secure 
feeling, the icemaker and air condi-
tioning. We have a flying bridge that’s 
our favorite driving spot.
Site: www.specialblend43.talkspot.com

eric and Christi grab
Kosmos Nordhavn 43 #18
San Diego, California, USA
nautical miles cruised: 31,041 in 
almost four years.
Previous yacht: Bayliner Ciera 2855.
Cruising grounds: (Editor’s note: The 
Grabs completed a two-year east-to-west 
circumnavigation in May 2009 during 

which they visited 30 countries. Their 
voyage was the subject of a feature article 
in the 2010 edition of CirCumnavigator, 
and is described in detail on their website 
and in a book which Christi wrote.)
favorite destination: Unfair question. 
There are so many wonderful places in 
the world. We have dozens of favorites!
Cruising plans: To be determined.
why cruising: Going new places and 
experiencing new cultures (especially 
the local food).
why nordhavn: Living on Kosmos is as 
comfortable as living in a land-based 
home.
Site: www.kosmos.liveflux.net/blog
book: http://kosmos.liveflux.net/
blog/our-books/

Kathryn, david, and ayla besemer 
Three@Sea Nordhavn 43 #19 
Boulder, Colorado, USA 
nautical miles cruised: Over 11,000 
since August 2008. 
Previous yacht:  She is our first boat as 
a family. 
Cruising grounds: We have cruised the 
Chesapeake Bay, Eastern Seaboard 
from Maine to Florida, including the 
Hudson River and Erie Canal in New 
York, and Okeechobee Waterway in 
Florida; The Bahamas, specifically the 
Exumas and Out Islands; the Great 
Lakes including Lake Ontario, Lake 
Erie, and Lake Huron, the North Chan-
nel, Georgian Bay and Trent-Severn 
Waterway in Ontario, Canada; and the 
Down East Circle route from Kingston, 
Ontario, out the St. Lawrence Seaway 
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(Montreal and Quebec) and around 
the Gaspe Peninsula to the Canadian 
Maritimes (particularly Prince Edward 
Island and Nova Scotia). 
favorite destination: Impossible to say, 
as the color of the water in the Baha-
mas is stunning, the people of Canada 
are fabulous and welcoming hosts, 
and the history and diversity of our 

own country is magnificent.  
Cruising plans: We hope to leave at the 
end of 2010 for Central America, the 
Panama Canal and beyond, into the 
South Pacific. 
why cruising: The sense of discovery 
as our back yard changes every day. 
Our world is ever expanding with the 
new people we meet, the new places 
we visit, the incredible connection to 
nature and her wonders, along with 
the new things we learn about boating 
and ourselves in the process. We read 
CirCumnavigator in the years prior 
to buying our boat so we could learn 
from what others were doing, and we 
do exactly the same thing now that we 
are fortunate enough to own one of 
these fabulous boats. 
why nordhavn: Knowing we are 
aboard a safe and reliable ship with an 
amazing community, from the team 
at PAE, to owners and vendors, ready 
to lend support and knowledge as 
we venture forth. We have the added 
bonus of her comforts, and we love the 
way she looks. 
Site: www.threeatsea.com 

Jeff and michelle east
Helen B Nordhavn 43 #20
Shoreline Marina, Long Beach, Cali-
fornia, USA
nautical miles cruised: 6,000-plus in 
four years.
Previous yacht: 1989 Fleming 53.
Cruising grounds: Pacific North-
west, Southeast Alaska, and Southern 
California.
favorite destination: Southeast Alaska.
Cruising plans: Western Mexico.
why cruising: The freedom to go where 
you want, when you want and to do 
whatever you like on the way. In South-
east Alaska, the fishing is awesome!
why nordhavn: The quality and the 
knowledge that the boat can go any-
where, if we have the time and the 
inclination.

bill and linda edwards
Wayward Wind Nordhavn 43 #22
San Pedro, California, USA
nautical miles cruised: 13,000 after 
purchasing our Nordhavn new and 
taking possession of her September 
2006.    >>

a bright alaskan sun warms the bow of helen 
b, allowing michelle east, left, to spend some 
quality time with Zelda, a miniature schnauzer. 
meanwhile, husband Jeff readies the day’s 
salmon catch.
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Previous yacht: Fu Hwa 34 Trawler.
Cruising grounds: We departed Los 
Angeles May of 2007 bound for the 
Pacific Northwest. It was a day-by-day 
journey. We figured to travel until we 
became uncomfortable or scared. 
We had never attempted anything of 
this magnitude before. Linda and I 
had studied hard and attended many 
schools and classes; diesel schools, 
electronic classes, navigation, medical, 
weather, and more. Well, we made it 
up to the end of Glacier Bay, Alaska 
and back. We were home for six weeks, 
got the boat ready and departed San 
Pedro for San Diego in November 
2007, to be in the first FUBAR cruise 
to La Paz. From there we went as 

far south as Zihuatanejo, back up to 
the Sea of Cortez, then home to San 
Pedro in June 2008. We left again this 
past November 2009 with FUBAR 
number two, made it to La Paz with 
the cruise, and had a great time as 
before.
Cruising plans: We are currently sitting 
in the estuary at Barillas Marina, El 
Salvador. Our plans are to go through 
the Panama Canal, go up to the Yuca-
tan Peninsula before crossing west of 
Cuba and get north of Florida before 
hurricane season. We are going to 
cruise the East Coast until November 
when hurricane season is over, head 
to the Bahamas and continue down 
to Trinidad. During the next hurri-
cane season, we’ll go west through the 
ABCs and go back through the Canal. 
We will go north and head for home 
after the end of the season. That’s our 
plan, but as you know everything is 
subject to change.

earl and louise Kari
Serenity Nordhavn 43 #24
Anchorage, Alaska, USA
nautical miles cruised: Just over 8,000 
in almost three years. 
Previous yacht: 1975 Pacific 37 
Trawler.
Cruising grounds: We have gone as far 
north as Ketchikan and are now down 

in Mexico. We have gone as far south 
as Puerto Vallarta. The boat is cur-
rently berthed at Costa Baja in La Paz 
from which we plan to cruise the Sea 
of Cortez.
favorite destination: We have always 
loved cruising in British Columbia, 
especially an area called the Brough-
tons. However, we have to say that 
Mexico is even better. The weather 
is wonderful and we are able to do 
more things than we could up north. 
Water and air temperature make a real 
difference.  
Cruising plans: We plan to keep the 
boat in Mexico until spring of 2011. 
Our plans are open.
why cruising: We love the mobility of 
taking our home to new places on a 
whim, not knowing or caring what day 
it is, and meeting new and interesting 
fellow cruisers.
why nordhavn: The total confidence 
we have in the ability of the boat to 
take us safely anywhere.  
Site: www.daisyserenity.blogspot.com
 
Colin and Janet ingram
Suilven Nordhavn 43 #34 
Portland, Dorset, England
nautical miles cruised: 1,300 in about 
18 months. We’ve lived on board more 
than 150 nights so far.
Previous yacht: Suilven is our first boat 

Serenity, a nordhavn 43, finds quiet in the 
Sea of Cortez. below, louise Kari happily 
anticipates a seafood feast during a trip to 
british Columbia. 
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and we knew almost nothing about the 
sea before starting with her. So train-
ing has been a big part of our experi-
ence to date. Suilven is old Norse for a 
beautiful mountain by the sea in the 
Scottish wilderness. The Vikings used 
it as a navigation point.
Cruising plans: Up and down the cen-
tral English Channel. 
favorite destination: Dartmouth in 
Devon. This is a seriously pretty river 
estuary town and very highly regarded 
as such by English sailors, founded by 
the Normans after 1066 and is “quaint.”  
It’s also the home of the Royal Naval 
College (a sort of naval West Point) 
and our officers start their Navy lives 
helming small boats up and down the 
river, much to the amusement of the 
moored recreational sailors.
Cruising plans: Family health permit-
ting, we want to cruise up the coast 
of Ireland and relocate Suilven in the 
Scottish Highland coast so we can ex-
plore these northern latitudes for a few 
years.
why cruising: The peace and serenity 
after a very hectic and international 
work life, the coastline with its rich 
history and natural beauty and the in-
teresting people we meet who have 
the sea as a common interest and 
motivation.
why nordhavn: The size, capabil-
ity and amenities suit us perfectly as 
newbie sailors; we treat her as our 
seaside cottage, which we can easily 
relocate to different locations. She’s 
very easy to use at sea and the family 
children down to six years old have 
all helmed her. I’m a Caterpillar pen-
sioner and raced Porsches for a hobby, 
so I’m really only interested in world-
class products. Nordhavns meet that 
criterion in the slow-trawler market.

alan and Kate burrows
Wandering Star Nordhavn 43 #36
Douglas, Isle of Man, United Kingdom
nautical miles cruised: None yet, we 
are new owners and are very much 
looking forward to the whole Nord-
havn experience.
Previous yacht: We are returning to 
the oceans after 20 years working on 
dry land. Previously I used to race 

offshore multihulls.
favorite destination: Many visits to 
the Nordhavn base in Southampton, 
UK, as each time we are greeted with 
a warm welcome and come away with 
more knowledge and experience.  
Cruising plans: Initially we intend 

heading south towards Spain and Italy. 
why cruising: The whole experience 
excites us greatly.
why nordhavn: After much research 
and discussion we found nothing really 
compared to the Nordhavn in terms of 
build quality and flexibility.  >>

How to Buy a Pre-Owned Nordhavn (#3)
Start the search for the Nordhavn of your dreams here:  

www.nordhavn.com/brokerage/index_new.php

We have prepared our brokerage listings by region for your convenience, or you can 
click on the entire list. We invite you to read through the listings (updated regularly) 
and take note of what type of features and equipment are installed. By studying the 
details in our brokerage offerings, browsing the other areas of the nordhavn.com 
website and reviewing your questions with a Nordhavn sales professional, you will 
be in the best position to make your dreams come true.  

Working with a Nordhavn sales expert gives you a huge advantage 

When you have settled on a model and are ready to make an offer we have the legal 
forms and a secure brokerage trust account to protect you during this process. Nordhavn 
salesmen specialize in this market and know what comparable boats have sold for and can 
help you negotiate the best price. Buying a used Nordhavn and spending a considerable 
sum for that privilege can be a stressful process with a lot of decisions to be made in 
a compressed time frame; we are trained to help make this a pleasurable experience. 
We can help you prepare by putting you in touch with the top legal, insurance and 
finance experts in our field. We can also connect you with current Nordhavn owners 
to seek their advice and solicit their opinions on what works and what doesn’t. And, 
often times, a Nordhavn changes hands yet never comes up on the open market. We 
know who is planning to sell and who is looking for their boat well in advance and can 
give you inside information to react swiftly.     

Not all yacht brokers know Nordhavns

Independent yacht brokers may not have the product knowledge or depth of experience 
to help you navigate through all of your choices. Each Nordhavn sales person is actively 
involved with Nordhavn – every day! We know what is happening and what is going 
to happen. We can show you new boats and used boats and constructively compare 
the differences to help you make an informed decision. Nordhavn sales reps have new 
and used Nordhavns at their sales docks and can set up appointments for you to view 
any Nordhavn available anywhere in the world. 

After-sale support is a key Nordhavn advantage

Training is another key component to enjoying your new Nordhavn.  From docking, 
anchoring and basic operations to engine checks and fuel transferring you deserve 
to learn first hand from an experienced professional.  Reviewing the comprehensive 
Nordhavn operator’s manual (delivered with each new Nordhavn built since 2000) is very 
reassuring.  Your Nordhavn sales representative can also provide you access to spare parts, 
upgrade recommendations and question time with the project managers. There is a lot 
to gain by working your purchase through Nordhavn including gaining the experience 
and confidence to know that you ARE ready to take off on your own. 

How to Buy a Pre-Owned Nordhavn was prepared by Jeff Merrill, a sales representative in the 
Nordhavn Yachts Southwest office. 

Please turn to Page 90 for contact information for Nordhavn sales offices.
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alan and Karen davidson
Opal Lady Nordhavn 43 #37
Lake Macquarie, Australia
nautical miles cruised: 5,500 since 
commissioning 12 months ago.
Previous yacht: We had a Seawind 
1000 Sailing Catamaran and a Chal-
lenger 36 Sloop. 
Cruising grounds: We left Brisbane 
after commissioning and headed 
south to circumnavigate Tasmania 
with the Van Diemen’s Land Cruise, 
42 vessels (including SKIE Nordhavn 
55 and Westwind Nordhavn 40) over 
six weeks. Then spent a few months 
cruising the waters of Storm Bay, 
Bruny Island and the D’Entrecasteaux 
Channel before heading to the south-
west coast of Tasmania’s World Herit-
age Region — Port Davey for one 
month, where we encountered the 
worst weather in recorded history. 
Highest wind recorded by us: 94 
knots! Officially, 96 knots. We wanted 
to see the area in winter with the snow-
capped mountains. Several months 
cruising the Tasman Peninsula, 
best southern blue fin tuna fishing 
grounds! Then the Furneaux Group 
Islands in northeast Tasmania.
favorite destination: Port Davey—The 
Davey River and Gorge.

Cruising plans: We are traveling north 
up the East Coast to Fraser Island and 
The Great Sandy Straits, Lady Mus-
grave Island, Whitsundays, Hinchin-
brook Island, Cairns and then onto 
the Louisiades Papua New Guinea in 
September-October 2010. Our 2011 
plans are to circumnavigate Australia 
with www.sailaroundaustralia.com.au .
why cruising: Being able to see and 
experience remote destinations at our 
own pace and without the crowds.
why nordhavn: She is easily han-
dled by just the two of us. We enjoy 
having  “our home” with us and being 
able to cruise in safety, comfort, and 
security without the need for mar-
inas, no matter what the weather. We 
live aboard and love being able to 
enjoy the journey, and with excellent 
vision in the pilothouse, saloon and 
galley whilst under way, no one misses 
out.  Being able to visit remote fishing 
grounds for extended periods of time.  
Site: www.opallady.com 

nordhavn 40

ian and mary howat
AEgis Nordhavn 40 #14
Nanaimo, British Columbia, Canada
nautical miles cruised: 3,800 in  

lynda frantz prepares for a 
relaxing soak in one of alaska’s 
hot springs. below, husband Jim 

is dwarfed by a 250-year-old 
haida indian carved pole.
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two years.
Previous yacht: PT 38.
Cruising grounds: Pacific Northwest.
favorite destination: Hakai Luxvbalis.
Cruising plans: Queen Charlottes.
why cruising: Solitude, freedom.
why nordhavn: Robust, freedom, well 
built, comfortable.

Jim and lynda frantz
Albedos Nordhavn 40 #17
Anacortes, Washington, USA
nautical miles cruised: 20,000 in 10 
years.
Previous yacht: Dragon racing 
sailboat.
Cruising grounds: Alaska, British 
Columbia, Haida Gwaii, Washington.
favorite destination: Haida Gwaii.
Cruising plans: Alaska.
why cruising: Exploring and experi-
encing nature.
why nordhavn: Security and comfort.

areas from the sea, not the Interstate.
why nordhavn: Perfect cruising boat 
for couples. Easy to operate and main-
tain for a couple. Easy to find dock-
age, moorings and anchorages. Safe 
passagemaker.

Klaus and elizabeth loehr
Chinook Nordhavn 40 #20
Portland, Oregon, USA
nautical miles cruised: 29,000 since 
March 2001.
Previous yacht: Ta Shing Taswell 43 

Cutter rigged sloop.
Cruising grounds: The West Coast 
of the U.S. and Canada, the Pacific 
Northwest and Southeast Alaska.
favorite destination: Glacier Bay 
National Park, Alaska.
Cruising plans: British Columbia and 
Alaska.
why cruising: The ever changing scen-
ery and meeting like-minded people.
why nordhavn: The boat performs 
 reliably as specified and advertised 
with a good safety margin.  >>

Chip and Kay marsh
Beso Nordhavn 40 #18
Santa Barbara, California, USA
nautical miles cruised: 20,200 since 
2001.
Previous yacht: Islander 40 Motor-
sailer Bohemian.
Cruising grounds: Santa Barbara 
through Panama Canal, up western 
Caribbean; Bahamas including Turks 
and Caicos; Bermuda; up and down 
the East Coast from Florida to Maine, 
Chesapeake Bay, Washington, D.C. 
and Long Island Sound.
favorite destination: Long Island; 
Bahamas; San Blas Islands, Bermuda
Cruising plans: Florida, West Coast; 
Canada, Nova Scotia; eastern 
Caribbean.
why cruising: Seeing new places, 
meeting new people. Exploring new 

Chinook sits docked 
at Chatterbox falls, on 
Princess louisa inlet, 
british Columbia. below, 
near Ketchikan, two guest 
fishermen are plenty 
happy with their catch.

Chip and Kay marsh guide beso through 
choppy seas en route to San andres 
island, Colombia.
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Peter arneil
Medeek (Tsimshian [First Nations] 
word for grizzly bear) Nordhavn 40 
#23
Bellingham, Washington, USA
nautical miles cruised: 2010 is the 
third season; 3,200 to date.
Previous yacht: Sea Sport Explorer 24 
Diesel.  
Cruising grounds: San Francisco to 
Bellingham, west coast Vancouver 
Island, Outside Passage to Alaska.
favorite destination: Northern coast 
of British Columbia.
Cruising plans: Queen Charlotte 
Islands.
why cruising: Wilderness anchorages 
and living off the sea.
why nordhavn: Most important—it 
can take me where I really want to go 
most often: Prince William Sound, 
Kodiak, Kenai Peninsula.
It’s a big boat in a compact package.

alan and Jane fantel
Sedna (after the Inuit goddess of the 
sea) Nordhavn 40 #24
Decatur Island, Washington, USA
nautical miles cruised: About 3,500 
since 2003.
Previous yacht: Nordic Tug 32.
Cruising grounds: Our cruising has 
been primarily in the inland waters 
of the northwest coast of the United 

States and Canada.
favorite destination: The Octopus 
Islands and the Broughton 
Archipelago.
Cruising plans: We hope to get back 
up to the Broughtons this summer.
why cruising: We love to pack up our 
Newfoundland dog, Tug, and get away 
to the pristine waters farther north 
and relax, read, hike, cook and ex-
plore the water.

david and Janet mcConaghy
Cowabunga Nordhavn 40 #25
Birch Bay, Washington, USA
nautical miles cruised: 6,000 in four 
years.
Previous yacht: Nonsuch 36 sailboat.
Cruising grounds: British Columbia, 
Canada.
favorite destination: Nanaimo, British 
Columbia.
Cruising plans: Queen Charlotte 
Strait.
why cruising: Finding quiet, secluded 
anchorages and spectacular fjords.
why nordhavn: Wife says, “The hy-
draulic stabilizers—don’t leave home 
without them.”

ernie and mary martinez
Net Effect Nordhavn 40 #30
Marco Island, Florida, USA
nautical miles cruised: Since May of 

with medeek resting at anchor, Peter 
arneil and Shar figenshaw, top, do some 

exploring around aristazabal island, 
british Columbia. Janet mcConaghy 

gets a hand from granddaughter Caitlin 
Joy o’brien, aboard Cowabunga. Janet 

loves her yacht’s hydraulic stabilizers, 
declaring: “don’t leave home without 
them.” below, barry Kallander makes 

sure this bluefish doesn’t get away 
from lori dietsch, a charter guest on 

Commander. bottom, Josh and natasha 
tofield explore the rugged surroundings 

on alitak bay, alaska.
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2007, about 3,000. 
Previous yacht: Hatteras 53.
Cruising grounds: South Carolina, 
Florida Keys, Dry Tortugas.
favorite destination: Dry Tortugas.
Cruising plans: Bahamas, British 
Virgin Islands.
why cruising: Getting away from the 
rat race.
why nordhavn: Comfort, safety, 
range, economy, looks.

John and Sue Spencer
Uno Mas Nordhavn 40 #34
San Antonio, Texas, USA
nautical miles cruised: 31,000 in nine 
years.
Previous yacht: Hyatt 47 Cockpit 
Motor Yacht.
Cruising grounds: Pacific Northwest, 
British Columbia, Alaska, Pacific 
U.S., Mexico, El Salvador, Costa 
Rica, Panama, San Blas Islands, 
Central America, Caribbean 
and Mexico; the NAR to the Med 
visiting Spain, Sardinia, Corsica, 
Italy, Sicily, Malta, Greece, Turkey, 
Montenegro, Croatia, France for 
three years; Bahamas, East Coast from 
Florida to Maine, and Nova Scotia.
favorite destination: British Columbia 
and Alaska.
Cruising plans: New England, Maine, 
Nova Scotia and Newfoundland in 
2010.
why cruising: Meeting the people 
from around the world, enjoying their 
unique culture, heritage and food.
why nordhavn: The quality and sense 
of security we have experienced in 
large seas, along with the great group 
of people at Nordhavn that continue 
to provide value and support after 
nine years.

barry and Carol Kallander
Commander Nordhavn 40 #46 Mark II
Newport, Rhode Island, USA
nautical miles cruised: About 6,000 
after purchasing new in 2005.
Previous yacht: Catalina 42 sailboat.
Cruising grounds: Chesapeake to 
Maine.
favorite destination: Maine coast and 
our home cruising grounds of Cape 
and Islands.

Cruising plans: Maine, perhaps Nova 
Scotia.
why cruising: Solitude, meeting 
people, seeing new places.
why nordhavn: Quality of construc-
tion, reliability, value.

Josh and natasha tofield
Samba Nordhavn 40 #49 Mark II
Tucson, Arizona, USA

nautical miles cruised: 15,000 in five 
years. 
Previous yacht: Crowther 44 Cata-
maran, around the South Pacific and 
Hawaii.
Cruising grounds: Southeast Alaska, 
British Columbia, Prince William 
Sound, Kodiak Island and the Alaska 
Peninsula. 
favorite destination: Kodiak 
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Archipelago and the Alaska Peninsula. 
Currently wintering over in Kodiak.
Cruising plans: Samba is in Kodiak, we 
are currently thawing out in Arizona. 
We’ll be back in 2010 to head for the 
Aleutian Islands for the summer.
why nordhavn: Samba is a great sea 
boat for a little boat on big water.

linda and billy Page
Southern Comfort Nordhavn 40 #54 
Mark II
Morehead City, North Carolina, USA
nautical miles cruised: Approximately 
2,800 since purchasing the vessel new 
in May 2006.
Previous yacht: Endeavour 33 sailboat.
Cruising grounds: South Florida to 
Baltimore, Maryland, and nearby 
inland waters.
favorite destination: Exploring the 
Chesapeake Bay.
Cruising plans: Chesapeake Bay 
during the spring, and possibly Florida 
during the winter.
why cruising: Making new friends 
on the waterways and seeing new 
places, as well as returning to favorite 
locations.
why nordhavn: We appreciate the 
comfort provided by the on-board 
amenities, and the confidence we 
have in the seaworthy capabilities of 
the vessel.

michael holland
Zeeno Nordhavn 40 #59 Mark II
Santa Barbara, California, USA
nautical miles cruised: 2,500 in two 
years.
Previous yacht: Catalina 42 sail.
Cruising grounds: California and 

northern Mexico coast.
favorite destination: Channel Islands 
(Southern California).
Cruising plans: British Columbia, 
Canada.
why cruising: Having the comforts of 
home as I place myself in new adven-
turous locations.
why nordhavn: The security of a safe, 
strong ship.

lance and Stephanie leuthesser
StarPlath Nordhavn 40 #60 Mark II
Ensenada, Mexico
nautical miles cruised: 7,700 since 
 October 2006.
Previous yacht: Nordhavn is our first.
Cruising grounds: Mexico, U.S. West 
Coast, British Columbia.
favorite destination: Hard to say, both 
north and south have been great.
Cruising plans: Mexico, Costa Rica 
and Panama.
why cruising: The adventure, keeping 
active, meeting interesting people.
why nordhavn: The quality of 
the product and the quality of the 
company.

John and maria torelli
Maria Elena Nordhavn 40 #61 Mark II
San Diego, California, USA
nautical miles cruised: 750 after pur-
chasing new in 2007.
Previous yacht: Nordhavn 40 #50.
Cruising grounds: Southern California 
and northern Mexico. 
favorite destination: Catalina Island, 
California.
Cruising plans: Cabo San Lucas.
why cruising: We have lived aboard 
part time in San Diego, California for 

over five years and enjoy the healthy 
lifestyle. While full-time work keeps 
us close to port, we enjoy weekend 
coastal trips and anchoring out in the 
bay. We wrote a small book about the 
lifestyle entitled Life is a journey why not 
live aboard a trawler, and spoke at the 
San Diego Trawler Fest in 2009. We cur-
rently have Maria Elena up for sale as we 
start planning for our next Nordhavn.     
why nordhavn: Quality and safety at 
sea. Jeff Merrill has proven himself to 
be an outstanding company represent-
ative and friend that we can call 24/7 
when problems arise. He is one of the 
reasons we keep coming back to PAE.  
book: http://tinyurl.com/nordhavn-
liveaboards 

ian and trishia ross
Iolair of Vatersay Nordhavn 40 #62 
Mark II
Oban, Scotland
nautical miles cruised: 1,600 since 
we purchased Iolair in 2007 and took 
delivery at Hamble Point (European 
Nordhavn office) in late July.
Previous yacht: Iolair is my first yacht, 
although I have had various dinghies 
in the past.
Cruising grounds: Went to southwest 
Ireland as planned in May 2009 and 
based ourselves in Castlepark Marina, 
Kinsale, with several trips farther west, 
but again it has been a poor summer 
weather-wise so did not get as far up 
the west coast of Ireland as we would 

iolair of vatersay navigates 
roaringwater bay between 

long island and fastnet, 
near County Cork, ireland. 

right, linda and billy 
Page relax at tides inn, at 

irvington, virginia.
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have wished.
favorite destination: Our favorite 
places are the Helford River in Corn-
wall and Horseshoe Harbour, just 
outside the entrance to Baltimore 
in southwest Ireland. It’s a splendid 
sheltered-from-all-winds cove where 
the local fishermen will give you fresh 
caught prawns, crab or lobster for a 
very reasonable price.
Cruising plans: Over-wintered in Kin-
sale and planning an early spring pas-
sage to Oban via Dublin and the Isle of 
Man, where our eldest son is currently 
working. We should be there when the 
TT races (motorbike racing over local 
roads—very fast—not quite Nordhavn 
territory) are on, thereafter a leisurely 
amble to Bangor for stores and then to 
the west coast of Scotland.
why nordhavn: What we like about 
our Nordhavn is its seaworthiness, 
solid build and large fuel tanks, which 
give long range and the chance to 
refuel at ports with reasonable prices. 
Together with a watermaker it allows 
us to visit more remote places without 
any concern, providing there are suf-
ficient stores—both solid and liquid—
aboard. As someone who spent all his 
working life in the Scotch whisky in-
dustry, I know all the distilleries on the 
mainland and the isles of Scotland!

nordhavn 35 

bob and Jan d’alcorn
Wings Nordhavn 35 #03
Charlevoix, Michigan, USA
nautical miles cruised: About 1,000 
since August 2008.
Previous yacht:  A Catalina 34 sailboat.
Cruising grounds: We lived on the boat 
for approximately 3-1/2 months last 
summer and cruised northern Lake 
Michigan, including the Door County 
area of Wisconsin, the North Channel 
and Georgian Bay of Lake Huron.
favorite destination: Our favorite area 
to date has been the North Channel 
because of the many beautiful anchor-
ages and scenery. We met several “loop-
ers” who extended their stay through 
the summer as they found it to be such 
an exceptional cruising area.
Cruising plans: We intend to live on 
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DRINKING WATER PURIFIER

800-441-8166 E.S.T.
www.generalecology.com

Independently 
certified to meet EPA 

Guide Standard Protocol 
for Microbiological Purifiers 

against bacteria, cysts 
and viruses!

INSTANT, PURIFIED
WATER ON BOARD!

Your watermaker makes water potable, but by adding a Seagull®IV Drinking 
Water Purifier, you’ll enjoy refreshing, high-quality, purified water for your 
on-board drinking, cooking and ice-cube needs. Without chemical treatment, 
hold-time or electricity, Seagull IV purification systems purify water instantly, right 
from your fresh water tank. They excel at removing the chemical and aesthetic 
contaminants that thrive in tanks that cause bad taste and odor.
The installation is easy and virtually maintenance-free.
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the boat again next summer, cruising 
more areas in Georgian Bay and re-
turning to the North Channel.
why cruising: Meeting new friends and 
enjoying boating with old friends. Just 
being on the water is enjoyable.
why nordhavn: The comfort and se-
curity we feel that encourages us to 
spend extended periods of time on 
the boat. Most of the time we are in 
port, people are constantly asking for 
a tour of the boat and express their 
genuine admiration for the boat.

wayne K. and Patricia a. davis
Envoy Nordhavn 35 #04
Richmond, Texas, USA
nautical miles cruised: 3,000 nautical 
miles in 2-1/2 years.
Previous yacht: Nordhavn 46.
Cruising grounds: East Coast of U.S. 
in the Nordhavn 35 from Florida to 
Cape Cod; 22,000-plus nautical miles 
in the Nordhavn 46, which included 

the Nordhavn Atlantic Rally 2004, and 
three years in the Mediterranean Sea.
favorite destination: Croatia in the 
Nordhavn 46; Martha’s Vineyard and 
Block Island in the Nordhavn 35.
Cruising plans: We plan to return to 
the Bahamas in the winter of 2010-
2011.
why cruising: Wayne:  the journey.  
Pat: the destinations.
why nordhavn: After 30 plus years as 
sailors we wanted a motor yacht that 
would give us the safety, comfort and 
range to travel when and where we 
desired. Only the Nordhavn line of 
yachts (and specifically the Nordhavn 
46) met these requirements to our 
level of expectation. The 8-1/2 years 
we lived aboard our Nordhavn 46 dem-
onstrated over and over that we had 
made the correct decision. For coastal 
cruising, we have found the Nordhavn 
35 to be the best small yacht available 
for our needs. We are drawn to the 

design of the Nordhavn yachts with 
their ruggedly handsome features. We 
especially appreciate the attention to 
detail in both the engineering of the 
boat and the quality of construction. 
Nordhavns are yacht quality.

gary and Sharon robinson
St. Helena Nordhavn 35 #19
Sidney, British Columbia, Canada
nautical miles cruised: 15,069 since 
June 2003.
Previous yacht: None.
Cruising grounds: Mexico, California, 
Oregon, Washington, Columbia River, 
Inside and Outside Passages through 
British Columbia, Canada and to 
Alaska.
favorite destination: Alaska.
Cruising plans: British Columbia and 
Alaska.
why cruising: Boating friends, wild-
life, isolation and independence.
why nordhavn: Reliability.    V

hot links to owners
Go to the interactive version of CirCumnavigator at www.nordhavn.com/interactive/circumnavigator/ where all the links to Nordhavn 
owner websites, blogs and books are live. For more links to blogs of Nordhavn owners, visit www.nordhavn.com/community/blogs/.

bob and Jan d’alcorn, 
aboard wings, their 
nordhavn 35, aren’t the 
only cruisers drawn 
to the rugged beauty 
of Croker island, in the 
north Channel of lake 
huron, ontario, Canada.  
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headQUarterS ***
34179 Golden Lantern, Suite 101
Dana Point, California 92629
Ph: 949-496-4848 / Fx: 949-240-2398
info@nordhavn.com

SaleS offiCeS
Nordhavn Yachts Northeast
222 Narragansett Blvd.
Portsmouth, Rhode Island 02871
Ph: 401-293-0910 / Fx: 401-293-0914
info@nordhavn.com

Nordhavn Yachts Northwest
2601 W. Marina Place, Suite S
Seattle, Washington 98199
Ph: 206-223-3624 / Fx: 206-223-3628
info@nordhavn.com

Nordhavn Yachts Southeast
600 NW Dixie Hwy
Stuart, Florida 34994
Ph: 772-223-6331 / Fx: 772-223-3631
info@nordhavn.com

Nordhavn Yachts Southwest ***
24703 Dana Drive
Dana Point, California 92629
Ph: 949-496-4933 / Fx: 949-496-1905
info@nordhavn.com

Nordhavn Europe Ltd.
10-12 Firefly Road, Hamble Point Marina
Hamble, SO31 4NB, United Kingdom
Ph: +44 (0) 23 8045 6342
Fx: +44 (0) 23 8045 7741
europesales@nordhavn.com

Nordhavn Australasia-Sales and Service
28 Thurecht Parade
Scarborough, Queensland 4020
Ph: 1300 920 036 /Fx: +61.7.3102 6253
Mobile: +61.419 760 258
peter@nordhavn.com.au

CommiSSioning loCationS
Nordhavn Commissioning – West Coast ***
24701 Dana Drive
Dana Point, California 92629
dave@nordhavn.com
For slips: leah@nordhavn.com

Nordhavn Commissioning – East Coast
54 N Dixie Hwy
Stuart, Florida 34994
Ph: 772-232-3172 / Fx: 772-232-3174
john.hoffman@nordhavn.com
robin.braathe@nordhavn.com

PUrChaSing and PartS
Nordhavn Parts Department ***
24701 Dana Drive
Dana Point, California 92629
parts@nordhavn.com

 
*** As of November 1, 2012, all Dana Point 
operations will be consolidated at one 
address:

25001 Dana Drive
Dana Point, California 92629 

No change in telephone, fax or e-mail  
co-ordinates.
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is there a 
nordhavn 
pilothouse in 
your future? 



T: 954.760.4447   F: 954.525.3261  E: sales@seavision.com
For European inquiries contact:  E: sales@seavisioneurope.com

www.seavision.com
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A1188

L1066
170-275 HP

M844LW3
20 kW at 60 Hz

CW60C
60,000 BTU

Northern Lights, Lugger and Technicold provide a single resource for some of your 
Nordhavn’s most critical systems.  Nordhavn owners have long valued the experienced 
engineering and seamless integration of Northern Lights’ family of marine solutions.  As a 
hands-on trawler owner, you will appreciate the reliable, durable and simple to maintain 
systems of an industry leader.  Northern Lights generator sets, Lugger propulsion 
engines and Technicold air conditioning, refrigeration and load banks work in concert 
to make your vessel more efficient and your onboard life easier.   


